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Abstract 
 
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND APPLICATION OF  
STIMULI-RESPONSIVE HYDROGEL ACTUATORS 
 
Peixi Yuan, Ph. D. 
Department of Chemistry 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2013 
Ralph G. Nuzzo, Chair 
 
 
In this dissertation, topics around stimuli-responsive hydrogel actuators were discussed. 
In each project, a specially designed, stimuli-responsive, hydrogel was fabricated. By initiating a 
corresponding stimuli, swell-deswell changes were triggered within the hydrogels, and certain 
mechanical movements can be created and controlled by manipulating the patterns and structures 
of the hydrogels. Within these projects, we explored the fabrication and application of 
biomimetic actuators and soft robotics. Among the five projects that will be discussed in this 
dissertation, the first three systems are chemically initiated stimuli-responsive actuators 
(chemomechanical actuators), and the other two systems are non-chemically initiated.  
Among the chemomechanical systems, we explored relationships between different 
chemical systems and hydrogels, as well as the conversion of chemical energy into mechanical 
movements in a biomimetic fashion. For the first project, we described a new planar processing 
chemistry that allows the synthesis and patterning of dynamically self-oscillating gels of diverse 
form. The chemical reaction covalently incorporates a methacrylate-modified ruthenium 
trisbipyridine (Ru(bpy)3
2+
) monomer within a poly acrylamide (PAAm) gel, modified to provide 
a flexible chemistry for UV-curable, self-oscillating Belousov-Zhabotinsky (B-Z) gels. Then, 
inspired by the photosensitizing capability of Ru(bpy)3
2+
 from the first project, we successfully 
used visible light to trigger macroscopic movements of polyacrylic acid (PAA) based pH 
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sensitive hydrogels through a photo catalytic water-splitting reaction system, which contains 
Ru(bpy)3
2+
 as the photosensitizer and iridium dioxide (IrO2) nanoparticles as the catalyst. Finally, 
inspired by the pH sensitive PAA materials from the second project, we developed 
electrochemically-induced micro and macro scaled chemomechanical hydrogel actuators. The 
actuation from pH sensitive PAA hydrogel was achieved through the electrochemically-induced 
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), during which protons are produced at the anode and consumed 
at the cathode, forming a pH gradient between the two electrodes.  
For the non-chemically triggered actuator systems, we exploited the fast-responsive and 
vast volume change of the hydrogel due to thermal change or solubility change and aimed to 
explore the hierarchical programmability of matter through strain in a 3D fashion. In the fourth 
project, we show the controlled nonuniform swelling and de-swelling of one 3D hydrogel based 
on integrating electronic meshes, utilized as a local heating agent, into thermally responsive poly 
N-isopropyl acrylamide (pNIPAM). Such hydrogel yields from embedding electronic meshes 
with functionalities and controlling abilities to locally program the shape of the hydrogel. In the 
last project, we used light to “program” the folding mechanics of a flat, two-dimensional 
material. Mixtures of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and SU-8 photoresist are exposed to 
different photomasks, creating a disparity in cross-linked SU-8 density between the exposed and 
unexposed portions. Upon immersion in nonpolar organic solvent, strain gradients are formed 
into the folding configuration, due to the swelling difference of PDMS and SU-8. The 
photomasks in the fabrication process can be varied to tailor the strain and direct folding into 
different 3D configurations upon immersion into nonpolar solvent.  By changing the exposure 
pattern, different folding configurations can be generated from the same two-dimensional 
precursor.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Stimuli Responsive Hydrogel 
 
The basic principle behind swelling in polymeric materials is that when the material 
immersed in a certain solvent, the free energy of mixing, in the form of osmotic pressure, causes 
the solvent to diffuse into the material’s body. The absorption of the solvent continues until the 
complete solvation of the polymer, which forms a 3D polymer network
1
. When a polymer 
network is composed of hydrophilic monomer segment, which will be swollen in water, it is 
referred to as a hydrogel. 
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels often exhibit sharp volume phase transitions triggered by 
specific chemical or physical stimuli. Such reversible transitions between the swollen and 
shrunken states are often referred to as a swelling-deswelling transition. Volume phase 
transitions have been vastly studied due to their potential in triggering the functions of movement, 
such as deformation
2
, volume change
3
, modulus change
4
, force generation
5
 etc., are similar to 
biological systems in the nature. And there are numerous triggers that bring about these 
responses, such as pH value
6
, electric field
7
, ion concentration
8
, chemical or biological 
reagents
9,10
 etc. Based on the capability of chemo-mechanical energy conversion, stimuli-
responsive polymers have a broad range of applications, ranging from mechanical actuators 
11,12
, 
soft robotics
2,13
. In our work, we often used the following stimuli responsive hydrogels: 
polyacrylamide (PAAm) (scheme 1.1 a), poly acrylic acid (PAA) (scheme 1.1 b), and poly N-
isopropyl acrylamide (pNIPAM) (scheme 1.1 c). 
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 (a)                                                   (b)                                              (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.1: Chemical structure of (a) polyacrylamide (b) poly acrylic acid; and (c) poly N-isopropyl 
acrylamide 
It has been reported that PAAm has been utilized as a backbone for self-oscillating B-Z 
gels 
14,15
. For this system, sample size decreased upon the catalyst oxidation, these effects were 
attributed to the formation of additional reversible physical crosslinks, which were broken when 
the catalyst was in the reduced state. PAA is a pH sensitive hydrogel; protonation and de-
protonation can create a difference in concentration of mobile ions in the hydrogel interior 
relative to external solution (osmotic pressure) that drives the volume change, with consistent 
theoretical predictions of experimental results
16
. The thermo responsive pNIPAM hydrogel was 
utilized for its sharp phase transition and large swelling ratio, which has been incorporated into 
many applications
17
. The chains of the hydrogel undergo a coiled (swollen) to globule (collapsed) 
transition at around 33 
o
C
17-19
. Specifically, the hydrogel is coiled below the lower critical 
solution temperature (LCST), so it absorbs solvent (e.g., water) and swells.  Above the LCST, 
the hydrogel collapses, expels the majority of water, and shrinks. 
In order to achieve three dimensional hierarchically programmable structures in our 
actuators, we often combine stimuli responsive and non-responsive gels together to create 
actuation in a desired pattern. In chapter 3, pHEMA (scheme 1.2a, non pH responsive at a pH of 
4~6) was polymerized on top of the pH responsive PAA (scheme 1.1b, transition pH at 4~6), 
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creating a pH responsive bimorph actuator. In Chapter 6, we mixed PDMS (scheme 1.2b, swells 
in nonpolar organic solvent) and SU-8 (scheme 1.2c, doesn’t swell in nonpolar organic solvent). 
By controlling the SU-8 crosslinked pattern and SU-8 crosslinking density through the film’s 
profile, we obtained the desired programmable films with controlled folding. 
(a)                                                          (b)                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.2: Chemical structure of (a) poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (b) polydimethsiloxane; and (c) 
SU-8 photoresist. 
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Na2BrO3 
CH2(COOH)2 
Self-Oscillation 
1.2 Chemical Systems for Chemomechanical Actuators 
 
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels have a broad range of potential based on chemomechanical 
energy conversion functions. And in our work, we have explored the following chemical systems 
to create the external stimuli for the corresponding hydrogels. 
1.2.1 Belousov-Zhabotinsky (B-Z) Reaction 
The oscillatory B-Z reaction is well known for generating temporal oscillating 
phenomena
 20-22
 and, localized in a chemo-responsive gel, serves as a useful/robust model for 
chemomechanical transduction. The overall process in the B-Z reaction (scheme 1.3) includes 
the oxidation of a suitable organic compound (for example, malonic acid) by an inorganic 
oxidant (sodium or potassium bromate) catalyzed by transition metal ions (e.g., iron, ruthenium, 
or cerium). During the course of the reaction, the oxidation state of the catalyst changes 
periodically, leading to such distinct features as the temporal and spatial variations in color, 
which enable visualization of the processes.  
 
Scheme 1.3: Illustration of the self-oscillation process of Ruthenium trisbipyridine catalyzed system 
One system, the so-called B-Z gel, has been studied intensively towards this end 
3,4,23-26
.
 
In these materials, local features of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (B-Z) reaction lead to coupled 
responses in the gel that include unique rhythmic changes in color
3
, solubility
4
, light 
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transmission
23
, shape, and size
24
. These studies suggest a potential for such materials in 
biomimetic
25
 and other technologically useful applications
26
. 
 
1.2.2 Water-Splitting Reaction 
 
As shown in scheme 1.4, under the exposure of visible light ( ca. 450 nm), H2O can be 
oxidized into oxygen, liberating a correlated flux of protons. As a result, this water-splitting 
reaction can elicit a localized change in pH in response to visible light, which can induce 
mechanical movements in pH sensitive hydrogels
27-30
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.4: Overall proton releasing process of the light-triggered water-splitting reaction  
The water splitting reaction sequence is a coupled sequence of metal-promoted reactions 
through a photosensitizer (a ruthenium trisbipyridine monomer in this case).  The photosensitizer 
is activated, which cleaves the persulfate and subsequently sets up the water splitting reaction 
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catalyzed by polymer-entrained IrO2 nanoparticles in this case. The latter change in pH induces 
the mechanical movements of a prototypical pH sensitive hydrogel 
29,30
. 
1.2.3 Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
 
In previous studies
31-33
, we demonstrated that, by performing ORR in a microfluidic 
structure, the electrochemical process can produce remarkable and steady pH gradients. The 
cathode takes oxygen from the outer atmosphere, converts it to liquid phase products, and 
consumes protons, according to the following reaction
34
 (in acidic media): 
                                                        OHeHO 22 244 

                                           (Eq.1.1) 
In the coupled reaction, the anode produces protons and converts the liquid phase components 
back to oxygen, according to the following reaction: 
                                                   
  eHOOH 442 22                                            (Eq.1.2) 
Therefore, a steady pH gradient is formed in between cathode and anode. 
1.3 Non-Chemical Stimuli for Stimuli-Responsive Actuators 
1.3.1 Stretchable Electronic Wires 
 
In the thermally responsive materials, we fabricated nanoscale stretchable electronic 
wires as our stimuli source, also known as the heater. Different from immersing the thermally 
responsive hydrogel into hot or cold water to globally change the temperature for most the 
applications, we utilized electrode meshes as heaters to locally switch the temperature between 
being below or above the LCST. By activating the heaters, the generated joule heat was 
transferred to the surrounding hydrogel, de-swelling the gel accordingly. The shape change of 
the hydrogel is caused by the structure re-configuration to release the internal stress due to 
nonuniform temperature inside the hydrogel. 
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The heaters are designed to have the following characteristics: (a) to be effectively anchored 
within the hydrogels, (b) to accommodate the large deformation during swelling and deswelling 
of hydrogels when they are firmly bonded, and (c) to minimize the constraints of the heaters on 
the deformation of hydrogels. The heaters were designed to be physically thin and structurally 
serpentine shaped meshes. The stretchability and compressability of the mesh comes from the 
serpentine structure which has been extensively reported elsewhere 
35-38
. 
1.3.2 Programming Matter through Strain 
 
Mixtures of PDMS and the light sensitive programming agent, SU-8 50, allow for strain 
gradients to be selectively programmed.  This is accomplished by mixing the two materials into 
the desired ratio, spin coating onto a polymer support, and heating to cure the PDMS component.  
Exposure of the composite film to UV-light is the critical “programming” step.  By exposing the 
light sensitive film through different photomasks, the SU-8 component is selectively cross-linked 
and, as a result of light absorption and scattering through the depth of the film, a gradient is 
formed.  Upon subsequent heat treatments, the light exposed portions of the PDMS/SU-8 system 
become more densely crosslinked; the remainder of the sample (unexposed regions) will behave 
more mechanically similar to bulk PDMS. After curing the SU-8 programming agent, the 
material is removed from its support and immersed in nonpolar solvents, causing the PDMS to 
swell.  This swelling will predominately occur in the regions that were not exposed to UV-light 
(i.e those areas blocked by the photo mask where the SU-8 component is not cross-linked).  The 
light exposed regions will resist swelling due to the more densely cross-linked SU-8 component.  
The difference in swelling behaviors of the two regions induces strain in the system and, after 
reaching a critical point, will result in deformation of the material and spontaneous 3-D folding 
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of the film.  Judicious use of this method to create predictable internal strain allows for the 
directed folding of the material into discrete shapes determined by the pattern of the photomask.   
 
1.4 Dissertation Overview 
This dissertation will discuss the topics around hydrogel based stimuli-responsive actuators. 
In each project, a specific stimuli-responsive hydrogel was fabricated. By initiating a corresponding 
chemical reaction, swell-deswell changes will be triggered within the hydrogels, and certain 
mechanical movements can be created by manipulating the patterns and structure of the hydrogels. 
We are targeting improvement in fabrication of biomimetic actuators and soft robotics. The five 
research projects I have conducted throughout graduate school are briefly described below. 
1.4.1 UV Patternable Thin Film Chemistry for Shape and Functionally Versatile Self-
Oscillating Gels 
In Chapter 2, we describe a new planar processing chemistry that allows the synthesis and 
patterning of dynamically self-actuating gels of diverse form. The chemical reaction covalently 
incorporates a methacrylate-modified ruthenium trisbipyridine monomer into a poly acrylamide 
(PAAm) gel, modified to provide a flexible chemistry for UV-curable, self-oscillating Belousov-
Zhabotinsky (B-Z) gels.  The photoinitiated polymerization offers significant advantages over 
previously reported B-Z gel chemistries -- fast polymerization rates, broad flexibility in the structural 
and functional attributes that impact the B-Z reaction driven mechanics, and a facility for net shape 
fabrication via projection mode photo lithographic exposure. The simplicity of the synthetic method 
enabled broad exploration of the structure/property and structure/rate correlations, characterizing the 
dynamics of these gels, and developing a means to both control and predict the detailed features of 
the embedded self-oscillating chemical waves. The PAAm systems initiate under the control of 
transport-dominated influences weighted heavily by the diffusion/depletion of reagents present in the 
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ambient contacting fluid medium. These initiating modes of oscillation are temporally unstable in 
general, showing shape- and property- sensitive conversions to oscillating modes controlled by the 
attributes of the gel-phase environment. The present work establishes the nature of these sensitivities, 
developing insights related to such features in patterned gel objects or films as composition, size, 
thickness, shape, degree of crosslinking, and gradient forms of structure within the gel. We observed 
in this work that, across a broad design-rule and compositional space, the PAAm based B-Z gel 
systems exhibit contractions in dimension for regions in which the Ru catalyst is present in the +3 
oxidation state (pNIPAM B-Z gels expand in this state). The present work suggests the dynamics in 
the PAAm gels does not reflect a simple osmotic force driven by differences in the solvation of Ru 
(II/III) centers. Computational modeling supports a mechanism in which the charge state of Ru 
centers mediate a differential degree of intra/inter-chain segmental interactions -- dynamics that 
mediate a temporally varying degree of reversibly-formed association crosslinks within the gel. 
1.4.2 Water-Splitting Reaction Driven, Light Programmable, pH-Responsive Hydrogel 
Based Chemo-Mechanical Actuator 
 
In Chapter 3, we successfully used visible light to trigger macroscopic movements of 
polyacrylic acid (PAA) based pH sensitive hydrogels through a photo catalytic water-splitting 
reaction system. The system contains ruthenium trisbipyridine (Ru(bpy)3
2+
) as photosensitizer 
and iridium dioxide (IrO2) nanoparticles as catalyst in addition to the hydrogel. In the model 
system, we use visible light ( ca. 450 nm) to trigger a peroxide-coupled water splitting reaction 
that produces protons, which subsequently induces large strain change in the pH sensitive PAA 
gels. In the self-sustained specimen application, we created a functionalized Ru-Ir-PAA 
composite gel, containing both Ru(bpy)3
2+ 
segments and IrO2 nanoparticles. After immersion in a 
water solution with a pH of 5.6 (due to air saturation and subsequent solvation of carbon dioxide 
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to form carbonic acid) and exposure to light, the water splitting reaction initiates and the 
composite gel de-swells due to the creation of protons. When the sample is moved to a dark 
environment, the water-splitting reaction ceases, and the residual bicarbonate in the background 
solution drives up the solution pH based on the dissociation equilibrium of carbonic acid. Hence, 
the PAA gel swells again as the pH increases. Furthermore, we constructed a cross-shaped 
bimorph actuator, consisting of a top layer of non-pH responsive (in pH range 4~6) poly(2-
hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) gel and a bottom layer of the pH responsive Ru-Ir-PAA 
composite gel. By triggering and ceasing water-splitting reaction, the bottom layer deswells and 
swells, respectively, which causes the bimorph actuator to bend down in the light and curl up in 
the dark as a biomimetic material. Finally, in order to achieve multiple cycles of this self-
sustaining actuation, we built a 3-step chamber container, through which we could semi-
automatically refresh the background solution, and multiple cycles of reversible actuation of the 
bimorph chemomechanical actuator is achieved. 
1.4.3 Oxygen Reduction Reaction Induced, pH-Responsive Hydrogel Based Chemo 
Mechanical Actuators 
 
In Chapter 4, we describe electrochemically triggered micro and macro scaled 
chemomechanical hydrogel actuators. The actuation from pH sensitive polyacrylic acid (PAA) 
hydrogel has been achieved through the electrochemically induced oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), 
during which protons are produced at the anode yet consumed at the cathode, forming a pH gradient 
between the two electrodes. Ionization of the local PAA network takes place around the high pH 
region, resulting in osmotic pressure that drives water into the polymer and thus yields volume 
expansion. Reversibility of such local pH change has been achieved through removal of ORR. As 
soon as the ORR is halted, the pH gradient dissipates and the hydrogel restores to original 
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dimensions.  In the micro-scale device, hydrogels were photopolymerized on top of the cathode, 
inside microfluidic channels, permitting flexible control of the gel. The micro-scale hydrogels show 
quick and reversible response to the ORR. In the macro-scale hydrogels, open stretchable electrode 
meshes which can locally change pH were integrated together. Bimorph actuators, consisting of a top 
layer, non-pH responsive poly acrylamide (PAAm) gel, and a bottom layer, pH responsive PAA gel, 
have demonstrated deformation due to mechanical strain from the mismatch in pH responsiveness 
between the two layers. 
1.4.4 Electronically Programmable, Reversible Shape Change in Two- and Three- 
Dimensional Hydrogel Structures 
 
In Chapter 5, we report a different approach, without elaborate engineering of the hydrogel 
materials, that enables effective control of their 2D or 3D shapes as desired. This control is obtained 
through embedding electronic meshes with functionalities and controlling abilities to locally program 
the shape of the hydrogel. We show the controlled nonuniform swelling and de-swelling of one 3D 
hydrogel based on integrated electronic meshes, utilized as local heating agent, into thermally 
responsive poly N-isopropyl acrylamide (pNIPAM). The results provide reversible, diverse, 3-D 
shape changes which are far beyond the capabilities reported elsewhere. The concept of integrating 
ultra-thin compliant electronic meshes as controlling component with responsive hydrogels enables 
the capability of nonuniform deformation of soft hydrogels.  Experiments, calculations and 
simulations illustrate the validity of such hybrid devices. Making 3-D shape programmable hydrogels 
represents one of the key interests for mimicking various active motions from natural soft tissues. 
Using heaters to generate local heat for thermo-responsive pNIPAM hydrogels shows one of the 
examples, but other locally controllable stimuli such light, pH, etc from similar mesh structures could 
also be used to program the shapes as desired. We expect that the shape programmable hydrogel 
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from the hybrid technique could open a lot of applications such as complicated mechanical actuators, 
biomimetic soft robotics, etc. 
1.4.5 Programming Matter through Strain 
 
In Chapter 6, we use light to “program” a flat, two-dimensional material such that strain 
gradients are incorporated into the folding configuration.  Mixtures of polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) and SU-8 photoresist are exposed to UV irradiation through a photomask.   Depending 
on the shape of the different photomasks, the swelling caused by influx of nonpolar solvent into 
the material can be tailored to direct folding into different three-dimensional (3-D) 
configurations.  Using this method, we show different folding configurations from the same two-
dimensional PDMS and SU-8 precursor.  Understanding the mechanics of this folding process 
enabled formation of complex 3-D objects that are otherwise difficult to obtain. Most 
interestingly, by varying the line spacing of the SU-8 exposed region, we observed different 
phenomenon at the beginning of the folding mechanism. When the lines were too close (<50µm) 
or too far apart (200 µm to 1000 µm), the film folds inwards (towards the top exposed side) and 
was perpendicular to the SU-8 lines, which we describe as the steady state folding mechanism. 
When the lines spacing were medium (50 µm to 200 µm), the film folds with the exposed side 
facing outwards and parallel to the SU-8 lines at first (described as the initial folding 
mechanism), then seconds later, the film opens up and folds back into the normal position 
following the steady state folding mechanism. We computationally modeled the strain 
distribution and change in different films and successfully simulated each of these folding 
mechanisms. Finally, by manipulating the patterns of the SU-8 exposed lines and cross-linked 
density in the profile of the film, we fabricated materials with more complex designs that 
demonstrated further application of the folding mechanism to achieve more intricate structures.  
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Chapter 2: UV Patternable Thin Film Chemistry for Shape and Functionally 
Versatile Self-Oscillating Gels 
The text and figures in this chapter are reproduced with permission from the published work:  
Peixi Yuan, Olga Kuksenok, Dustin E. Gross, Ralph G. Nuzzo, Anna C. Balazs, Jeffrey S. Moore, UV 
Patternable Thin Film Chemistry for Shape and Functionally Versatile Self-Oscillating Gels. Soft Matter 
2013, 9, 1231-1243. Copyright: 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry 
 
2.1 Abstract 
We describe a new planar processing chemistry that allows the synthesis and patterning 
of dynamically self-actuating gels of diverse form. The chemical reaction covalently incorporates 
a methacrylate-modified ruthenium trisbipyridine monomer within a poly acrylamide (PAAm) 
gel, modified to provide a flexible chemistry for UV-curable, self-oscillating Belousov-
Zhabotinsky (B-Z) gels.  The photoinitiated polymerization of the gel precursors offers 
significant advantages over previously reported B-Z gel chemistries -- fast polymerization rates, 
broad flexibility in the structural and functional attributes that impact the B-Z reaction driven 
mechanics, and a facility for net shape fabrication via projection mode photo lithographic 
exposure. The facility of the synthetic method enabled an opportunity to broadly explore the 
structure/property and structure/rate correlations characterizing the dynamics of these gels and 
develop means to both control and predict the detailed features of the self-oscillating chemical 
waves they embed. The B-Z chemo-mechanical dynamics of the PAAm-based gels reported here 
show both complimentary and strikingly different features in comparison to the more intensively 
studied systems based on poly N-isopropyl acrylamide (pNIPAM), a material that forms the 
basis of the bulk of the reported literature on B-Z gels. The PAAm systems of the current work 
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support strongly shape-sensitive chemomechanical dynamics. The latter initiate under the control 
of transport-dominated influences weighted heavily by the diffusion/depletion of reagents 
present in the ambient contacting fluid medium. These initiating modes of oscillation are 
generally unstable temporally, showing shape- and property- sensitive conversions to oscillating 
modes controlled by the attributes of the gel-phase environment. The present work establishes 
the nature of these sensitivities, developing insights related to such features in patterned gel 
particles as composition, size, thickness, shape, degree of crosslinking, and gradient forms of 
structure within the gel. The most striking observation made in the current work is that, across a 
broad design-rule and compositional space, the PAAm based B-Z gel systems exhibit 
contractions in dimension for regions in which the Ru catalyst is present in the +3 oxidation state 
(pNIPAM B-Z gels expand in this state). The strains induced are relatively large (as much as 
10%) and fully reversible. The chemomechanics of the PAAm system are further differentiated 
from those of pNIPAM in the generally (and relatively) fast oscillatory rates it can sustain. The 
present work suggests the dynamics in the PAAm gels does not reflect a simple osmotic force 
driven by differences in the solvation of Ru (II/III) centers. Computational modeling supports a 
mechanism in which the charge state of Ru centers mediate a differential degree of intra/inter-
chain segmental interactions -- dynamics that mediate a temporally varying degree of reversibly-
formed association crosslinks within the gel. 
 
2.2 Introduction 
The recent literature indicates a rapidly growing interest in stimuli-responsive materials, 
with new findings demonstrating an impressive range of materials’ properties for possible use in 
a diverse variety of applications
1-6
. Self-actuating polymers represent an intriguing class of 
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“smart” stimuli-responsive materials, ones in which an embedded system of chemistry can elicit 
responsive forms of mechanics in a dissipative/autonomous manner
7-10
. One system, the so-
called B-Z gel, has been studied intensively towards this end
11-16
.
 
In these materials, local 
features of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (B-Z) reaction lead to coupled responses in the gel that 
include unique rhythmic changes in color
11
, solubility
12
, light transmission
13
, shape, and size
14
. 
These studies suggest a potential for such materials in biomimetic
15
 and other technologically 
useful applications
16
. 
The self-oscillating properties of the B-Z gels results from the incorporation of the B-Z 
reaction catalysts within the polymer network that cause periodic oscillations of chemical 
composition, which in turn mediate mechanical responses within the gel. The oscillatory B-Z 
reaction is well known for generating temporal oscillating phenomena
 17-19
 and localized in a 
chemo-responsive gel serves as a useful/robust model for chemomechanical transduction. The 
overall process in the B-Z reaction includes the oxidation of a suitable organic compound (for 
example, malonic acid) by an inorganic oxidant (sodium or potassium bromate) catalyzed by 
transition metal ions (e.g., iron, ruthenium, or cerium). During the course of the reaction, the 
oxidation state of the catalyst changes periodically, leading to such distinct features as the 
temporal and spatial variations in color, which enable visualization of the processes.  Previous 
studies
1,20,21
 have shown that the incorporation of B-Z reaction catalysts into a polymer gel can 
elicit a periodic and correlated volume oscillation of the network: a chemomechanical self-
oscillating phenomena elicited by the propagation of chemical waves
22-24
. In nearly all of the 
reported studies to date, a ruthenium catalyst was incorporated in a pNIPAM gel to elicit B-Z 
coupled chemomechanics. When such gels are placed into a solution containing the reagents of 
the B-Z reaction, periodic oscillatory redox transitions of the catalyst from Ru(bpy)3
2+
 (where 
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bpy=C10H8N2, 2,2’-bipyridine) to Ru(bpy)3
3+
 occur, which in turn cause strain oscillations of the 
polymer network via changes in its charge
25
. In order to improve the efficiency of 
polymerization and produce a capability for patterning based on UV exposure, we developed a 
new B-Z gel chemistry that incorporates acrylamide rather than NIPAM units along with a 
modified Ru-based catalyst.
26
 There have been two reports on an acrylamide-based B-Z 
polymer.
27,28
 The ruthenium catalyst was not covalently bound within the acrylamide network in 
the latter studies. Instead, silicate ions were embedded in the polymer matrix reportedly to absorb 
the B-Z reaction catalyst Ferroin (Fe(o-phen)3SO4, where o-phen = C12H8N2). For this system, 
the authors reported the decrease in sample size upon the catalyst oxidation; they attributed these 
effects to the formation of additional reversible physical crosslinks, which were broken when the 
catalyst was in the reduced state.
27,28
 However, in our hands, this system appears to be relatively 
unstable and does not appear to show pronounced chemomechanical transduction. As a result, 
we synthesized a new methacrylate modified ruthenium tribpy monomer; this B-Z reaction 
catalyst can be copolymerized with acrylamide units, which in turn are amendable to rapid 
initiation of polymerization via UV exposure. Taken together, these modifications provide a 
more flexible approach to fabricating fully patternable novel self-oscillating B-Z gels.  
In this report, we describe a new, UV-curable chemistry for generating both thin film and 
shape versatile self-oscillating gel materials based on PAAm. The ability to polymerize the self-
oscillating gel precursors using a photo initiator provides a highly efficient, fast, and broadly 
modifiable method of synthesis. The variation of the shape and thickness of the B-Z gels 
provides an ability to realize dimensional control over the chemomechanics and the observed 
pattern evolution. We specifically demonstrated that the patterns of the chemical waves depend 
on both the shape and thickness of the gel. The propagation rates of the waves are influenced 
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further by the viscosity and reagent concentration of the B-Z solution contacting the catalyst-
modified gel. Herein, we found that PAAm based B-Z gels exhibit contractions in dimension in 
regions in which the Ru catalyst is present in an oxidized form, a behavior sharply contrasting 
the expansions seen in pNIPAM-based materials
15
.
 
Taken together with the results of 
computational modeling, the data suggests that the dynamics in the PAAm gels involves a 
mechanism in which the varying charge states of the Ru centers mediate a differential degree of 
intra/inter-chain segmental interactions. Computer simulations reveal that higher effective 
crosslink densities formed by reversible associations with the Ru (III) center can fully account 
for the magnitudes and temporal evolution of the strains seen in the gels 
 
2.3 Experimental 
2.3.1 Materials 
All chemicals were used as received without purification unless otherwise noted: 
acrylamide (Acros Organics, 99%), methylenebisacrylamide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), darocure 
1173 (Ciba), 4,4’dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine (Aldrich, 99%), cis-bis(bipyridine) dichlororuthenium 
(II) dihydrate (Aldrich, 99%), selenium dioxide (Aldrich, 99.8%), sodium borohydride (Aldrich, 
98.5%), ammonium hexafluorophosphate (Acros, 99.5%) and methacryloyl chloride (Aldrich, 
97%). Triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) was dried by distillation from CaH2 under nitrogen 
and dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%) was dried by passage through a column of 
activated molecular sieves under argon. Silicon wafer (orientation <100>, University Wafer). 
2.3.2 Synthesis of [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2 
The schematic illustration of the synthesis of Ru(bpy)2(4-methyacryloylmethyl-4’-
methylbpy)
2+ 
(PF6
-
)2 monomer is shown in Scheme 2.1.  
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2.3.2.1. Synthesis of 4-hydroxymethyl-4’-methylbpy (1) 29,30 
Selenium dioxide (4.0 g, 36 mmol) and 4,4’-dimethylbpy(4.0 g, 22 mmol) were 
combined in 1,4-dioxane (200 mL). The reaction mixture was heated to reflux and stirred for 24 
hr. After cooling to room temperature, the mixture was filtered and the filtrate was concentrated 
to dryness. The residue was mixed with CHCl3 (100 mL), filtered and the filtrate evaporated 
again. This series of steps was done two additional times (2×100 mL CHCl3). Crude NMR 
analysis showed a 1:10:2 mixture of starting bipyridine:mono-oxidation:di-oxidation products. 
This mixture (3.0 g crude) was suspended in CH3OH (40 mL) and a solution of NaBH4 (750 mg) 
in NaOH solution (13 mL, 0.2 M) was added dropwise while cooling in an ice bath. The mixture 
was stirred for 2 hr at rt. The reaction was filtered and the CH3OH was removed by rotary 
evaporation. The aqueous residue was washed with Na2CO3 (sat’d, 10 mL) and extracted with 
CHCl3 (2×50 mL). CHCl3 solution was dried over MgSO4 then evaporated. The product was 
then purified using column chromatography eluting with 5% CH3OH in CH2Cl2, obtaining 1.9 g 
monomer 1 in a 44% yield. 
 
2.3.2.2.  Synthesis of [Ru(bpy)2(4-hydroxymethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2(2)
31
 
Monomer 1 (455 mg, 2.27 mmol) was combined with cis-bisbpy dichlororuthenium(II) 
dihydrate (1.02 g, 1.96 mmol) in EtOH (40 mL). The mixture was refluxed for 22 hr then the 
EtOH was removed by rotary evaporation. The red residue was dissolved in H2O (30 mL) and 
NH4PF6 (640 mg, 4.14 mmol) was added. The mixure was stirred for 5 min then filtered and the 
solid was dried over P2O5 to obtain 1.61 g monomer 2 in a 91% yield. 
 
2.3.2.3 Synthesis of [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2(3) 
Monomer 2 (495 mg, 0.547 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (20 mL) and cooled to 0 °C on 
an ice bath. Then after Et3N (400 µL, 2.86 mmol) was added and stirred for 5 mins, methacryloyl 
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chloride (270 µL, 2.76 mmol) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred in the dark 
for 24 hr where it was allowed to warm to rt. The solution was filtered through celite with 
CH2Cl2 (40 mL) then washed with NaHCO3 (3% solution in H2O, 2×50 mL) and water (2×50 
mL). The organic layer was dried with MgSO4 and concentrated to about 10 mL. The red 
solution was then added dropwise to Et2O (200 mL) while stirring and the orange precipitate was 
collected by vacuum filtration then dried under high vacuum to yield 290 mg (55%) of monomer 
3.  
2.3.2.4 Characterization of Compound 1, 2 and 3. 
Monomer 1 and 2 were characterized in 
1
H NMR and 
13
C NMR spectroscopy and 
monomer 3 characterized in 
1
H NMR(Fig. 2.1), 
13
C NMR(Fig. 2.2)  spectroscopies and high 
resolution mass spectrometry (Fig. 2.3)  
a. NMR characterizations and Mass Spectrometry of 4-hydroxymethyl-4’-methylbpy (1) 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 8.59 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 8.50 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 8.31 (s, 
1H), 8.19 (s, 1H), 7.28 (dd, J = 4.8 Hz, J = 0.8 Hz, 1H), 7.13 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 4.77 (d, J = 2 
Hz, 2H, CH2), 3.46 (bs, 1H, OH), 2.43 (s, 3H, CH3) 
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 156.0, 155.8, 151.5, 149.1, 148.7, 148.4, 124.8, 122.2, 
121.1, 118.6, 63.2(CH2), 21.1(CH3);  
HRMS (ESI +) calculated for C12H13N2O: m/z = 201.1031, found m/z = 201.1028. 
b.  NMR characterizations and Mass Spectrometry of [Ru(II)(2,2’-bpy)2(4-hydroxymethyl-4’-
methylbpy)](PF6
-
)2(2) 
1
H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz,): δ 8.82 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H, ArH), 8.71 (d, J = 11.0 Hz, 
2H, ArH), 8.15 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H, ArH), 7.73 (t, J = 5.5 Hz, 4H, ArH), 7.64 (d. J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, 
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ArH), 7.52 (m. 5H, ArH), 7.45 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, ArH), 7.36 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, ArH), 5.71 (t, J 
= 5.5 Hz, 1H, OH), 4.73 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, CH2), 2.52 (s, 3H, CH3);  
13
C NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz,): 156.5, 156.0, 154.1,151.1, 151.0, 150.6, 150.2, 149.8, 
137.6, 128.5, 127.7, 125.0, 124.9, 124.3, 121.3, 61.2, 20.5.  
HRMS (ESI +) calculated for C32H28N6OF6PRu (M
2+
): m/z = 759.1008, found m/z = 759.1010.  
c. Characterizations of Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)2
+
(PF6
-
)2 (3) 
3.1 
1
H NMR and 
13
C NMR characterization 
As shown in Fig 2.1, 
1
H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz,): δ 8.83 (m, 5H, ArH), 8.71 (s, 1H, 
ArH), 8.15 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H, ArH), 7.74-7.70 (m, 5H, ArH), 7.56-7.49 (m. 6H, ArH), 7.38 (d, J 
= 6.0 Hz, 1H, ArH), 6.17 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H, C=CH), 5.79 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H, C=CH), 5.39 (s, 2H, 
CH2), 2.52 (s, 3H, bpy-CH3), 1.93 (s, 3H, C=CCH3); 
As shown in Fig 2.2, 
13
C NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz,): 166.2 156.60, 156.57, 156.5, 
155.8, 151.4, 151.2, 150.4, 149.9, 147.5, 137.9, 135.3, 128.9, 127.9, 127.2, 125.3, 124.5, 122.3, 
63.7(pyr-CH2), 20.8(pyr-CH3), 18.0(CH3) 
 3.2 Mass Spectrometry Data 
As shown in Fig 2.3, HRMS (ESI +) calculated for C36H32N6O2F6PRu (M
2+
): m/z = 
827.1281, found m/z = 827.1272. 
2.3.3 Synthesis of Poly Acrylamide Based B-Z Gel. 
Acrylamide monomer (160.0 mg, 2.25 mmol), catalyst [Ru(bpy)2(4-
methyacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]2+(PF6
-
)2 (8.0 mg, 0.01 mmol) and crosslinker 
methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm) (20.0 mg, 0.13 mmol) were dissolved in 1 mL 
DMSO:H2O=2:1 mixture. Darocure 1173(30.0 µl, 0.18 µmol) was then added into the precursor 
monomer mixture solution as photo initiator.  
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500 µL monomer mixture solutions were evenly spread on a 2-inch diameter silicon 
wafer. The sample was exposed under a mask aligner, with a 298 nm UV light source, at 300 
watt power (exposure dose=8mJ/cm
2
) for 60 seconds. The wafer was then gently immersed in 
D.I. water overnight to remove excess monomer and photoinitiator. Meanwhile, the gels were 
delaminated from the wafer and ready for further application.  
Fabrication of 110m Thick B-Z Gel has the prepolymer mixture is the same as 
described in above.  2mL pregel monomer mixture solutions were evenly spread on a 2-inch 
diameter silicon wafer. The sample was exposed under a mask aligner, with a 298 nm UV light 
source, at 300 watt power (exposure dose=8mJ/cm
2
) for 150 seconds. The wafer was then gently 
immersed in D.I. water overnight to remove excess monomer and photoinitiator. Meanwhile, the 
gels would be delaminated from the wafer and ready for application. The gel fabricated this way 
has a thickness around 110 m  
2.3.4 Measurements of the Self-Oscillating Behaviors of the Gel. 
Experiments to study the self-oscillating behavior of the B-Z gels are carried out in an 
aqueous B-Z solution containing malonic acid (MA, 0.10 M), sodium bromate (NaBrO3, 0.20 M) 
and nitric acid (HNO3, 0.30 M). Light intensity changes during the oscillations were measured 
with the Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope with Apotome Structured Illumination Optical 
Sectioning System. The samples were recorded under monochromatic light, which was passed 
through a blue filter on the halogen light source. Color changes due to the periodical oscillation 
were measured by means of light intensities using an 8-bit gray-scale and the length of the gel 
was measured by the software accompanied with the system mentioned above. The propagation 
of chemical waves and patterns in different gel samples are observed and by using an Olympus 
Provis AX70 microscope system. The colored snapshots of gels are taken under the microscope 
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system of Olympus SZX7. The thickness of the polymer was measured by using a Sloan 
Dektak
3
 Profilometer. 
2.3.5 Measurements of the Self-Oscillating Period of the Gels in PEG Added B-Z Solution. 
The experiments involving a change in the viscosity of the B-Z solution are conducted by 
adding poly ethyleneglycol (PEG, Mw=300, μ=50 mPaS) in to the aqueous solution mixture 
described in section 2.4. The gel samples have dimensions of 2.0×0.65×0.02 mm. The light 
intensity changes at the center of the gels were recorded with the Zeiss Axiovert 200M 
microscope. The light intensities were quantified by using an 8-bit gray-scale, and then 
normalized into a scale from 0 to 1. The plots of light intensity changes of the gels in variation of 
PEG concentration were stacked with an offset of 1. 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
The chemical structure for the B-Z gel, a the poly [acrylamide-co-Ru(bpy)2(4-
methyacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)], is shown in Fig. 2.4a. The process flow of the 
photolithographic patterning procedure, shown in Fig. 2.4b, illustrates schematically the 
synthesis in the form of a thin-film-based photo polymerization. Representative gel particles 
synthesized using different designs for the photo-mask are shown in Figs. 2.4c-e. These data 
illustrate a simple and easily scalable means to produce B-Z gels of varied shape and size, here 
showing exemplarily cases of samples present in reduced, oxidized and oscillating states. 
We demonstrate herein that the patterns of the chemical waves depend on the shape and 
thickness of the gel. In particular, we find that the elicited waves tend to initiate at the vertices of 
polygon shaped particles (edges for curvilinear shapes), propagating to their centers. Gradients in 
gel thickness are also extremely effective in controlling wave dynamics. Our experiments reveal 
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that the chemical waves initiate at the thinner side and propagate to the thicker side of the gel for 
all the samples considered here exhibiting a gradient in thickness. The dynamics of the 
oscillations is further influenced by the viscosity and reagent concentration of the B-Z solution in 
contact with the catalyst-modified gel. A lower viscosity solution and higher reagent 
concentration both increase the observed period of oscillations. Importantly, we observe a 
contraction of the regions where the Ru catalyst is in the oxidized state in our PAAm based gels. 
The findings from the computer simulations discussed below verifies that the mechanical 
response of PAAm based gels to catalyst oxidation is consistent with higher effective crosslink 
densities being formed by reversible chain associations with the Ru (III) centers. This 
mechanism accounts for both the magnitudes and temporal evolution of the strains seen in the 
gels. In the sections that follow, each of these points is discussed in detail, revealing the unique 
chemomechanics of the PAAm B-Z. 
2.4.1 Patterns Generated by Chemical Waves. 
2.4.1.1Chemcal Wave Patterns 
Projection photolithographic exposure provides a powerful means to pattern gels into 
well-defined structures, which in turn allows an exploration of the relationships that exist 
between the gel shapes and the patterns of the chemical waves they support. To this end, gel 
particles of various shapes and dimensions were fabricated, including circles, triangles, squares 
and stars. The changes of chemical waves were observed using a microscope with a halogen light 
source, through a blue filter, under which the dark grey color reveals regions rich in Ru
2+
 with 
lower light intensity; and a light gray color reveals the corresponding Ru
3+
 regions with higher 
light intensity. The actual absorption maximum for the Ru
2+
 form of the catalyst occurs at 455 
nm (Orange Yellow) and at Ru
3+
 for 655 nm (Light Green)).  
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The chemical wave patterns formed for all polygonal shapes start symmetrically, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Despite their different shapes, all the gels exhibit a similar trend in initiating and 
propagating chemical waves. In each instance, the waves initiate from their convex vertices, and 
then move towards the center of the gel. The triangular, square and star shaped particles (Fig. 
2.5a-c) have 3, 4 and 5 convex vertices, respectively; the waves start at these corners and 
propagate towards the center. For the circular particle (Fig. 2.5d), the waves initiate at the edge 
and then propagate to the center. These observations demonstrate that the shape of the gel 
particle directly affects the initiation and propagation of chemical waves at early times; they 
clearly show that in all the cases considered herein, waves are generated at convex vertices 
(edges) and propagate to the center of the sample. Notably, this behavior is similar to the wave 
initiation and propagation at early times observed in rectangular pNIPAM-based gels with 
different aspect ratios20. Here, however, our novel fabrication approach allowed us to examine a 
wider range of shapes and to illustrate the generality of these finding for different types of self-
oscillating gels.  
Fig. 3 shows the patterns of the chemical waves when they start to attenuate after several 
oscillations cycles. For the samples shown here, this initiating phase lasts for around 5 minutes 
(or several full cycles). The early pattern seen in the circular-shaped particle (Fig. 2.6a), for 
example, attenuates and is replaced by one propagation mode that simply traverses from one side 
across the gel. In triangular, square and star shaped particles (Fig. 2.6b-d), the vertex-pinned 
chemical waves also attenuate over time, being eventually replaced by a pattern where only one 
vertex dominates the whole sample, this being a stable pattern that persists until reagent 
depletion terminates the oscillatory process. (Typically, the oscillations in our system last for a 
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few hours. The oscillations in the gels are sustained by the transport of reagents from the 
surrounding B-Z solution (and outward diffusion of products).  
Importantly, this late time wave propagation is distinctly different from the behavior 
observed in a recent study of pNIPAM based B-Z gels 
20
, where researchers demonstrated a 
switching of the direction of wave propagation at late times for rectangular, thin samples with 
different aspect ratios. Namely, at early times the waves were initiated at the edges of the sample 
and propagated towards its center 
20
, similar to the early time pattern formation we observe here.  
At late times, however, the chemomechanical waves in pNIPAM based B-Z gel films were 
initiated at the centers of the samples and propagated towards their edges 
20
; this late time pattern 
formation was reproduced in corresponding computer simulations 
20
. On the other hand,  in 
PAAm based gels, the late time pattern formation still favors initiation of the waves at the edges 
and not in the center of the sample; the computer simulations below focus on this finding and 
point to the underlying physical reason of this behavior.   
The size of the sample also affects the pattern formation in a manner that is explicitly 
related to the length scale of the chemical wave
32
.
 
Particles with either small feature sizes (e.g. 
0.3×0.3 mm) or much longer contours (e.g. 5×5mm) were fabricated to illustrate these 
sensitivities. The results show that gels only within a specific size range will form patterns, as 
shown in Figs. 2.5-2.6. When the gel size is smaller than the wavelength of the chemical wave, 
no patterns are observed; instead, the oscillation involves a conversion between fully reduced 
and fully oxidized states, as shown in Fig. 2.7. These observations are in agreement with 
previous studies, where the generation and propagation of traveling waves were reported in 
relatively large samples 
11,20,25,33
, while uniform oscillations were observed in the small  samples 
14,20,33
.  
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When the sample is much larger than the wavelength, the convex vertices of the gel do 
not dominate the initiating pattern. In the latter case, a more random pattern of initiation within 
the whole sample is seen, as shown in Fig. 2.7b. The latter appear to be very similar to classic B-
Z reaction patterns occurring in solution. These patterns, however, are not temporally stable and 
after a period of time, reduce to a single mode of propagation from one point of the sample (Fig. 
2.7c), in a form similar to that shown in Fig. 2.6.  
  The data discussed above suggest that transport-coupled attributes strongly impact the 
modes of initiation and spatially stable oscillation of the PAAm B-Z gels. The initiation at 
vertices, for example, suggests dynamics in which a bias due to depletion and/or supply of 
reagents in that region serves to initiate a mode of oscillation that is topologically complex. 
These polynodal patterns, however, are unstable with respect to conversion to a simpler 
(essentially one dimensional) pattern. Importantly, in contrast to the recent finding in pNIPAM 
based B-Z gels 20, here we do not observe the late time change in the dynamics of wave propagation, 
which results in the wave being generated from the center of the sample. The predictions from the 
theoretical modeling, as discussed below, capture and explain these attributes well. 
2.4.1.2 Simulations of Chemical Wave Patterns 
Theory and simulations help to uncover the features that serve to both initiate and 
ultimately dominate the modes of oscillation adopted in the PAAm gels. The model further 
highlights the critical role that gradients -- in the form of variations of thickness and/or crosslink 
density – can play in breaking the symmetry of the initiation and propagation of 
chemomechanical waves. Below, we first focus on a few examples of chemo-mechanical 
oscillations in relatively large samples of PAAm based B-Z gels and compare the main features 
observed in our simulations with the corresponding experiments. In the following section (see 
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section below), we present more details of the model and discuss the correlation between the 
chemical and mechanical oscillations. We also compare our computational and experimental 
findings on the amplitude of the mechanical oscillations as a function of a crosslink density and 
the total concentration of Ru.    
Results of the computer simulations for the pattern formation seen in a representative 
sample with a square cross-section are shown in Fig. 2.8a, which shows a top-down view of the 
sample. We set the size of the sample to 50×50×6 nodes (corresponding to the dimensions of 
1.37 ×1.37 ×0.14 mm). Snapshots of the time evolution of the sample, as shown in Fig. 2.8a, 
clearly illustrate that the waves originate at the corners of the sample and propagate from the 
corners towards the sample’s center (as indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 2.8a). The color in 
the image represents the concentration of the oxidized catalyst, v , as given by the color bar in 
Fig. 2.8c. The pattern formation revealed in Fig. 2.8a is similar to the patterns observed in the 
experimental studies (Fig. 2.8b).  We note that the directionality of wave propagation is 
distinctly different from the late-time traveling waves that propagate from the center towards the 
corners in the pNIPAM gels (of a comparable size and square cross-section) 20 .   
To better understand the underlying reason for the observed direction of wave 
propagation, we performed additional simulations on the small samples (using the same 
parameters as above) that showed that the frequency of oscillations was higher when this sample 
was free than when its mechanical oscillations were restricted, i.e., when all the nodes on the 
gel’s surface were not allowed to move. These results suggest that the intrinsic oscillation 
frequency of the corner regions is expected to be higher than that of the central region of the 
sample in Fig. 2.8a. (This is because the corner nodes have fewer neighbors than sites in the 
center and hence, are less bound.) It is known that in a system containing multiple oscillators, the 
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region with the highest frequency determines the ultimate direction of wave propagation 
34-36
. In 
our thin samples, each element acts as an oscillator 
36
, and the effective intrinsic frequency of 
this oscillator depends on the confinement of this element. Hence, the observed directionality of 
the wave propagation (i.e., from the corners towards the sample’s center, as seen in Fig. 2.8) can 
be attributed to this difference in the oscillation frequencies of free and confined samples.  
In the images in Fig. 2.8b, we consider a sample with the size of 90×22×6 nodes 
(corresponding to a rectangular platelet of size 2.49×0.59×0.14 mm). In this case, we examined 
the features of the late-time propagation of traveling waves from the edges of the sample towards 
its center (as indicated by the white arrows). This is a distinct feature of the behavior of PAAm 
gels considered here, and this feature is markedly different from the behavior of the pNIPAM B-
Z gels discussed in the literature (as we mentioned above, in the latter systems, the late-time 
traveling waves propagate from the center towards the edges of a rectangular sample of a 
comparable size 20).  
Importantly, the simulation sample in Fig. 2.8b has uniform physical properties 
throughout the gel; hence the resulting pattern we observe in Fig. 2.8b is symmetric with respect 
to the center of the sample. However, it is worth noting that when we change the simulation 
parameters to introduce some form of asymmetry in the systems properties, we do observe stable 
propagation of traveling waves from one end of the sample to the other. To illustrate this point, 
we examined a simulation with exactly the same parameters as were used for the case in Fig. 
2.8b, but we introduced a small gradient in the crosslink density, BISc0 , along the length of the 
sample (see Fig 2.8c); specifically, the left end has a 15% lower crosslink density than the right 
end. In this case, we observe that the wave propagates from the left to the right end of the sample 
(i.e., from the lower to the higher crosslink density region). Again, this is because the oscillation 
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frequency is higher for region with the lower cross-link density. We also point out the distinct 
shape of the propagating wave front (see arrow in Fig. 2.8c), with the edges leading and the 
center of the gel following the propagation of the chemical wave along the long axis of the 
sample. The shape of the wave can be attributed to the fact that the intrinsic frequency of 
oscillations is higher closer to the edges and lower at the center of the sample. The shape of the 
wave front observed in the simulations resembles the wave front recorded in our experiments on 
samples with comparable dimensions (as can be seen in Fig.8a below, where the wave 
propagates from the left to the right). Notably, the shape of the wave front in pNIPAM based B-
Z gels is distinctly different and has a convex form, with the center leading and the edges 
following the oscillations along the direction of wave propagation 20.   
The results of the latter simulation support a general feature of the chemomechanics of 
the PAAm-B-Z gel system observed in our experiments. Gradients of likely any form -- 
structural/compositional within the gel, concentrations at the ambient gel-solution interfaces, etc. 
-- strongly impact the modes of chemomechanical oscillation seen. In the early time behaviors, 
for example, the initiation events are localized at regions where the ambient gel/solution 
interface concentration gradients are likely to be highest. As time proceeds, however, simpler 
modes of oscillation are ultimately adopted, ones whose underlying symmetries are determined 
by anisotropies present within the gel. It is interesting, in this regard, to note that in each case 
examined, complex modes are always replaced by a specific form of quasi-1D propagation. An 
interesting passive feature of the experimental systems likely dominate this aspect of the 
response. In each case, the gel particles are in fact platelets of varied shape which in turn are 
observed resting at the bottom of a container. This contact intrinsically breaks the symmetry of 
the system (precluding one direction for diffusive transport and effectively restricting mechanical 
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oscillations) and may well -- even absent structural features in the gel (see below) -- act to 
disrupt the initiating (early time) modes of chemomechanical oscillation. We return to a 
discussion of these ideas latter in paper. 
2.4.2 Aspects Effecting the Chemo-Mechanical Oscillations 
2.4.2.1 Solution-based effects on period of oscillations 
We now focus on other factors that could affect the chemomechanical oscillations in 
these gels. In particular, we investigate the effect of varying the following: the viscosity of the B-
Z solution; the reagent concentrations in the B-Z solution; the crosslink density of the gel; and 
the thickness of the gel particle. We characterized the behavior of the gels by monitoring the 
period of the waves within the particles.  
The sensitivity to solution viscosity was investigated using an inert additive. For example, when 
a water soluble polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mw=300, μ=50 mPaS) was added into the B-Z 
solution (aqueous, μ=0.894 mPaS) to increase its viscosity, the chemomechanical oscillations 
were markedly inhibited. Fig. 2.9a shows modulation of light intensity measured at the center of 
the gel sample for different concentrations of PEG as given in the legend; these measurements 
allow us to calculate the period of oscillations as shown in Fig. 2.9b. The figure shows period 
changes corresponding to concentrations of PEG-300 in the solution of 1.25, 2.50, 3.75 and 5.00% 
(v/v), respectively. As shown, the period of oscillation increased from 28.6 to 60.5 s across the 
series. At the highest PEG concentration tested, the chemical oscillations became unstable after 
several full periods of oscillation. We found in this instance that, while some B-Z activity was 
evidenced in the gel, its amplitude was markedly inhibited. When the concentration of PEG was 
increased above 5% v/v, no oscillations were observed. The data shown in Fig. 5a clearly 
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illustrates that the period of oscillations can be adjusted by varying the solution viscosity and 
correspondingly, the effective diffusion constant.  
Notably, the dependence of the oscillation period in our system on the concentration of 
PEG added to a solution is markedly different from that observed for the B-Z reaction in solution 
where the increase in PEG decreases the oscillation period 
37-39
. One of the factors that 
contributes to this difference in behavior could be the fact that the addition of PEG, and the 
corresponding increase in viscosity, strongly alters the contribution of convection to the 
dynamics of B-Z reaction in solution 
40
; notably, when the B-Z reaction occurs in gel systems, 
the hydrodynamic effects are eliminated
41
. In addition, immersing our chemoresponsive gel in a 
higher viscosity solvent is also expected to modify the mobility of the polymer network; if this 
mobility becomes sufficiently low it might correspondingly contribute to the observed increase 
in the oscillation period.  
In separate set of experiments, we investigated sensitivities related to solution reagent 
concentrations. The sensitivities to the initial substrate concentrations seen in other B-Z gel 
materials are also seen here for the PAAm materials. For example we found that the stable 
oscillations occur only when the B-Z reagents are maintained within a narrow concentration 
range, specifically: [MA]: 0.045 M~0.45M; [NaBrO3]: 0.10M~0.50M; [HNO3]: 0.30~0.90M. 
Within this range, increasing the concentration of any of the components decreases the period of 
oscillations; this behavior is in agreement with previous observations on the pNIPAM based B-Z 
gels, as well as in the B-Z reaction in solution. Fig. 2.10a shows the results of an exemplary case, 
illustrating the malonic acid concentration dependence of the period of oscillation. In the 
example shown, we find that a threefold increase in the concentration of MA (while holding the 
other reagent concentrations constant) accelerates the oscillation rate, decreasing its period, T, by 
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a factor of roughly one third (from T=18.6 s to T=12.1s). This dependence is in a good 
agreement with the results of Yoshida’s work23 with other B-Z gel materials. Namely, a number 
of studies from Yoshida’s group showed that for the pNIPAM based B-Z gels, the period of 
oscillation, T, scales with the concentration of malonic acid, [MA], as ][~ MAT , where   
ranges approximately from 32.0  to 66.0  for different sample sizes and various reagents 
concentrations
14,23,42,43
.  
2.4.2.2 Structural effects on chemical wave periods 
We carried out several experiments to characterize how the chemomechanical dynamics 
of the B-Z gel relate to important gel physical properties, specifically the crosslinking density 
and thickness of a square shaped (2×2mm) B-Z particle. To vary the modulus of the gel, we 
varied the relative composition of the prepolymer reagents, specifically varying the molar ratio 
of crosslinker to acrylamide monomer from 1.44% to 11.52% (Fig. 2.11). We found this 
variation had little impact on the gel’s chemomechanical dynamics. The thickness of the gel slab 
was found to cause dramatic differences in the period of oscillation. For example, increasing the 
thickness of a slab particle from 20 µm to 110 µm (profilometries data shown in Figs. 2.12c,e) 
dramatically increased the oscillation period, here from 12.1s to 31.4s (Fig. 2.10b).  
We examined an additional structural sensitivity related to thickness, one related to a 
gradient in that parameter. To do so, we developed an approach that could pattern the gel directly 
in gradient form. The data shown Fig. 2.13a illustrate that the thickness of patterned particles can 
be varied effectively via the exposure times used in the photo patterning. We found, for example, 
that when a prepolymer film is cast at a thickness of around 20 µm, it was possible to vary the 
exposure time in a way that, on development, yielded patterned gel particles with thicknesses 
ranging from ~ 10 to 25 µm (corresponding at an exposure of 8mJ/cm
2
 to times spanning from 
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45 to 105 s). Lesser exposures gave poorly formed particles. We should note that these particles 
are extremely thin as compared to previously reported patterned B-Z gel structures, where the 
thicknesses typically ranged around 0.5~1 mm
11
.
 
The exposure sensitivity makes it possible to fabricate gel particles with a gradient in 
thickness. This was achieved using a transparency mask with a gradient in optical density 
ranging from 100 to 50% transparent (Fig. 2.12 a-b). Profilometry was used in measuring the 
film thickness (Figs. 2.12 c-d). In such particles, we found that the B-Z travelling wave cleanly 
initiates and propagates from the thinner end of the film (Fig. 2.13b).  Notably, this propagation 
of the traveling wave from the thinner end toward the thicker end is consistent with the above 
observation of the dependence of the period of oscillation on the sample thickness (namely, with 
the fact that the oscillation frequency is higher for the thinner sample, as can be seen from Fig. 
2.10b). As discussed above, in a system containing multiple oscillators, the region with the 
highest frequency determines the ultimate direction of wave propagation 
34-36
; hence, the 
observed direction of wave propagation in Fig. 2.13b can be attributed to this difference in 
oscillation frequencies.  
2.4.3 Strain Dynamics of PAAm Based B-Z Gel Particles 
2.4.3.1 Experimental observation and characterization of strain dynamics. 
We undertook extensive studies of the strain dynamics in the PAAm-B-Z gel materials. 
Representative data for a sample having dimensions of 2.0×0.65×0.02 mm when immersed in a 
B-Z solution ([MA]=0.10M, [NaBrO3] =0.20 M and [HNO3] =0.30M) are shown in Fig. 2.14. 
After the initiating phase, a single stable traveling wave was found to propagate along the length 
of the film. The image in Fig. 2.14a illustrates that the oscillation between Ru(II/III) states 
strongly modulates strains in the gel (here, the wave propagates from left to right). The light 
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intensity at the center of the gel is recorded as previously described is shown in Fig. 2.14b. The 
darker region with lower light intensity represents Ru(II) domains and the lighter colored region 
with higher light intensity corresponds to the Ru(III) zones. The change in width of the gel 
caused by the periodic oxidation of the Ru catalyst is shown in Fig. 2.14c. Importantly, the 
systems exhibit contractions when the catalyst is in the oxidized state; the observed decrease in 
the width of the sample is relatively large (on the order of 11%). When the Ru catalyst is reduced 
(low light intensity regions in Fig. 2.14b), the width of the sample increases back to its initial 
values (maximum values in the plot in Fig. 2.14c) 
The latter attribute of the PAAm based B-Z gels differ markedly from Yoshida’s 
pNIPAM based system
1
, which expands when the catalyst is in the Ru
3+
 state. The character of 
the strains seen in the PAAm gels have no sensitivity that we can deduce based on the shape of 
the particle (Fig. 2.15). The strains, then, are local features correlated with the varying charge-
states of the catalyst metal center (and perhaps as well the local concentrations of reagents and 
reaction products tracking the catalyst’s quasi-stationary state)35.  
The size and strained change of the PAAm based B-Z gels in fully oxidized and reduced 
state were investigated. The circular shaped gel (Fig. 2.15a) has a diameter of 2.14 mm at 
reduced state, and 1.97 mm at oxidized state, with a strain of 7.94%. In triangular shaped gel (Fig. 
2.15b), the side length is 2.28mm at reduced state and 2.01 mm at oxidized state, with a strain of 
11.8%. The square shaped gel (Fig. 2.15c) has an edge length of 2.08 mm at reduced state and 
1.84 mm at the oxidized state, with a strain of 11.53%. The star shaped gel (Fig. 2.15d) has a 
distance of 2.32mm at reduced state and 2.08 mm at oxidized state in between 2 convex vertices, 
yield a strain of 10.3%. The results show PAAm based gels are larger in physical dimensions at 
reduced state than the oxidized states. 
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  To account for the mechanics seen here and its distinction from those of Yoshida’s B-Z 
materials, the production of two limiting models (Figs. 2.16a-b) are instructive. In the one case, 
we envisage that a higher charge on the Ru center can lead to a stronger association of that center 
with polar side chain functions of the gel. For dynamics of this form, these associations -- in 
effect a dynamic crosslinks -- would create an osmotic pressure that drives water from the gel 
matrix. An alternative mode of action involves osmotic forces that follow the solvation of ions, 
here for higher charge states on Ru leading to water being pulled into the gel matrix. Discussions 
of Yoshida’s B-Z materials have strongly implicated the importance of the latter mechanism for 
pNIPAM materials. The compressive strains seen here, then, are distinguished in critical way. 
The results of the computational modeling corroborate the dynamics illustrated in Fig. 2.16a, 
which highlights the proposed mechanisms for the PAAm gels.  
2.4.3.2 Simulation of the swell-deswell properties of the gels 
Here, we use our recently developed three-dimensional gel Lattice Spring Model (gLSM) 
44
 that utilizes a modified Oregonator model for the B-Z reaction in solution 
7,45
   and integrates 
equations for the elastodynamics of chemo-responsive polymer network. The Oregonator model 
describes the kinetics of the B-Z reaction in terms of the dimensionless concentrations of the 
oxidized catalyst, v, and the key reaction intermediate (the activator), u; all the reaction equations 
depend explicitly on the volume fraction of polymer, . The resulting dynamical equations and 
the details of the numerical approximations made in solving these equations can be found in refs. 
44,45
.  To study the effects of the concentration of Ru catalysts, we further modified the reaction 
kinetics terms in ref. 
44
 by utilizing an approach developed in ref. 
46
. The latter approach is based 
on an improved Oregonator model
47
 that explicitly accounts for the total concentration of the Ru 
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catalyst in the governing equations. Recently, the same approach was used in simulations to 
examine the effects of the total Ru concentration on both the period and amplitude of oscillations 
of pNIPAM based B-Z gels 
20
; the modified equations for the reaction kinetic are provided in ref. 
20
. 
There is, however, an important difference between the mechanical response of the 
PAAm gels considered herein and the behavior of pNIPAM gels considered in refs.  
11,20,42,48-50
  
and correspondingly modeled using the gLSM 
20,44,45
  approach. Specifically, as described in the 
above sections, the oxidation of the Ru catalyst leads to the contraction of the PAAm gel (recall 
that it leads to the swelling of pNIPAM gel 
11,20,42,48-50
). As described above (see schematic in Fig. 
2.16a), we hypothesize that this contraction is due to the formation of additional crosslinks when 
the Ru catalyst is in the oxidized state; correspondingly, these additional crosslinks are broken 
when the Ru is in the reduced state. We account for this mechanism in a simple 
phenomenological manner by dynamically modifying the crosslink density, c0, dependent on the 
concentration of the oxidized catalyst, v, as )(~000 vccc
BIS  , where BISc 0  stands for the density 
of the permanent crosslinks, and   bc )(~0  denotes the density of the additional crosslinks 
created by the oxidized Ru catalyst. We treat the value of b as a fitting parameter of the model. 
(In general, the value of b could also depend on a number of parameters, such as the efficiency of 
forming additional crosslinks, which in turn, depends on the crosslink density; here, for 
simplicity, we neglect these effects.) It is important, however, that the density of additional 
crosslinks should not exceed a maximum value, max
~c , which we estimate based on the actual 
concentration of Ru catalyst in the respective experimental system. According to the relationship 
between the simulation parameters and corresponding experimental values, for the reference 
parameters considered herein this value should not exceed 4
max 106.3
~ c .  
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We note that in our previous gLSM simulations of B-Z gels, we used a parameter 
*   as 
a fitting parameter of the model that controlled the mechanical response of the sample to changes 
in the concentration of the oxidized catalyst
44,45
. In this work, we set the value of 
*  to zero and 
instead we now introduce into our gLSM formalism variations in the crosslink density caused by 
the oxidized Ru catalyst as described above. Hence, the fitting parameter b is now a control 
parameter that sets the amplitude of the mechanical response of the sample (i.e., it defines the 
degree of its deswelling) with the oxidation of the Ru catalyst.   
Fig. 2.17 illustrates the output of our three-dimensional gLSM simulations with all the 
above modifications for the small sample (with the size of 6×6×2 nodes, which approximately 
corresponds to 0.14×0.14×0.03 mm with the scaling between the dimensionless simulation and 
experimental values). In Fig. 10a, the black line shows the evolution of the degree of swelling of 
the sample,   , averaged over all the elements within the sample, and the red line illustrates 
formation of the additional crosslinks as oxidation of Ru takes place. The concentration of the 
oxidized catalyst,  , averaged over the all the elements within the sample,  is given in Fig. 
10b. Figs. 10a-b illustrates that, according to the above model, the density of the additional 
crosslinks, )(~0 c , is zero when all the catalyst is reduced (i.e, at  =0) and increases with the 
increase in  . Here, we set 4105.9 b ; with this value, the maximum density of additional 
crosslinks  is 4
max 101.3
~ c  (see plot in Fig. 2.17a) , i.e., it is lower than the limit for the given 
Ru concentration defined above. As the concentration of the oxidized catalyst increases and 
additional crosslinks form, the sample respectively shrinks, as can be seen from the plot of its 
average degree of swelling (black line in Fig. 2.17a), and from the simulation snapshots in Fig. 
2.18c. Correspondingly, when the concentration of the oxidized Ru decreases, additional 
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crosslinks break and the samples swells back to attain its equilibrium degree of swelling. This 
behavior is similar to the behavior shown in Fig. 2.14 in the above experimental section. In the 
simulations in Fig. 2.17, however, we consider a small sample; similar to the experimental 
results reported here and in a number of prior studies on pNIPAM gels, the sample of such a 
small size swells and deswells almost uniformly
14,20,33
. (We discussed pattern formation in larger 
simulation samples in the section above.)   
In the next series of simulations, we focus on two important characteristics of these 
chemo-responsive gels. In Fig. 2.18a, we plot the amplitude of oscillation of the sample size 
(normalized by the sample size in the reduced state) as a function of the dimensionless 
concentration of Ru catalyst, cRu. Here we keep all the simulation parameters (except of the value 
of cRu as marked on the plot), including the size of the simulation box, the same as in the case in 
Fig. 2.17. We also show the corresponding experimental data on the same plot; these results 
illustrate a good agreement between the simulations and experiments. We note that the scaling 
parameter between our simulations and the experimental concentration of Ru catalyst is  
mMZ 7.50  . The plot in Fig. 2.18a illustrates that the amplitude of oscillations of the sample 
size increases with the increase in cRu (note that the similar behavior was also observed in 
pNIPAM gels 20. ). The inset in Fig. 2.18a shows the corresponding increase in the maximum 
value of the concentration of the oxidized Ru catalyst (averaged over all the sample elements) as 
a function of the total catalyst concentration in the system, cRu. This trend is also consistent with 
our experimental observations on the PAAm gels.     
In Fig. 2.18b, we plot the relative amplitude of oscillations in the sample size as we vary 
the crosslink density of the permanent crosslinks, 
BISc 0 , while keeping the total concentration of 
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Ru catalyst fixed at cRu=1.5 and all the rest of the parameters as in Fig. 2.18a. Again, in the same 
plot we also show corresponding experimental data points. 
Herein, we modify our recently developed three-dimensional gel Lattice Spring Model 
(gLSM)
44
 to capture the chemo-responsive dynamics of PAAm based B-Z gels. Our gLSM 
approach utilizes a modified Oregonator model for the B-Z reaction in solution 
7,45
 and 
incorporates equations for the elastodynamics of the chemo-responsive polymer network. The 
Oregonator model describes the kinetics of the B-Z reaction in terms of the dimensionless 
concentrations of the oxidized catalyst, v, and the key reaction intermediate (the activator), u. 
With our modifications of the Oregonator model, all the reaction equations now explicitly 
depend on the volume fraction of polymer,  . The resulting dynamical equations and details of 
the numerical approach in three dimensions can be found in Ref. 
44
. To study the effects of 
varying the concentration of the Ru catalyst, we further modified the reaction kinetics terms by 
utilizing an approach developed in Ref. 
46
; the latter approach is based on an improved 
Oregonator model that explicitly accounts for the total concentration of the Ru catalyst in the 
governing equations 
47
. Recently, we used the same approach to examine the effects of the total 
Ru concentration on both the period and amplitude of oscillations of pNIPAM based B-Z gels 
20
. 
Modified equations for the reaction kinetics in B-Z gels using this improved Oregonator model 
are provided in eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 of Ref. 
51
.   
As we described in the text above, the oxidation of the Ru catalyst leads to contraction of 
the PAAm gel; we assume that this contraction is due to formation of additional reversible 
crosslinks when the Ru catalyst is in the oxidized state (see schematic in Fig. 9a). We account for 
this mechanism by dynamically modifying the crosslink density, c0, which depends on the 
concentration of the oxidized catalyst, v, as )(~000 vccc
BIS  , where BISc 0  is the density of the 
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permanent crosslinks, and vbvc )(~0  denotes the density of the additional reversible crosslinks 
created by the oxidized Ru catalyst. These crosslinks are broken when all the catalyst is in the 
reduced state, i.e., when 0v . We treat the value of b as a fitting parameter of the model. (In 
general, b could depend on a number of parameters, such as the efficiency of forming additional 
crosslinks, which in turn, depends on the crosslink density; here, for simplicity we neglect these 
effects.) Hence, in our model the strength of chemomechanical coupling in PAAm B-Z gels is 
defined by the fitting parameter b, which accounts for the formation of additional crosslinks 
upon catalyst oxidation. (This is distinctly different from the chemomechanical coupling in 
pNIPAM gels where the oxidized catalyst has a hydrating effect on the polymer network and is 
accounted for through the parameter *  20,44,45  that describes the interaction between the 
oxidized catalyst and the solvent within the framework of the Flory-Huggins theory; here, we set  
0*   in our gLSM  formulation.) 
We choose our simulation parameters based on the available experimental data. We use 
the same notation for all our model parameters as provided in Refs. 
44
 (see also eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 
in Ref 
51
  describing the modified reaction kinetics). For the volume fraction of the polymer in 
the undeformed state, we set 13.00  , which corresponds to the fraction of PAAm used in 
preparation of the gel in experiments herein (see section 2.3 in the text). For the Flory-Huggins 
parameter describing the polymer-solvent interaction, we set 48.00   (see Refs. 
52,53
). Note 
that for the PAAm gels, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter is assumed to be independent of 
the polymer volume fraction,  52,53; hence, we set 01   in our gLSM  formulation
44
. The 
dimensionless crosslink density formed by the permanent MBAAm crosslinks, 
BISc0 , is 
proportional to the crosslinker concentration and to the efficiency of forming these crosslinks. To 
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ensure that our chosen parameters correspond closely to the experimental system herein, we 
calculate the equilibrium degree of swelling, 
3/1
0 )/( eqeq   , where eq  is the volume fraction 
of polymer at equilibrium, as a function of the dimensionless crosslink density, 
BISc0 . We find 
that a reasonably good agreement with the experimental data can be achieved if we assume a 
relatively low efficiency of forming permanent crosslinks (i.e., that roughly about 5% of the 
available crosslinker participates in the formation of permanent crosslinks). Such low crosslink 
efficiency is in agreement with the prior experimental findings on PAAm gel 
53,54
.  
In Fig. 2.19, the solid line )( 0
BIS
eq c represents the analytical solution that results from 
equating the elastic and the osmotic pressures 
44
 in the gel and using the above parameters. 
Notably, the data obtained from the computer simulations on small samples with all the catalyst 
being in the reduced state (and no B-Z reaction) exactly overlaps this line, showing excellent 
agreement between the simulations and analytical calculation. The experimental points (red 
squares) on this plot are obtained by measuring the linear size of the sample in pure water, with 
the marked values of the weight of the MBAAm crosslinker added to 160 mg of PAAm and 1mL 
of solvent (see section 2.3 in the text). Hence, the reference value of the dimensionless crosslink 
density we use in our simulations, 4
0 1025.1
BISc , corresponds to 10mg of MBAAm 
crosslinker used in these experiments.  
We set the values of the reaction parameters in our reference case to correspond to the 
concentrations of chemical reagents that were used to obtain the experimental data marked by the 
squares in Figs. 2.18a-b. Namely, the following concentrations were used in the experiments: 
malonic acid, [MA]=0.20M, sodium bromate, [NaBrO3]=0.20M, and nitric acid [HNO3] =0.30M; 
based on these values, we set our corresponding simulation parameters (see Ref.
45
 for definitions) 
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to B=0.2 M, A=0.2 M and H=0.3 M. With these values, we estimate that 15.0  in  the 
Oregonator model and calculate the scaling parameter between our simulations and the 
experimental concentration of Ru catalyst to be mMZ 6.50   
(here, we use the same reaction 
constants for the main processes in the B-Z reaction as listed in Ref.
45
). The dimensionless 
concentration of Ru catalyst, Ruc , is calculated as 0/ ZCc RuRu  where RuC is the corresponding 
experimental value. The reference value of the dimensionless concentration of Ru catalyst we 
use in our simulations is 5.1Ruc  (unless specified otherwise); this value corresponds to 8 mg of 
Ru catalyst used during the gel preparation, as specified in the section 2.3 above. Based on the 
above scaling, the maximum density of additional crosslinks for the given concentration of Ru 
catalyst should not exceed 4
max 106.3
~ c .  
For the remaining parameters for the improved Oregonator model, we set the following 
values 
46
: 1 , 90 , 51052.9 q , and 9.0f . Finally, for our model parameter 
describing the chemomechanical coupling in our system, we set 4105.9 b ; with this value, 
the maximum density of additional crosslinks is 4
max 101.3
~ c  (i.e., it is lower than the upper 
limit for the given Ru concentration defined above). The remaining gLSM parameters that are 
not listed above are taken to be the same as in Ref. 
44
. With the above parameter values, the 
dimensionless units of time and length in our simulations can be estimated as sT 4.0~0 and 
mmL 02.0~0 , respectively. Hence, the gel sizes used in the above simulations correspond to the 
following values. The sample sizes in Fig. 2.8a-b are 50×50×6 and 90×22×6 nodes, respectively, 
corresponding to the dimensions of 1.37×1.37×0.14 mm and 2.49×0.59×0.14 mm. The sample 
size used in Figs. 2.17-2.18 is 6×6×2 nodes, which approximately corresponds to 
0.14×0.14×0.03 mm.  
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 And we find a good agreement between the simulations and experiments.  Note that in both Figs. 
11a-b, the open circles and filled squares mark the simulation and the experimental data points, 
respectively; the connecting lines serve as a guide to the eye. Importantly, the data presented in 
Fig. 2.18 allowed us to validate our model and to choose the model parameters that are suitable 
for the B-Z gels considered in the experiments herein.  
2.4.4 Modulus Studies of the PAAm Based B-Z Gel 
The polymer with 20 mg crosslinker in the network was chosen as the example for the test of 
modulus by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
55
. Sample was characterized with a silicon nitride 
cantilever with a spring constant of 0.215 N/m (Veeco) using an MFP 3D AFM (Asylum 
Research). A conical tip approximation for the AFM tip of Hertz model was used
56
: 
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                                               (Eq. 2.1) 
Where F is the loading force from the AFM cantilever, E is the Young’s modulus of the self-
oscillating gel, δ is the depth in the surface of the sample that is caused by the loading force, υ is 
the Poisson ratio (assumed as 0.5
57), and α is the half opening angle (18o) of the cantilever. The 
force diagram of the sample is shown in Fig. 2.20. 
Meanwhile, the force F can also be determined by Hooke’s law.  
)(  zkkdF                                                    (Eq. 2.2) 
Where d is the cantilever deflection and z is the height of the piezo. Combining equations 1 and 
2 results in: 
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                                (Eq. 2.3) 
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A thermal power spectral density (PSD) graph was fit to a simple harmonic oscillator function 
for each individual cantilever to calculate the spring constant k. Individual force curves were 
modeled with equation 3 using a least squares fit by adjusting E. As Fig. 20 shows, the typical 
force curve on the particle with 20 mg (5.76% m/m) corsslinker. And the modulus of the PAAm 
based B-Z gel is 427.6 kPa. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
This study produced a thin-film based, UV-curable and structurally flexible polymerization 
method of PAAm based B-Z gel, by incorporating a newly synthesized methacrylate-modified 
Ru tris(bpy) monomer into PAAm polymer network. We further explored the solution 
environment related and structural dimension related chemomechanical dynamics in self-
oscillating gels. We also realized that the PAAm based B-Z gel systems exhibit contractions in 
dimension for regions in which the Ru catalyst is present in the +3 oxidation state. Furthermore, 
computational modeling supports a mechanism in which the charge state of Ru centers mediate 
intra/inter-chain segmental interactions that mediate a temporally reversibly-formed association 
crosslinks within the gel. 
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2.6 Scheme 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 2.1: Schematic illustration of the synthesis of the catalyst modified [Ru(bpy)2(4-
methyacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]2+(PF6
-
)2 monomer 
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2.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: 
1
H NMR spectroscopy for [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2 
monomer. 
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Figure 2.2:  
13
C NMR spectroscopy for [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2 
monomer. 
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Figure 2.3: Low and High Resolution Mass Spectrometry Data for [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-
methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2 monomer. 
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Figure 2.4:  (a) Schematic description of chemical composition of the gel forming polymer poly 
[acrylamide-co-Ru(bpy)2(4-methyacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)], a random copolymer of the three 
indicated monomers. (b) The setup of UV light initiated polymerization of PAAm gels on the surface of a 
silicon wafer. (c-e) Figures of the patterned gel particles with feature dimensions of ~0.5 mm: c) reduced 
(Ru(II)) state (sample immersed in water); d) oxidized (Ru(III)) state (the wafer was immersed in 
[NaBrO3]=0.20 M and [HNO3]=0.30 M solution) (e) self-oscillating state with partcles showing varying 
progressions of travelling wave (the wafer was immersed in the B-Z solution: [MA]=0.10 M, 
[NaBrO3]=0.20 M and [HNO3]=0.30 M). 
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Figure 2.5: The initiating travelling wave patterns of UV cured PAAm B-Z gels. The upper graphic 
shows schematic picture of the structure. (Ru
2+
 colored orange, Ru
3+
 colored green); the lower row shows 
time-lapse images of the PAAm based B-Z gels (dark grey is Ru
2+
 state, light grey is Ru
3+
 state) (a) 
triangle (3 convex vertices); (b) square (4 convex vertices); (c) star (5 convex vertices). (d) circular 
(curvilinear shaped). 
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Figure 2.6: Conversion to stable modes of travelling wave propagation. The upper image depicts the 
schematic structure of the stable mode (Ru
2+
 colored orange, Ru
3+
 colored green). The second row shows 
image of mode conversion for various PAAm based B-Z gel particle shapes (dark grey is Ru
2+
 state, light 
grey is Ru
3+
 state) (a) circular (curvilinear shaped); (b) triangle (3 convex vertices); (c) square (4 convex 
vertices); (d) star (5 convex vertices).  
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Figure 2.7: The relationship of between the size of the gel and chemical wave patterns: (a) particle size 
0.3×0.3×0.02 mm, with no chemical wave patterns but simple oscillation. (b) particles size 5×5×0.02 mm, 
snap shot (diameter = 2mm) of the center of the particle with random patterns. (c)  particles size 5×5×0.02 
mm, snap shot (diameter = 2mm) of the center of the particle with regular patterns. 
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Figure 2.8:  Simulation of the propagation of the chemical waves in the samples in different shape (a) 
square sample with uniform cross link density; (b) rectangular sample with uniform cross link density; (c) 
rectangular sample with gradient change in cross link density. 
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Figure 2.9: The effect of solution viscosity on the period of oscillation. (a) Imaged by the light intensity 
(normalized) change measured at the center of a gel slab (dimensions 2.0 ×0.65 ×0.02 mm), where the 
concentration of PEG-300 (v/v) is 1.25, 2.50, 3.75 and 5.00% respectively. (b) The linear relationship 
between the period of oscillation and the viscosity of the B-Z solution, where [MA] = 0.10 M, [NaBrO3] 
=0.20 M and [HNO3] =0.30 M. 
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Figure 2.10: (a) The light intensity change measured at the center of a gel slab (dimensions 2.0 ×0.65 
×0.02 mm), as function of the reagent concentration : two cases of a 3 times change in the [MA], where 
[NaBrO3] =0.20 M and [HNO3] =0.3 M. Blue square: [MA]=0.15 M, red circle: [MA]=0.45 M (and the 
sample thickness = 20µm). (b) The dependence of travelling wave velocity on sample thickness: 20 µm 
(blue square) and 110µm (red circle). (Reagent concentrations in B-Z solution: [MA]=0.15 M , [NaBrO3] 
=0.20 M and [HNO3] =0.3 M). 
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Figure 2.11: The period change of the oscillating of the gels (dimensions 2.0 ×0.65 ×0.02 mm) having 
different amount of crosslinkers. 
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Figure 2.12: (a) the transparency of uniform darkness; (b) the transparency with gradient darkness; (c) 
the thickness of the gel exposed under uniform transparency; (d) the thickness of the gel exposed under 
gradient transparency; (e) the thickness of the gel with thicker feature. 
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Figure 2.13: The fabrication of gel particles with gradient thickness. (a) The change of the gel thickness 
as a function of increasing exposure dose. (b) Chemical wave propagating patterns found in a gel with a 
gradient thickness ranging from 20 µm to 12 µm, and the wave propagates from the right (12 µm) to the 
left (20 µm) end. 
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Figure 2.14: The propagation of strain due to propagating waves and the B-Z gel slab (dimensions 2.0 
×0.65 ×0.02 mm). (a) Gray scale image of the propagation of the chemical wave. (b) Light intensity 
change measured at the center of the gel. (c) Width of the slab measured at the center of the gel. 
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Figure 2.15: The swell-deswell properties of the methacrylate modified B-Z gels: (a-d) are shape of circle, 
triangle, square and star respectively. The first row is reduced state (Ru
2+
), which is observed in 
[HNO3]=0.5 M solution and the second row is oxidized state (Ru
3+
), which is observed in solution 
mixture of [NaBrO3]=0.20 M and [HNO3]=0.30 M. 
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Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration of different chemomechanical dynamic mechanism of (a) PAAm 
network, in which is dominated by the change state of Ru centers mediate a differential degree of 
intra/inter-chain segmental interactions and (b) pNIPAM network, in which is dominated by the osmotic 
force driven by difference of the solvation of Ru (II/III) centers. 
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Figure 2.17: Output of the three-dimensional gLSM simulations with all the above modifications for the 
small sample, (a), the black line shows the evolution of the degree of swelling of the sample, and the red 
line illustrates formation of the additional crosslinks as oxidation of Ru takes place; (b) averaged over the 
all the elements within the sample; (c) Simulated volume model of reduced and oxidized state. 
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Figure 2.18: (a) Plots the amplitude of oscillation of the sample size; (b) Plots of the relative amplitude of 
oscillations in the sample size as we vary the cross-link density of the permanent crosslinks.  
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Figure 2.19: Equilibrium degree of swelling, , as a function of the density of permanent crosslinks, 
.  Here, all the Ru catalyst is in the reduced state so that no additional crosslinks are formed. Red 
squares represent experimental data obtained for samples with 10mg, 20mg, and 40mg of MBAAm 
crosslinker, respectively.  
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Figure 2.20: Force curve of the PAAm based self-oscillating gel, has 5.76% m/m crosslinking agent. 
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Chapter 3:  Water-Splitting Reaction Driven, Light Programmable, pH-
Responsive Hydrogel Based Chemo-Mechanical Actuator 
The text and figures in this chapter are reproduced with permission from the work:  
Peixi Yuan, Dustin E. Gross, Ralph G. Nuzzo  and Jeffrey S. Moore, “Water-Splitting Reaction Driven, 
Light Programmable, pH-Responsive Hydrogel Based Chemo-Mechanical Actuator”, in preparation 
 
3.1 Abstract 
In this work, we successfully used visible light to trigger macroscopic movements of 
polyacrylic acid (PAA) based pH sensitive hydrogels through a photo catalytic water-splitting 
reaction system, which contains ruthenium trisbipyridine (Ru(bpy)3
2+
) as photosensitizer and 
iridium dioxide (IrO2) nanoparticles as catalyst. In the model system, we use visible light ( ca. 
450 nm) to trigger a peroxide coupled water splitting reaction that produces protons, which 
subsequently induces large strain change in the pH sensitive PAA gels. In the self-sustained 
specimen application, we created a functionalized Ru-Ir-PAA composite gel, containing both 
Ru(bpy)3
2+ 
segment and IrO2 nanoparticles, is immersed in an water solution with a pH of 5.6 
due to air saturation and subsequent solvation of carbon dioxide to form carbonic acid. Upon 
exposure to light, the water splitting reaction initiates and the composite gel de-swells due to the 
outgoing proton flux. When the sample is moved to a dark environment, the water-splitting 
reaction ceases, and the residual bicarbonate in the background solution drives up the solution 
pH based on the dissociation equilibrium of carbonic acid. Hence, the PAA gel swells again as 
the pH increases. Furthermore, we constructed a cross-shaped bimorph actuator, consisting of a 
top layer of non-pH responsive (in pH range 4~6) poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) 
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gel and a bottom layer of the pH responsive Ru-Ir-PAA composite gel. By triggering and ceasing 
water-splitting reaction, the bottom layer deswells and swells respectively, which causes the 
bimorph actuator to bend down in the light and curl up in the dark as a biomimetic material. 
Finally, in order to achieve multiple cycles of this self-sustaining actuation, we built a 3-step 
chamber container, through which we could semi-automatically refresh the background solution, 
and multiple cycles of reversible actuation of the bimorph chemomechanical actuator is achieved. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
Previous studies have provided numerous methods for triggering mechanical responses in 
hydrogel based actuators including pH
1
, electric field
2
, ion concentration
3
, and chemical or 
biological reagents
4,5
. Among these varying types of external stimuli, light driven mechanics 
have provided one of the most direct methods to achieve a programmable form of mechanical 
actuation
6
. Such systems typically use photoisomerization— a notable example is photo-induced 
isomerization of the cis and trans structures of azobenzene to drive the actuator’s mechanical 
responses. However, the magnitude of actuation was limited by the penetration of the light into 
the materials. This study focuses on a different form of light triggered chemo-mechanical 
actuation, one that elicits mechanical responses that in turn might be harnessed to drive 
programmable form of assembly that are in fact dissipatively driven.  
In the first model system, we combined a well-established water-splitting reaction and pH 
responsive PAA gel. A schematic of the full process is shown in Figure 3.1. Under the exposure 
of visible light ( ca. 450 nm), the water-splitting reaction oxidizes H2O into oxygen and 
liberates a correlated flux of protons, which drives a subsequent localized increase in pH. This 
pH increase induces mechanical changes in pH sensitive hydrogels
7-10
, the difference in 
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concentration of mobile ions in the hydrogel interior relative to external solution creates an 
osmotic pressure that drives the volume change, with consistent theoretical predictions of 
experimental results.
11
  
The water-splitting reaction is elicited by a coupled sequence of metal promoted reactions 
through a photosensitizer (a ruthenium trysbipyridine salt in this case), which photosensitized 
cleavage of persulfate which subsequently splits water into oxygen and protons, catalyzed by a 
catalyst (nanoscale polymer-entrained IrO2 particles in this case). The components of the process 
were chosen by its effectiveness and most active pH range. Ruthenium(II)-bipyridine
 
complexes 
have been shown to be effective photosensitizing agents in this coupled sequence of reactions. 
The photostimulated conversion of persulfate at pH ~5 is particularly effective
12,13
. In the 
secondary couple, metal oxide nanoparticles are used as the functional catalyst in the water-
splitting reaction. IrO2 nanoparticles were utilized due to its well-known catalytic activity and 
stability under oxidizing conditions with pH around 5~6
14,15
. A polymer gel based on a 
polyacrylic acid backbone has a transition pH range of 4~6 (pKa=4.38), thus matching the 
activity profile of the ruthenium trisbipyridine complex and the IrO2 nanoparticles. 
In the self-sustained specimen (Ru-Ir-PAA) application, we first achieved integration of 
all the reagents of the water-splitting reaction into a polymer matrix. The Ru-Ir-PAA composite 
gel was achieved by UV polymerizing a novel methacrylate modified Ru(bpy)3
2+
 monomer 
segment
16
 and absorbing of IrO2 nanoparticles into the PAA polymer matrix.  The optimal pH of 
the solution for this system is around 5 as discussed above, so air was bubbled through the 
solution overnight and solvation of carbon dioxide as carbonic acid lowered the pH to 5.6. Under 
light exposure and the presence of the reagent Na2S2O8, the water-splitting reaction is initiated. 
The Ru-Ir-PAA composite gel system examined here provides an interesting proof of principle 
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demonstration of a light programmable polymeric actuator that is dissipatively driven to effect 
significant changes in strain. When the sample is moved to a dark environment, the water-
splitting reaction ceases. The water solution is restored to the a higher pH by the residual 
bicarbonate from the existing background solution, and the composite gel swells again as the pH 
value of the solution is increased.  
Then, we constructed a prototype of a more hierarchically structured chemo-mechanical 
actuator by combining 2 layers of hydrogels as a bimorph: poly-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
(pHEMA) and the Ru-Ir-PAA composite gels mentioned above. The Ru-Ir-PAA layer will swell 
and deswell as the water-splitting reaction evolves and ceases, respectively, as described above. 
However, pHEMA gel does not exhibit any swell-deswell properties in the pH region. This 
three-dimension designed actuator was designed in a cross shape which can bend down and curl 
up as the bottom Ru-Ir-PAA layer shrinks and swells, exhibiting biomimetic behavior. 
17
  
However, we noticed the reversibility of this self-sustained sample could not support more than 
one cycle of actuation because most of the bicarbonate is consumed to increase the pH after the 
initial water splitting cycle. In order to perform multiple cycles of fully reversible actuation, we 
created a 3-step chamber container, which contains a resource chamber, reaction chamber and 
waste chamber. By mimicking the mechanism of a dam (utilizing gravity and open/close control 
of the gates), the chamber container can semi-automatically refresh the background solution of 
the reaction chamber to achieve multiple cycles. With sufficient supply of original background 
solution (pH=5.6), the restoration of the gel no longer depends on the diminished concentration 
of the residual bicarbonate in the solution. We have created a fully reversible chemo-mechanical 
bimorph actuator that can be turned on and off by the control of visible light. 
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3.3 Experimental 
3.3.1 Materials 
Acrylic Acid (AA) (Aldrich, 99%),  N,N-methylenebis Acrylamide (MBAm) (Aldrich, 
99%), Azobis Isobutylronitrile (AIBN) (Aldrich, 98%), Darocure 1173 (Ciba), Dimethyl 
Sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma, 99.9%) Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) (Sigma, 99.5%), Brij 
58 Surfactant (Aldrich-Sigma, 99.9%), Ethlene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), 2,2’-
dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMAP). 
Sodium Hydroxide, NaOH, (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%), Sodium Persulfate, Na2S2O8, (Sigma-
Aldrich, 98%), Sodium Hexachloroiridate, Na2IrCl6, (Aldrich, 99.9%) Sodium Hydrogen Citrate 
Sesquihydrate, HNa2C2H5O7, (99%), Hexahydrate Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) dichloride, 
Ru(bpy)3Cl26H2O, (Strem Chemical, 98%), Anion exchange resin, DOWEX 1×8-100 (chloride 
form), Dow Chemical. 
4,4’dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine (Aldrich, 99%), cis-bis(bipyridine)dichlororuthenium(II) dihydrate 
(Aldrich, 99%), Selenium Dioxide (Aldrich, 99.8%), sodium borohydride (Aldrich, 98.5%), 
ammonium hexafluorophosphate (Acros, 99.5%)and methacryloyl chloride (Aldrich, 97%). 
3.3.2 Synthesis of Polyacrylic Acid Hydrogel 
  AA (175 mg, 2.4 mM), MBAm (5.6 mg, 0.036 mM) and DAROCUR 1173 (30L, 
1.8x10
-4
 mM) were added to 1 mL DMSO/H2O (1:1 ratio by volume) solution mixture to make 
the pre-gel solution. In order to obtain the hydrogels in the desired form, a simple lithography 
method was designed using a 3D printed plastic mold to make a silicone rubber mold (Fig. 3.2). 
The pre-gel solution was filled into the silicone rubber mold, then exposed to UV light at 298 nm 
with a power of 300W for 150 seconds (exposure dose ~ 1000mJ/cm
2
). The gel particles were 
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then peeled out from the mold and immersed into EtOH for 2~3 days to remove excessive 
reagents.  
The silicone rubber mold was fabricated through soft lithography based on a 3D printed 
plastic mold (Fig. 3.2). The 3D design of the plastic mold is simulated on Rhinocero software 
(Fig. 3.3a). A 3D printer (Viper si Stereo Lithography Apparatus) was used to produce the plastic 
mold (Fig.3.3b). Ecoflex 00-30 was used to fabricate the silicone rubber (purchased from 
Smooth-On). The two ecoflex precursors were mixed in a ratio of 1:1 by volume, and this 
mixture was then poured into the plastic mold. After curing under 65 
°
C for 15 mins, the silicone 
rubber was peeled out (Fig. 3.3c) The PAA gels were fabricated via photolithography based on 
the silicone rubber mold. Fig. 3.3d-f shows the filling of mold with pre-gel solution, the peeling 
of the gel after UV light exposure, and a photo of a single gel, respectively. 
3.3.3 Synthesis of Iridium Dioxide Nanoparticles 
The IrO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by hydrolysis of hexachloroiridate in the 
presence of citrate ions as a stabilizer
12,13
. Na2IrCl6 (30.0 mg, 0.067mnol) was added to an 
aqueous solution of HNa2C2H5O7 (50.0 mg, 0.19 mmol) in deionized water (50mL) in a 100 mL 
beaker. 0.10 M NaOH was added until the pH of the red-brown solution reached a range of 
7.5~8.5. Then the mixture was heated in a 95°C oil bath (the temperature of reaction is about 
90°C) for 30 mins with constant stirring. The sample was then cooled to room temperature, after 
which pH value was again adjusted with 0.10 M NaOH back to 7.5, following a 30 mins heating 
session at 90°C. The same procedures above were repeated until the solution has a stable pH 
value at 7.5. Then the solution was transferred into a round-bottom flask with a reflux condenser 
and heated to 95°C for 2 h. During the reaction, the red-brown color of the solution faded 
quickly, then a yellow-green, green-blue, deep blue color appeared successively, and the deep 
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blue color suggests the end of reaction and formation of the IrO2 nanoparticles. Finally, the 
solution was cooled to room temperature before stirring with 10 mL of moderate anion-exchange 
resin (DOWEX 1x8-100) for 30 mins. The solution was vacuum filtrated and diluted to 100 mL, 
yielding a final IrO2 nanoparticle concentration of 6.2x10
-4
 M. 
3.3.4 Synthesis of Methacrylate-Modified Ruthenium Segment 
The schematic illustration of the synthesis of Ru(bpy)2(4-methyacryloylmethyl-4’-
methylbpy)
2+ 
(PF6
-
)2 monomer is shown in Scheme 3.1.  
3.3.4.1 Synthesis of 4-hydroxymethyl-4’-methylbpy (1) 18,19 
Selenium dioxide (4.0 g, 36 mmol) and 4,4’-dimethylbpy(4.0 g, 22 mmol) were 
combined in 1,4-dioxane (200 mL). The reaction mixture was heated to reflux and stirred for 24 
hr. After cooling to room temperature, the mixture was filtered and the filtrate was concentrated 
to dryness. The residue was mixed with CHCl3 (100 mL), filtered and the filtrate evaporated 
again. This series of steps was done two additional times (2×100 mL CHCl3). Crude NMR 
analysis showed a 1:10:2 mixture of starting bipyridine:mono-oxidation:di-oxidation products. 
This mixture (3.0 g crude) was suspended in CH3OH (40 mL) and a solution of NaBH4 (750 mg) 
in NaOH solution (13 mL, 0.2 M) was added dropwise while cooling in an ice bath. The mixture 
was stirred for 2 hr at rt. The reaction was filtered and the CH3OH was removed by rotary 
evaporation. The aqueous residue was washed with Na2CO3 (sat’d, 10 mL) and extracted with 
CHCl3 (2×50 mL). CHCl3 solution was dried over MgSO4 then evaporated. The product was 
then purified using column chromatography eluting with 5% CH3OH in CH2Cl2, obtaining 1.9 g 
monomer 1 in a 44% yield. 
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3.3.4.2  Synthesis of [Ru(bpy)2(4-hydroxymethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2(2)
20
  
Monomer 1 (455 mg, 2.27 mmol) was combined with cis-bisbpy dichlororuthenium(II) 
dihydrate (1.02 g, 1.96 mmol) in EtOH (40 mL). The mixture was refluxed for 22 hr then the 
EtOH was removed by rotary evaporation. The red residue was dissolved in H2O (30 mL) and 
NH4PF6 (640 mg, 4.14 mmol) was added. The mixure was stirred for 5 min then filtered and the 
solid was dried over P2O5 to obtain 1.61 g monomer 2 in a 91% yield. 
 
3.3.4.3 Synthesis of [Ru(bpy)2(4-methacryloylmethyl-4’-methylbpy)]
2+
(PF6
-
)2(3) 
Monomer 2 (495 mg, 0.547 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (20 mL) and cooled to 0 °C on 
an ice bath. Then after Et3N (400 µL, 2.86 mmol) was added and stirred for 5 mins, methacryloyl 
chloride (270 µL, 2.76 mmol) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred in the dark 
for 24 hr where it was allowed to warm to rt. The solution was filtered through celite with 
CH2Cl2 (40 mL) then washed with NaHCO3 (3% solution in H2O, 2×50 mL) and water (2×50 
mL). The organic layer was dried with MgSO4 and concentrated to about 10 mL. The red 
solution was then added dropwise to Et2O (200 mL) while stirring and the orange precipitate was 
collected by vacuum filtration then dried under high vacuum to yield 290 mg (55%) of monomer 
3.  
3.3.5 Synthesis of Ru-IrO2 Integrated Polyacrylic Acid Hydrogels 
For Ru-PAA gel, we took AA (175 mg, 2.4 mM ), MBAm(5.6 mg, 0.036 mM) and 1mg 
methacrylate modified ruthenium trisbipyridine (1mg, 0.01 mM), dissolve into 1 mL of 
DMSO:H2O=1:1 solution mixture, stirring for 30 mins before add in photo initiator DAROCUR 
1173 (30L, 1.8x10-4 mM). Fill the mixture solution into the silicone rubber mode, expose under 
UV light at 298 nm with 300 W power for 150 seconds (exposure dose ~ 1000 mJ/cm
2
), then 
peel the particles out, immerse into abundance EtOH for 2~3 days, ready for applications. After 
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the Ru integrated PAA gel was prepared, the gel was immersed in IrO2 nanoparticle solution, 
prepared as described in Section 2.3, overnight before further application.  
3.3.6 Fabrication of Bimorph pHEMA-PAA pH/Light Responsive Gels. 
The double layer gel consists a layer of Poly acrylic acid (PAA) gel and a layer of Poly 
hydroxyethyl methacrylate (pHEMA) gel. Dissolve Brij 58 (500 mg, 0.44 mM)
21
, HEMA (3.0 g, 
23 mM), EGDMA (60 mg, 0.31 mM) and DMAP (200 mg, 0.78 mM) into 2 mL distilled water, 
then put this mixture solution into a 2-inch glass petri dish, cure under UV light for 90 seconds 
(exposure dose ~ 600 mJ/cm
2
). Then pour the PAA pre-polymerized monomer solution on top of 
this layer, cure under UV light for 3 mins. For the control group bimorph experiment, PAA gel 
was prepared as described in 2.2 for light responsive bimorph gel, PAA Ru monomer segment 
and adsorbed IrO2 nanoparticles, prepared as described in 2.5. 
3.3.7 Measurements of Experiments 
All experiments were carried in aqueous solution; photos of particles were taken under 
Olympus SZx7 microscope. The light source of the irritation of the reaction is the light bulb 
equipped with the microscope system, Optical Analysis Corporation, with a power of 150 W, 
wavelengths from 400 nm-700 nm. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 PAA Gel Responses to Water-Splitting Reaction 
3.4.1.1 PAA response to pH Value 
As shown in Fig. 3.4, the polyacrylic acid gel (Fig. 3.4a-1) shows dramatic response to 
the change of pH. The cause of the pH sensitive property of the PAA hydrogels is the monomer, 
acrylic acid, a weak acid with a pKa of 4.35. When the pH of the aqueous environment reaches 
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above the pKa value, acrylic acid is deprotonated to yield the negatively charged basic form (Fig. 
3.4a-2). The osmotic force developed between the highly charged polymer matrix and the 
solution will drive solvent water molecules into the gel to cause swelling. Conversely, in the 
acidic environment, the acrylic acid monomers are protonated and neutral, decreasing the 
osmotic force and causing the gel to deswell to the original size scale (Fig. 3.4a-3). Fig. 3b 
shows the gel length change due to the change of pH value, which indicates the transition pH 
value of PAA gel. The transition plot (Fig. 3.4b) indicates that the most efficient pH value range 
is 4-6 because the gel exhibits the most dramatic length change of this pH range. By controlling 
the pH to stay in this range, we can obtain the maximum strain change of the gel. 
3.4.1.2 Water-Splitting Reaction Effects on pH Value 
After combining all the reagents: photosensitizer Ru(bpy)3
2+
 (Fig. 3.5a-1), catalyst IrO2 
nanoparticles (Fig. 3.5a-2), and the electron acceptor S2O8
2-
, the solution mixture (Fig. 3.5a -3) 
reacts quickly under the irradiation of visible light. At the end of the reaction, the final solution 
indicates clear aggregation of IrO2 nanoparticles, and the dark green color is a mixture of 
remaining Ru complex and aggregated nanoparticles (Fig. 3.5a-4). Previous work
15
 used a buffer 
to maintain a stable pH solution throughout the reaction to avoid nanoparticle aggregation. In 
this case, the aggregation of the nanoparticles is inevitable in the experiments that demonstrate 
dramatic macroscopic length change of the hydrogel when the pH of the ambient solution is 
changed drastically. 
Fig.3.5b clearly shows the dramatic change of the pH of the solution in a short period of 
reaction time because the most effective reacting pH value for this photocatalytic system is a pH 
of about 5. To achieve maximum strain of the pH sensitive gel however, we also carried the 
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experiment with high starting pH, as shown in Fig.3.5c, which takes longer time to reach the 
same level to acidity in the solution, yet sufficient enough to reach a low pH value (ca. 2.5).  
3.4.1.3 PAA Gel response to Water-Splitting Reaction 
Fig. 3.6 shows the response of the PAA gel to the water-splitting reaction.. The reaction 
is carried out in a 1-inch diameter petri dish, filled with 3 mL IrO2 nanoparticle solution (as 
prepared in Section 2.3). The solution pH was adjusted to 9.0 by addition of 0.1 M NaOH, which 
caused the PAA gel to swell dramatically (from Fig. 3.6a-1 to 3.6a-2). The rest of the reagents, 
50 L 6.6 mmol Ru(bpy)3Cl2 solution and 50L 100 mM Na2S2O8 solution, were added 
separately to the petri dish, which caused an instant yet small amount of shrinkage due to the 
increase of ionic strength in the solution (Fig. 3.6a-3). Then, as the water-splitting reaction 
progressed, the PAA gel deswells dramatically, with a strain change of up to 40% (Fig. 3.6 a-
4,5,6 represent the gel at 10 min, 30 min and 60 min reaction time respectively). The pH and 
subsequent gel length changes are illustrated in Fig. 3.6 b-c. These results indicate that the PAA 
gel has the expected dramatic response to the pH change caused by the water-splitting reaction. 
In the process, we observe that surface of the gel layer shrinks faster than the bottom of the gel. 
The bottom of the PAA gel attaches to the plastic substrate of petri dish through capillary force, 
reducing the diffusion rate of protons from the water solution into the gel to react with the 
ionized acrylic acid functional groups in the bottom of the gel.  But when the reaction is fully 
completed, the gel will shrink into a unanimous level. To maximize the reproducibility of gel 
length measurements between trials, we measured the diagonal length of the surface layer of the 
gel. Also, the gel exhibits a delayed deswelling effect compared to the change of pH because the 
hydrogel needs a certain amount of time to reach equilibrium. In this case, the gel (2 mm x 2mm 
x 0.5 mm) takes about 30 mins to reach equilibrium. We note that, as the reaction comes to an 
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end, the pH of the environment drops to 2.5, which will cause severe aggregation of IrO2 
nanoparticles (Fig. 3.6a-6). This aggregation makes it impossible to create a reversible system 
without changing the gel and solution after each experiment. 
3.4.2 Ru-Ir-PAA Composite Gel Reponses to Water-Splitting Reaction 
In order to create a highly functionalized, reversible, and self-sustained material, we 
integrated all of the reagents required for the water-splitting reaction into the PAA gels. 
The chemistry used to incorporate the Ru segment into the gel is a standard photo 
initiated polymerization described in Section 2.5. Polymerization of the AA hydrogel and 
methacrylate modified Ru(bpy)3
2+ 
 monomer allows us to embed the photosensitizer into the 
PAA polymeric backbone.  The control group indicates that without the incorporated Ru 
monomer, the PAA gel alone will not respond to light, since the water-splitting reaction cannot 
be initiated without the photosensitizer.  
In the control group, simple PAA hydrogels are put into a citric acid IrO2 nanoparticle 
solution (pH=5.6) and compared to the Ru-Ir-PAA gel in solution. The control group, as 
expected, clearly shows no obvious change in pH value (Fig. 3.7a) or any change in gel length  
(Fig. 3.7b). The strain change is about 2.5%, which is due to the increase of the ionic strength of 
the solution with the addition of sodium persulfate
10
.  
The incorporation of the IrO2 nanoparticles was achieved by absorption. The positively 
charged Ru(bpy)3
2+ 
segments in the polymer network appear to interact strongly with the IrO2 
nanoparticles. UV-Vis spectroscopy was used to detect the difference in absorption of IrO2 
nanoparticles before and after the immersion of Ru-Ir-PAA gels into the nanoparticle solution 
and subsequent adsorption of IrO2 nanoparticles (Fig. 3.8a). The result clearly shows a decrease 
in nanoparticle concentration due to the adsorption of the IrO2 nanoparticles during gel 
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immersion. The molar ratio of each component in the Ru-Ir-PAA polymer network was 
calculated based on the UV-Vis absorption ratio. Based on Beer-Lambert Law equation, 
          
11 lcA                                                             (Eq. 3.1) 
22 lcA                                                             (Eq. 3.2) 
, where A1 and c1 are the absorption ratio and concentration, respectively, before immersion of 
the gel, and A2 and c2 are the absorption ratio and concentration, respectively, after the 
immersion of the gel, based on the S.Fig. 6a: 
  81.0
143.0
116.0
2
1
2
1 
A
A
c
c
                                             (Eq. 3.3) 
, which means 19% of the IrO2  from the nanoparticle solution has been adsorbed into the Ru-Ir-
PAA gel. Since the concentration of the nanoparticle solution CIr=0.67mM, total volume 
VIr=1mL, the total IrO2 (MIr) in one gel is: 
m m ol
m LLm m ol
VCM IrIrIr
00013.0
%191/67.0
%19



                                    (Eq. 3.4)  
Each Ru-Ir-PAA gel has a dimension of 2×2×0.5mm, so the total volume is Vgel=0.002mL. From 
the preparation method, each one mL of pregel solution contains 2.4 mmol AA and 0.1 mmol 
Ru(bpy)3
2+
. So NAA=0.0048mmol, NRu=0.0002mmol. Hence: NAA:NRu:NIr=24:1:0.64. This molar 
ratio indicates a successful adsorption of IrO2 nanoparticles, and the similar concentration of 
Ru(bpy)3
2+
 and IrO2 nanoparticles provides the desired polymer-catalyst coupling system for the 
water-splitting reaction.   
As shown in Fig. 3.8b, the control group of gels fabricated without immersion in the IrO2 
nanoparticle solution shows no clear change of gel length. This lack of change indicates that the 
system is not going through the water-splitting reaction, and there is no subsequent pH value 
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change in the environment (Fig. 3.8b). The reason is that the IrO2 nanoparticles were not 
absorbed into the PAA gel. and Ru monomer segment did not have enough time to adsorb. On 
the other hand, the particles immersed in IrO2 nanoparticle solution overnight showed both 
change in length and pH value throughout the reaction. 
In order to create a reversible system, we designed a background solution that allows the 
pH to decrease as the water-splitting reaction process, avoids aggregation of the IrO2 
nanoparticles, and is capable of bringing the pH back up to restore the size of the gel after the 
water-splitting reaction is stopped. The water solution for the experiment was saturated with CO2 
by bubbling air through the solution overnight. The solvation of CO2 yielded carbonic acid in the 
solution which caused the pH of the solution to drop to 5.6. The Ru-Ir-PAA composite gel was 
put into this solution (0 min, Fig. 3.9a-1). The persulfate (200 L, 100 mM) was then added into 
the solution, and the reaction was started, resulting in deswelling of the polymer (30 min, Fig. 
3.9a-2). The pH of the final solution only reaches 5.0 and the strain of the gel in this self-
sustained and reversible system is reduced to ca. 10%. Different from the first model system, all 
the protons in the solution are now in equilibrium with the H2CO3 formed from the solvation of 
CO2. When the water-splitting reaction produces protons, the equilibrium system of H2CO3 weak 
acid will consume a certain amount of protons which prevents the final solution from reaching a 
pH value as low as the non-integrated gel experiments. While this smaller pH change reduces the 
gel length change, the aggregation of IrO2 nanoparticles is avoided as desired. To show 
reversibility, the gel was kept in the dark to cease the water-splitting reaction. The gel begins to 
swell as the residual bicarbonate in the system consumes protons in the solution to increase the 
pH. By the time the solution reaches the equilibrium, the gel size was increased (90 min, Fig. 
3.9a-3). The plot of gel length change is shown in Fig. 3.9b. It is noted here that this recovering 
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process can only happen when the final solution pH after the water-splitting reaction is around 
5.0-5.2. In this pH range, the bicarbonate can consume sufficient protons to make a visible 
restoration in gel size  
The overall process of the water-splitting reaction is shown in eq. 5: 
  

eSOHOH IrOOS 222
2
4
,
2
2
2
82                               (Eq. 3.5) 
The final pH of the solution, which can vary from 4.6-5.2 between different trials, depends on 
the efficiency and degree of completion of the reaction. And the single reversible actuation 
observed when the final pH around 5.0-5.2. When the original background solution starts at 
pH=5.6, [H
+
]o=2.51×10
-6
 M, based on eq.6: 
  332 HCOHCOH                                             (Eq. 3. 6) 
hence residual concentration of bicarbonate [HCO3
-
]0=2.51×10
-6
M, then based on 
pKa1[H2CO3]=6.35, yield [H2CO3]0= 1.41×10
-5
 M based on Eq. 7 
                                                 ][
]][[
][
32
3
321
COH
HCOH
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                                       (Eq. 3.7)
 
Assume the final pH after the water splitting reaction reaches 5.1 and bicarbonate does 
not neutralize the protons until ceasing the water-splitting reaction. The new [H
+
]
’
=6.49×10
-6
 M, 
hence the restored pH=5.2, which is enough to observe a partial reversible gel size increase as 
described in the paper. The new [HCO3
-
]
’
=1.06×10
-6
M, which is not enough to neutralize protons 
produced in a new cycle of water-splitting reaction, and the actual residual bicarbonate is even 
less than that since bicarbonate will neutralize protons during the water-splitting reaction as well.  
Also, the gel cannot reach its original size due to the lack of sufficient bicarbonate concentration 
to neutralize all of the excess protons produced during the water-splitting reaction. Any other 
method of introducing base to neutralize the pH will increase the ionic strength of the solution 
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and lead to decrease of a hydrogel size.
3
 However, light was used to program the control of 
water-splitting reaction and subsequent size change of the gel, and the release of protons still 
allowed us to create a partially reversible and self-sustained chemo-mechanical actuator. 
3.4.3 Light Responsive pHEMA /Ru-Ir-PAA Bimorph Actuator 
3.4.3.1 Single Cycle of the Light Responsive Bimorph Actuator 
 
We designed a bimorph pH-responsive actuator. Because pHEMA has no distinct 
response to pH in the pH ranges of the experiments described above, a pHEMA/PAA bimorph 
gel can generate dramatic deformation and be used as a pH-responsive actuator  
As shown in Fig. 3.10a, the double layer pH responsive actuator is fabricated by polymeric AA 
and HEMA. HEMA is chosen as the other layer because it has a pKa of 13.82, which is 
completely out of the range of our experiment for the water splitting reaction (pH=5-6). On the 
contrary, PAA is extremely sensitive to pH in the pH range as discussed above. By changing the 
pH of the solution environment, the PAA swells dramatically with increasing pH value, and the 
pHEMA doesn’t swell. The swelling ratio differences between two layers of the gel causes the 
curvature of the bent samples. Fig. 3.10c and d show the transition movements of the unfolding 
and folding of the double layer actuator by decreasing and increasing, respectively, the pH value 
of the solution. In order to keep track of the rate of movement, the open angle of the curvature of 
the samples was measured (Fig. 3.10b) at various times throughout the experiment. As shown in 
Fig. 3.10e and f, the samples exhibit consistent folding in response to the pH change. However, it 
also indicates that the process of folding has a faster transition rate than the unfolding process. 
This disparity is caused by the fact that water has a faster diffusion rate into the gel network. 
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Based on the design of the bimorph actuator and the experiments described in section 3.2, we 
made the Ru-Ir-PAA composite gel the bottom layer and pHEMA the top layer. Also, under the 
air saturated aqueous solution, this functionalized actuator can be a reversible and self-sustained 
light programmable system. The bimorph pHEMA/Ru-Ir-PAA actuator was put in a 1-inch 
diameter petri-dish with the air saturated background solution (pH=5.6) (0 min, Fig. 3.11a-1). 
Under irradiation with light and addition of the reagent Na2S2O8, the water splitting reaction 
starts, which decreases the pH of the environment as protons are produced. As a result, the 
bottom layer, Ru-Ir-PAA, starts to deswell as discussed above, which flattens the actuator, 
increasing the testing angle (Fig. 3.10b). After it reaches equilibrium state (30 min, Fig. 3.11a-2), 
the sample is moved to a dark environment to cease the water-splitting reaction. The pH of the 
solution was restored which caused the actuator to fold up (90 min, Fig. 3.11a-3). The transition 
of testing angle is illustrated in Fig. 3.11b. As described in Section 3.2, the lack of sufficient 
bicarbonate leads to only partially reversible actuation. 
3.4.3.2 Multiple Cycles of Actuations in a 3-Step Chamber 
 
In order to create a multiple reversible actuation, we created a 3-step chamber (shown in 
Fig 3.12), mimicking the mechanism of a dam, to allow us to refresh the background solution 
without moving the sample. The highest chamber (resource chamber) contains fresh air saturated 
water solution, with a pH of 5.6 and the Na2S2O8 reagent. The bimorph gel is placed in the second 
chamber (reaction chamber), by opening the glass door of the resource chamber, the fresh 
solution flows downward into the reaction chamber by the force of gravity. The lowest chamber 
(waste chamber) is for collection of the solution used after the reaction chamber. During 
application, the gel was immersed in the reaction chamber in the dark (0 min, Fig. 3.13a-1). 
Exposure to light starts the water-splitting reaction. After the system reaches equilibrium (30 min, 
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Fig. 3.13a-2), the glass door of reaction chamber was opened to move the reaction solution that 
is now waste solution into the waste chamber. After the solution in reaction chamber was drained, 
the glass door of resource chamber was opened to release fresh background solution into the 
reaction chamber to let the gel restore and enable a second cycle (50 min, Fig. 3.13a-3).  
The plot in Fig. 5b shows the change of the testing angle throughout each cycle. We 
noted that the system is reversible for multiple cycles but not long lived (up to 5 cycles over 250 
mins). This decay in activity over time is because the Ru (II) photosensitizer undergoes a 
competing side reaction -- a photo stimulated (albeit lower quantum yield) photo decomposition 
that depletes the system of the Ru (II) centers needed for the water-splitting reaction.
22
 Also, 
while the strains realized are large by standards of a chemical actuator (20%), they are 
temporally quite slow. The strain speeds are determined by the gel material choice, one effecting 
its strain actuation via coulombically/osmotically driven dynamics, which speed is limited by the 
large gel size.
9
 However, we still achieved multiple cycles of a fully reversible bimorph 
biomimetic hydrogel pH responsive chemo-mechanical actuator through light programming.  
3.5 Conclusion 
We successfully utilizing the protons produced by water-splitting reaction trigger the 
chemomechanical actuation of pH responsive PAA gels. By incorporating the photo sensitizer, 
Ru(bpy)3
2+
 ,into the polymer network and adsorb the catalyst, IrO2 nanoparticles, we created a 
highly functionalized and self-sustained PAA actuator which can be effected by controlling light 
flux and contact with air. Furthermore, by combining a pH responsive and a non-responsive 
hydrogel, we created a pHEMA-PAA bimorph actuator. This actuator is a reversible and light 
sensitive biomimetic actuator based on the different pH responsive properties in between 
pHEMA and PAA. Finally, by mimicking the mechanism of a dam, we created a 3-step chamber, 
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which allows refreshing the background solution semi-automatically. By avoiding relying on the 
residual concentration of bicarbonate to restore the solution pH value, the chamber refreshes the 
solution pH value, hence to achieve multiple cycles of actuation of the pHEMA-PAA bimorph 
actuator. 
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3.6 Scheme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 3.1: The schematic illustration of synthesis of Ru(bpy)2(4-methyacryloylmethyl-4’-
methylbpy)2
+
(PF6
-
)2 
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3.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic Illustration of Light Induced Mechanical Movements of Polyacrylic Acid Based 
Hydrogel 
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the usage of Photolithography in preparing light responsive hydrogels. 
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Figure 3.3:: Real pictures of moding procedure, (a) Computer Simulated 3D mode; (b)Actual Mode; 
(c)Silicone Rubber made from the mode; (d) Silicone rubber filled with pre-gel solution; (e) Gels formed 
after UV light exposure; (f) A single particle with dimensions 3mm × 6mm × 0.5mm 
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Figure 3.4: pH response of PAA gel. (a) Original PAA gel in EtOH solution; (b) PAA gel in aqueous 
solution with a pH=9; (c) PAA gel in aqueous solution with a pH=2; (d) Plot of gel length in different 
solutions with a gradient change of pH value. 
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Figure 3.5:  Reaction of water splitting reaction, and its effect on pH value of the solution. (a-1) 
Ru(bpy)3
2+
 solution, concentration 1.0×10
-4
 M ;(a-2) IrO2 nanoparticle solution, concentration 6.0×10
-4
 M; 
(a-3) Final solution mixture with all the reagents, including Na2S2O8, concentration 1.0×10
-2
 M; (a-4) 
Solution mixture after reaction, indicating aggregation of IrO2 nanoparticle (b) pH value change in the 
solution starting at pH=5.6; (c) pH value change in the solution starting at pH=8.9) 
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Figure 3.6: PAA gel performance in Ru-IrO2 water splitting system. (a-1) Original PAA gel in EtOH. (a-
2) PAA gel in IrO2 nanoparticle solution, pH=8.9. (a-3) Add in other reagents, Ru(bpy)3
2+
 and S2O8
2-
. (a-4) 
reaction undergoes 10 mins; (a-5) reaction undergoes 30 min; (a-6) reaction undergoes 60min. (b) pH 
value corresponded to the reaction; (c) PAA gel length corresponded to the reaction. 
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Figure 3.7: Control group of PAA gels. (a-1) PAA gel reaches equilibrium in IrO2 nanoparticle solution 
(pH=5.6); (a-2) PAA gel after add in reagents, sodium persulfate, of 10 min; (a-3) PAA gel undergoes 
reaction for 60 mins. (b) Plots of the change of pH value and gel length within the period of reaction. 
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Figure 3.8: Previous failure of reaction and proof of adsorption of IrO2 nanoparticles. (a) UV-Vis 
absorption diagram of IrO2 nanoparticle solution before and after immersion of hydrogels; (b) Ru-PAA 
gel sample’s performance without immersion in IrO2 nanoparticle solution, including pH change and 
change of gel length. 
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Figure: 3.9 (a) Images a-1, 2, and 3 on the left correspond to reaction time 0, 30, and 90 minutes 
respectively. (b) The length change of Ru incorporated PAA gel (Ru-Ir-PAA gel) performance in carbon 
dioxide saturated water solution (pH=5.6). 
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Figure 3.10 (a) Schematic illustration of assembly of double layer functional actuator; (b) Schematic 
illustration of the definition of testing angle; (c) Screen shots of the transition of  thepolymer from basic 
solution (pH=9.0) to acidic solution (pH=2.0) environment; (d) Screen shots of the transition of the 
polymer from acidic solution to basic solution (pH=9.0) environment.(e) Testing angle plot of 
experiments in (c); (f) Testing angle plot of  experiments in(d)  
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Figure: 3.11 (a) Images a-1, 2, and 3 on the left correspond to the pHEMA/Ru-Ir-PAA bimorph actuator 
at reaction time line of 0, 30, and 90 minutes respectively. (b) The testing angle change of the 
pHEMA/Ru-Ir-PAA bimorph actuator in one full cycle 
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Figure 3.12: The image of the 3-step chamber container with a pHEMA-PAA bimorph actuator in the 
reaction chamber. 
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Figure 3.13: (a) The testing angle change corresponding the each cycle. Light was illuminated on the 
system for 30 minutes to finish the water-splitting reaction, then wait for another 20 minutes after the 
solution was refreshed for the gel to restore its original dimension. The scale on the right hand also 
indicates the strain change in each actuation cycle. (b) The image of the 3-step chamber container with a 
pHEMA-PAA bimorph actuator in the reaction chamber. Insert images 1-3 on the right side correspond to 
the time line of 0, 30 and 50 minutes respectively.  
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Chapter 4: Oxygen Reduction Reaction Induced, pH-Responsive Hydrogel 
Based Chemo-Mechanical Actuators 
The text and figures in this chapter are reproduced with permission from the work:  
Peixi Yuan, Cunjiang Yu, Evan M. Erickson, John A. Rogers and Ralph G. Nuzzo, “Oxygen Reduction 
Reaction Induced pH-Responsive Chemo-Mechanical Hydrogel Actuators”, in preparation 
 
4.1 Abstract 
Here we describe electrochemistry-induced micro and macro scale chemomechanical 
hydrogel actuators. The actuation of pH sensitive polyacrylic acid (PAA) hydrogels have been 
achieved through the electrochemically catalyzed oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), during 
which protons are produced at the anode and consumed at the cathode, forming a pH gradient 
between the two electrodes. Ionization of the local PAA network takes place around the high pH 
region, resulting in osmotic pressure that drives water into the polymer and thus causes volume 
expansion. Reversibility of such actuation has been achieved through removing ORR: as soon as 
the potentiostatically induced ORR is halted, the pH gradient dissipates and the hydrogel restores.  
Micro hydrogels (dimension ~ 0.2 mm × 1.5 mm × 60 m (width × length × height)), were 
photopolymerized on top of a cathode inside microfluidic channels, representing easy 
controllability of the gel. The micro hydrogels show quick and reversible response upon ORR. 
Macro hydrogels (dimension: ~4.5 mm × 11 mm × 1mm (width × length × height)), integrated 
with an open mesh stretchable electrode which can locally change pH, were also investigated. 
Swelling-deswelling actuation caused by ORR was also observed. 
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4.2 Introduction 
Based on the capability of chemo-mechanical energy conversion, stimuli-responsive 
polymers have a broad range of applications, such as mechanical actuators
1,2
 and soft robotics
3,4
. 
The mechanical responses include mechanical deformation
4
, volume change
5
, modulus 
alternation
6
, force generation
7
, etc.  Numerous stimuli are able to trigger these responses, such as 
temperature
8
, pH
9
, electric field
10
, ion concentration
11
, chemical or biological reagents
12,13
, etc. 
Among these stimuli, because of the ease of control, electro-chemomechanical systems which 
involve pH change are considered one of the most straightforward and attractive approaches to 
realize an electrically driven, muscle-like actuator
4,14,15
.  
        In previous studies
16-18
, we demonstrated large and stable pH gradients in a microfluidic 
channel by performing ORR, where O2 was dissolved in the electrolyte and reduced to water or 
other liquid species at the cathode. The significant advantage of utilizing ORR to generate pH 
change is that no gas bubbles are evolved
17
. The ORR consumes protons, according to the 
following reaction
19
 (in acidic media):  
                                                          OHeHO 22 244 

                                        (Eq.4.1) 
In the coupled, reverse reaction, the anode produces protons and oxidizes water or other liquid 
species to oxygen.  
                                                   
  eHOOH 442 22                                        (Eq.4.2) 
Therefore, pH gradient is formed between the cathode of high pH and the anode of low pH. 
Protons can affect the shape and volume changes of pH sensitive hydrogels, such as PAA. The 
concentration difference of mobile ions between the interior of the hydrogel and the external 
solution results in an osmotic pressure difference, thus driving the volume change
20
. By applying 
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and stopping ORR, the PAA hydrogels illustrate an effective energy conversion of 
electrochemical to mechanical by reversible ionization induced volume change. 
        In this work, we demonstrated both micro and macro sized PAA hydrogel actuators by ORR 
induced pH-gradient. Thin PAA micro stripes (60 m thick) were photopolymerized above a 
cathode. The tiny dimension of the hydrogel enables quick response and fully reversible 
mechanical actuation according to the formation and discontinuance of the pH gradient formed 
in between the cathode and anode. We examined the possible factors that can affect the 
chemomechanical actuation, including the electrode distance and the magnitude of ORR current. 
Actuation strength is increased with smaller inter-electrode distance and higher ORR current. 
Relatively large actuators, i.e. macro actuators, were also demonstrated by embedding open mesh 
stretchable electrodes into pH responsive PAA network. The hydrogels were also patterned 
through photopolymerization, and constructed into a sandwiched structure: two layers of pH 
responsive PAA hydrogel (0.5 mm thick in each layer) with stretchable electrodes in between. 
Swelling-deswelling motion has been achieved through local pH change by ORR through the 
embedded electrodes.   
 
4.3 Experimental 
4.3.1 Materials 
All chemicals were used as received without purification unless otherwise noted: acrylic 
acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), acrylamide (Acros Organics, 99%), methylenebisacrylamide 
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), Darocure 1173 (Ciba), methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B 
(polysciences, Inc.), potassium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow 
Corning), Silicon wafer (<100>, University Wafer).  
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4.3.2 Synthesis of the Hydrogels 
4.3.2.1 Synthesis of PAA 
        The pre-gel solution mixture was prepared by dissolving acrylic acid (175 mg, 2.4mM),  
N,N’-methylenebis acrylamide (20 mg, 0.03mM), and Darocur 1173 (30 L,1.8x10-4 mM) in a 
DMSO and H2O (1 mL, 1:1, DMSO:H2O by volume) solution. For the micro actuator, the pre-
gel solution was injected into a microfluidic channel (detailed fabrication procedure in 2.3.1), 
and exposed under the 365 nm UV light for 60 seconds to polymerize (exposure dose ~ 350 
mJ/cm
2
). For the macro actuator, pre-gel solution was poured into a square shaped container with 
2 cm edge length and photopolymerized with the stretchable electrode under the 365 nm UV 
light, details can be seen in section 2.4.2. 
4.3.2.2 Synthesis of PAAm 
Acrylamide (175 mg, 2.5mM), N,N’-methylenebis acrylamide (20 mg, 0.03mM), and 
Darocur 1173 (30 L,1.8x10-4 mM) were dissolved in a DMSO and H2O (1 mL, 1:1, 
DMSO:H2O by volume) solution to prepare the pre-gel solution.  
4.3.3 Fabrication of the Microscaled ORR-PAA Actuator Device 
4.3.3.1 Fabrication of the microfluidic channels 
         PDMS microfluidic channels were fabricated by soft lithography which has been 
reported elsewhere
18
. Negative photoresist (PR) SU-8 was spin coated on a 2-inch diameter 
silicon wafer at a speed 1750 rpm for 30 seconds, giving a thickness of 60 µm. The SU-8 was 
exposed under 365 nm UV at a dose of 500 mJ/cm
2
 and then developed to generate the desired 
pattern, which served as a mold. Degassed PDMS (10:1 ratio, Sylgard 184) mixture was poured 
onto the patterned mold in a 2-inch diameter petri dish. After curing the PDMS at 70 
°
C in an 
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oven for 2 hours, the microfluidic channel network is obtained by cutting and peeling the PDMS 
away from the silicon wafer. 
4.3.3.2 Fabrication of the electrodes 
Glass slides (5 cm × 7 cm) were cleaned in piranha first. Negative PR AZ 5214 was used 
for metal electrode lift-off on the glass slides. Specifically, PR AZ2020 was spin coated at 3000 
rpm for 30 seconds, followed by soft bake and photopatterning. After developing the photoresist 
to generate the desired patterns, 5/250 nm thick titanium (Ti) and gold (Au) were deposited. The 
metal electrode was completed by lift-off in acetone while removing any PR. 
4.3.3.3 Fabrication of the micro actuator 
The fabrication of the micro actuator is illustrated in Fig. 4.1a.  By adhering the PDMS 
microfluidic channel onto the fabricated electrode array, the covered micro channel was formed. 
The PAA pre-gel solution was injected into the microfluidic channel, which was covered by a 
photomask with desired patterns. Exposing under 365 nm UV light (exposure dose ~ 350 
mJ/cm
2
), PAA micro stripes on the cathode were formed. The optical image of the fabricated 
PAA micro stripes is shown in Fig. 4.1b. After the micro stripes were fabricated, the cathode 
ends of the stripes were covered with a microfluidic channel network used to anchor the stripes 
to the substrate. PDMS blocks were laid around electrodes, on top of the substrate surface, as a 
reservoir for filling the electrolyte. Bonding electronic wires to the electrodes with contact pads 
serves forms of external connections. Electrolyte solution (0.1 M KCl, pH=4.0) was applied to 
ensure that the micro stripe arrays were fully immersed. Finally, a thin blade was used to release 
the free ends of the PAA micro stripes from the substrate. The deliberate delamination of the gel 
allows the PAA micro stripes to swell and deswell freely in the electrolyte solution.  
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4.3.4 Fabrication of the Macroscaled ORR-PAA Actuator Device 
4.3.4.1 Fabrication of the stretchable electrodes 
One of the key design considerations of the stretchable electrodes for the actuator 
includes the ability to accommodate the large deformation during swelling and deswelling of 
hydrogels while minimizing the constrains from the electrodes which is stiffer than the hydrogels. 
The heaters were therefore designed to be thin serpentine shapes to achieve stretchability and 
compressability, which have been extensively reported for stretchable electronics
21-23
. Figure 
4.2a represents the major steps for the integration process of the electrodes and the hydrogel. The 
electrode mesh has an overall dimension of 3.3 mm x 10 mm, and it contains four separate 
serpentine shaped electrodes (Fig. 4.3a). The width of the electrode is 120m, where that of the 
exposed metal is 60 m (Fig. 4.3b). The process involved first fabricating thin 
stretchable/compressible three layered electrode meshes on glass substrate, i.e. 2.5 m thick 
polyimide (PI), 5/400 nm thick chromium/gold (Cr/Au), and another 2.5 m thick PI (Fig. 4.3c).  
Specifically, the process of fabricating the electrodes started with spin coating 2.5 m 
thick polyimide (PI) onto a temporary supporting glass slide, followed by curing at 250 
o
C and 
surface treatment by oxygen plasma (March RIE, plasma thermal) to ensure better adhesion. 
Metals of 5 nm thick Chrome (Cr) and 400 nm thick gold (Au) were successively evaporated 
(electron beam evaporation). Spin coating PR AZ 5214 and following photolithography and 
develop to form desired metal etching mask. After patterning the Cr/Au in wet etchants and 
removing the photoresist, another layer of 2.5 m thick PI was coated to cover the whole metal 
layers for future electrode isolation purpose. Thin layer of SiO2 was then deposited by Plasma 
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), and selective opened in Reactive Ion Etching 
(RIE) (Plasma thermal) by using PR AZ 5214 as mask. The uncovered PI was etched away in 
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oxygen plasma to selectively expose the metal region for the purpose of ORR testing. After 
removing the masking SiO2 layer in Buffer Oxide Etchant (BOE), another 150 nm thick SiO2 
was then deposited by PECVD. The SiO2 was patterned in RIE by the same approach. The 
electrode mesh was completed by patterning the two layer of PIs in oxygen plasma, using the 
patterned SiO2 as etching mask, and following removing the top SiO2 in BOE. Figure 4.2(b) 
presents an optical image of a fabricated electrode mesh. 
In order to apply electrical potentials, electrical connection with wire out is required. The 
interconnection was performed before embedding the electrode meshes into the PAA hydrogel, 
since such process needs high temperature. To form electrical contact, anisotropic conductive 
films (ACF, Elform Heat Seal Connectors), with the form of ribbon cables, were attached to the 
pads of the meshes by one end, and to the printed circuit board (PCB) for the other, and cured at 
170 
o
C in an oven for 20 minutes to form solid electrical connection to provide means for 
external connections. The electrode mesh with bonded ACF cable was released from the glass 
substrate by immersing into buffered oxide etchant (BOE 6:1 diluted) and cleaned in deionized 
water. Finally, the joint of bonded pad and ACF cable was encapsulated with 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) in order to avoid any electrical leakage, as shown in the image of 
Fig. 4.2(a). 
4.3.4.2 Fabrication of the macro bimorph actuator 
To form integrated hydrogel with the electrode mesh, the electrode mesh was embedded 
into hydrogel by alignment and photo curing under a photo aligner (Karl Suss, MJB3). Figure 
2(a) demonstrates the schematic procedure. Specifically, the electrode mesh was placed in a 
container. The gel precursor solution was poured into, and the mesh would float on top of the 
solution. After aligning the electrode with a photomask, the hydrogel was formed by 
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polymerizing under ultra violet (UV) exposure. Following the removal of the remaining 
unpolymerized solutions, another layer of hydrogel was further polymerized by repeating the 
alignment and polyerization step.  The actuator was formed by sandwiching the stretchable 
electrodes with two layers of the hydrogels, and finally immersed in water to remove excessive 
monomers and initiators, as shown in Fig. 4.2(c). 
4.3.5 Electrochemical Measurements 
The electrochemical measurements were performed using CHI 650B electrochemistry 
workstation (CH Instrument, Austin, Texas, USA) in an unbuffered solution of 0.1 M KCl at pH 
= 4. A 2-electrode system was used in the electrochemical experiments, considering the Au 
electrode on the anode as a pseudo reference electrode. As shown in Fig. 4.4, this system has the 
same CV pattern as a 3 electrode system (vs. Ag/AgCl), under which the system reduces oxygen 
at -0.2 V (Vs. Ag/AgCl), with a potential shift of -0.95V (Fig. 4.4). Hence we apply -1.15 V (Vs. 
Au) in between the 2 electrode system to perform ORR. 
Figure 4.4 shows the cyclic voltammogram (CV) of a 2-electrode system using the Au 
anode as a pseudo-reference electrode, and the 3-electrode system using Ag/AgCl as a standard 
reference electrode. The CV was obtained at a scanning rate of 20 mV/Sec. The CV using the Au 
pseudo-reference electrode is approximately the same as the CV utilizing a Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode, with potential downshift of 0.95 V, indicating the stability of the Au reference 
electrode for use as a pseudo reference electrode in our devices. As shown in the plot, the ORR 
peak occurs at -0.2 V (Vs. Ag/AgCl) in the 3 electrode system, and at -1.15 V (vs. Au). Hence, 
for all the experiments across this study we apply -1.15 V at the system for ORR to occur in the 
2-electrode system and we also obtain a current magnitude of 6 A.  
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4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Microscaled ORR Induced Chemomechanical Actuator 
4.4.1.1ORR induced pH responsive chemomechanical actuation 
        The actuation experiment as shown in Fig. 4.5 was carried out under a potential of -1.15 V 
(vs. Au) while the system is immersed in a 0.1 M KCl (pH=4) electrolyte. The fabricated (before 
swelling) dimension of the PAA gel is 200 m  1.5 mm  60m (width  length  thickness). 
The distance between the electrodes is 3 mm. Fig. 3a shows the PAA micro stripes, the average 
length of which swells to 2.48 mm when fully hydrated in the electrolyte before applying ORR. 
After 30 mins application of ORR, the PAA micro stripes swell (Fig. 3b) due to the steady-state 
pH gradient between the cathode and anode, and the average length of of the micro stripes 
increases to 3.50 mm. After the ORR was removed, the PAA micro stripes gradually restored to 
its original dimension (average length ~2.53 mm, Fig. 3c). The plot in Fig. 3d shows three 
swelling-deswelling cycles of the PAA micro stripes corresponding to applying and removing 
ORR. The elongation/shrinkage strain is determined by the equation:     
                                                %100
0
0 


L
LL
                                             (Eq. 4.3) 
L0 the original length of the gel, and L is the gel length after applying ORR, where the gel length 
is defined as the average distance between the free end of each stripe to the anchored end. In 
each cycle, the PAA micro stripes have a consistent reversible strain up to 40%, indicating that a 
sufficient and effective pH gradient was formed between the cathode and anode. Meanwhile, 
stopping the ORR can effectively dissipate the pH gradient to achieve the reversible 
chemomechanical actuation of PAA micro stripes. 
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        The time for PAA micro stripes to reach equilibrium during applying and removing the 
ORR is determined in a single cycle experiment (Fig. 4.6), which indicates that it takes 30 mins 
on average for PAA micro stripes to reach equilibrium state after applying ORR. After the 
removal of ORR, the micro stripe recovers up to 83% of its original volume at 30 mins, and 95% 
of its original volume at 120 mins. Hence, in control experiments, the ORR is applied for 30 
mins and the recovery process is observed for 120 mins to allow for maximum reversibility. This 
experiment shows that thin film PAA micro stripes are capable of performing fully reversible 
actuation. 
In this experiment, we applied ORR until we observe a plateau in strain change and then 
remove the ORR observe it until it has a full recovery. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the PAA gel 
reaches maximum strain change, around 40 %, in this condition after 30 minutes application of 
ORR. This result is consistent with previous study in the pH-response of PAA micro gels
1
. After 
the ORR was removed for 30 minutes, the gel only recovered to about 90 % of its original 
dimension; we prolonged the process until 120 minutes to achieve a full recovery. Since the rate 
of de-swelling is controlled by the osmotic force to drive water out of the polymer matrix, this 
rate is directly related to the rate of de-ionization of the PAA polymer chain. This slower 
deswelling property is well observed in previous studies
1
. Herein, 30 mins was chosen as the 
time to apply ORR, and 120 mins as its recovery time for all the control experiments across this 
study. 
4.4.1.2 Variables on the efficiency of the actuation 
The inter-electrode distance and the magnitude of current were investigated to study the 
efficiency of the electrochemical to mechanical energy conversion. Fig. 4.7a shows the strain 
change of the stripes of the same size (400 m wide) under the same current magnitude of 6 A, 
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but with a varied inter-electrode distance from 3 mm to 12 mm. The samples with an inter-
electrode distance of 3, 6, and 12 mm, had a maximum strain of 32.7%, 24.8%, and 17.1%, 
respectively. It is noted that smaller inter-electrode distance induces a more significant pH 
gradient while producing the same amount of protons, therefore resulting in larger strain change, 
as indicated in Fig. 4.8. Given the same inter-electrode distance, increasing the current 
magnitude is expected to yield a more dramatic pH gradient, as more protons are generated from 
ORR.  For the applied current of 3, 6, and 12A, the maximum strain change of the gel was 
observed to be 19.8%, 32.7%, and 43.2% accordingly, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.7b 
illustrates the plot of the strain change of (400 m wide) PAA micro stripes with an inter-
electrode distance of 6 mm, while applying ORR under various current magnitudes from 3 A to 
12 A. These experiments demonstrate that the performance of such an actuator can be tuned by 
designing parameters such as the inter-electrode distance and the current amplitude. 
Figure 4.8-4.9 shows the images of PAA micro stripes volume change in variant 
environment, including the difference in gel size, electrode distance and current magnitude. In 
each column, it shows the stripe before apply ORR at 0 min, after apply ORR at 30 min and the 
final relaxed state at 150 min. 
Fig. 4.8 shows the change of PAA micro stripe at a fixed gel size (400 m) and current 
magnitude (6 A) with a variance in electrode distance: 3 mm (Fig. 4.8 a), 6mm (Fig. 4.8 b) and 
12 mm (Fig. 4.8 c). Finally, Fig. 4.9 shows the change of PAA micro stripe at a fixed gel size 
(400 m) and electrode distance (3 mm) with a variance of current magnitude: 3 A (Fig. 4.9 a), 
6 A (Fig. 4.9 b), and 12 A (Fig. 4.9 c). 
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4.4.2 Macro Bimorph Actuator 
In the microscaled electrode, the cathode has two parts: the end of the cathode has a 
dimension of (0.75 mm x 3 mm) and the top half of the cathode has a dimension: 0.45 mmx 4.5 
mm (only consider the portion that is immersed in the electrolyte), which yield a total effective 
electrode surface of 4.275 mm
2
, under a standard 6 A current magnitude, the microscaled PAA 
actuator experiences a current density J1=1.40 A/mm
2
. In the macroscaled electrodes, there are 
4 arms as cathodes, which has 8 chains of stretchable electrodes. In each electrode, there were 12 
half circular arch with dimension: R=0.28 mm and r=0.22 mm. The total effective cathode 
surface area is 4.52 mm
2
, under the 6 A current, the macroscaled PAA actuator has a current 
density J2=1.33 A/mm
2
. These result means that in both scenarios, the current densities are in a 
comparable level, which illustrate that the data in both experiments are comparable.  
 In order to maintain a electrochemical environment comparable to that of the micro PAA 
actuator, the current density in the macro actuator experiments was maintained at approximately 
the same range as in the micro actuator experiments. The macro PAA actuator is shown in Fig. 
4.10a, where the embedded electrodes were used as cathodes. Protons are consumed to reduce 
oxygen which results in gel swelling. Figure 4.10b shows that the macroscaled PAA gel has 
elongated after applying ORR for 30 minutes. The gel is restored to its original length at the end 
of the first cycle after ORR removed for 30 minutes, shown in Fig. 4.10c, indicating reversibility. 
The plot in Fig. 5d shows the strain change of the PAA actuator, in width, throughout two cycles 
of ORR application.  
As a control experiment, macro PAAm hydrogels with the same open mesh embedded 
were also fabricated to ensure that the electrode mesh does not affect the swelling-deswelling in 
a manner like the deprotonation-protonation of PAA. No response (shown in Fig. 4.11) was 
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observed by applying or removing ORR. The reason is because PAAm gel is non-ionogenic, 
which shows a negligible dependence on the ion concentration in the solution
20,24
.  
        It is worthy to mention that the macro PAA gel shows a much smaller strain change than the 
micro actuators, even though the actuation is still reversible. This observation is consistent with 
the control experiment of differently sized hydrogels. More OH
-
 is required to create enough 
osmotic gradients to make the larger gel swell to the same magnitude. When both the solution 
volume (from 100 µL to ~10 mL electrolyte solution) and gel size (from ~0.02 to ~40 mm
3
) 
increases to much larger scale, the pH gradient dissipates massively, resulting in lower 
concentration in OH
-
, hence weaker osmotic force is generated. 
      The fabrication of the control groups are the same as described in Section 2.4. However, 
instead of using PAA gels in the bottom, we used PAAm gel. In the control groups, we applied 
ORR at -1.15 V (vs. Au) for 30 mins and then stopped the ORR to observe the gel for another 30 
mins. As shown in Fig. S6a-c, neither applying nor removing the ORR caused any significant 
change in the PAAm gel. Fig. S4.11d is the plot of two cycles of strain change of the PAAm gel, 
which indicates that PAAm gel has no response to this pH gradient. However, Fig. 4.10a-c 
shows a clear swell-deswell transition of the PAA gel. The plot in Fig. 4.10d indicates a small, 
yet fully reversible strain change of the macro PAA gel corresponding to the application and 
removal of ORR. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
In summary, ORR induced chemo-mechanical actuators from pH responsive hydrogels been 
achieved. Micro actuators demonstrated fast response dramatic dimension change, while macro 
bimorph actuators illustrated reversible curling and relaxation. Especially, combing those micro 
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actuators with microfluidics, or integrating macro actuators with stretchable/compressible 
electrode meshes, with precise controlling, would open up the applications of biomimetic soft 
robotics from new types of triggers. 
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4.6 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedures of applying oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) on microscaled polyacrylic acid (PAA) gel. The assembly of glass slide substrate, Au electrodes 
(250 nm thick). Pre-gel solution of PAA was injected into the microfluidic PDMS channels (60 µm thick) 
and was exposed to 365-nm UV light through a photomask for polymerization. The PDMS microfluidic 
network is removed, exposing the micro PAA stripes on the cathode surface. Half of the PAA stripes are 
anchored to the glass substrate with a PDMS microfluidic network. Wires are adhered to the contact pads 
with conductive silver epoxy .The PAA stripes is fully immersed in electrolyte solution (0.1 M KCl, pH 
=4.0) in the container. (b) The actual image of just fabricated micro stripes on the glass substrate. 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Design of a stretchable/compressible electronic mesh The line spacing for each electrode 
strain is 1 mm, yield overall dimension of 3.56 mm x 10.08 mm. (b) Detailed planar dimensions of the 
mesh, including the PI layers and metal parts: the metal arch has outer radius R=0.28 mm, inner radius 
r=0.22 mm. The PI layer is 0.02 mm wider than the metal part on both side, hence RPI=0.30 mm, rPI= 0.20 
mm. (c) Schematic cross sectional illustration of the mesh, including 5/400 nm Cr/Au sandwiched by two 
layers of 2.5 µm PI. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of the fabrication of macroscaled bimorph PAAm-PAA actuator. (a) 
Fabrication procedure of integrating stretchable electrodes into bimorph PAAm-PAA actuator. (b) Optical 
image of a stretchable electrodes. (c) Optical image of a bimorph PAAm-PAA actuator curled in aqueous 
solution. 
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Figure 4.4: CV of two electrode system by using Au electrode (black line) and a standard three electrode 
system with Ag/AgCl as reference electrode (red line). The CV indicates the Au electrode may be utilized 
as a pseudoreference electrode with a potential shift of ~ -0.95 V from Ag/AgCl. 
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Figure 4.5: Demonstration of a reversible chemomechanical actuation trigged by the electrochemically 
catalyzed ORR. (a) Original PAA stripes immersed in electrolyte solution (0.1M KCl, pH=4.0) (b) PAA 
expanded after 30 min application of potential induced ORR. (c) PAA contracts after the 60 mins of 
removal of ORR. (d) 3 cycles of strain change of PAA gels along the course of applying and halting ORR 
induced potentials. 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Strain change of the PAA micro stripe while applying the ORR at V= -1.15V (b)Strain 
change of the PAA micro stripe after the potential was removed from the system. 
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Figure 4.7: Different aspects of ORR and PAA gels effects on the chemomechanical actuation (the 
labeled numbers in the figures represent the distance between the inter-electrodes and the current 
magnitude, respectively) (a) Strain change of the PAA gels with a varied inter-electrode distance, with 
fixed gel width (400 µm) and current strength (6 µA). (b) Strain change of the PAA gels with varied 
currents, maintaining fixed gel width (400 µm) and electrode distance (3 mm). In all the experiments, the 
ORR were applied for 30 mins, then removed afterwards to allow the system to reinstate the original 
status. 
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Figure 4.8: Pictures of the micro PAA stripe along applying ORR (0-30 mins) and halting ORR (30-150 
mins) at fixed gel width (400 µm) and current strength (6 µA) (a) electrode distance = 3 mm; (b) 
electrode distance = 6 mm; (c) electrode distance = 12 mm. 
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Figure 4.9: Pictures of the micro PAA stripe along applying ORR (0-30 mins) and halting ORR (30-150 
mins) at fixed gel width (400 µm) and electrode distance (3 mm) (a) current strength = 3 µA; (b) current 
strength = 6 µA; (c) current strength = 12 µA. 
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Figure 4.10: Performance of PAA gel under applied ORR current (a) PAA gel stripe in the original 
electrolyte solution (0.1 M KCl, pH =4.0) (b) PAA gel stripe after 30 mins of application of ORR (c) 
PAA gel stripe after ORR has been stopped for 30 min. (d) Plot of the strain change of the PAA gel 
during and after the applied ORR. 
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Figure 4.11: Performance of PAAm gel during the electrochemically catalyzed ORR reaction (a) PAAm 
gel stripe at original electrolyte solution (0.1 M KCl, pH =4.0) (b) PAAm gel stripe after 30 mins of 
applied ORR. (c) PAAm gel stripe after ORR has been stopped for 30 min. (d) The strain change of the 
PAAm gel during and after the applied ORR. 
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Chapter 5:  Electronically Programmable, Reversible Shape Change in Two- 
and Three-Dimensional Hydrogel Structures 
The text and figures in this chapter are reproduced with permission from the published work:  
Cunjiang Yu, Zheng Duan, Peixi Yuan, Yuhang Li, Yewang Su, Xun Zhang, Yuping Pan, Lenore Dai, 
Ralph G. Nuzzo, Yonggang Huang, Hangqing Jiang and John A. Rogers, Electronically Programmable, 
Reversible Shape Change in Two and Three Dimentional Hydrogel Structures. Advanced Materials 2013, 
25, 1541-1546 Copyright: 2013 Wiley-VCH. 
 
5.1 Abstract 
We report a different approach without elaborate engineering of the hydrogel materials but 
being able to change their 2D or 3D shapes with desire effectively. Such hydrogel yields from 
embedding electronic meshes with functionalities and controlling abilities to locally program the 
shape of the hydrogel. We show the controlled nonuniform swelling and de-swelling of one 3D 
hydrogel based on integrating electronic meshes, utilized as local heating agent, into thermal 
responsive poly N-isopropyl acrylamide (pNIPAM). The results provide reversible diverse 3D shape 
changes which are far beyond the capabilities reported elsewhere. The concept of integrating ultra-
thin compliant electronic meshes as controlling component with responsive hydrogels enables the 
capability of nonuniform deformation from soft hydrogels.  Experiments, calculations and 
simulations illustrate the validity of such hybrid devices. Making 3D shape programmable hydrogels 
represents one of the key interests for mimicking various active motions from natural soft tissues. 
Using heaters to generate local heat for thermoresponsive pNIPAM hydrogels shows one of the 
examples, but other locally controllable stimuli such light, pH, etc from similar mesh structures could 
also be used to program the shapes to desire. We expect that the shape programmable hydrogel from 
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the hybrid technique could open a lot of applications such as complicated mechanical actuators, 
biomimetic soft robotics, etc. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
Adaptive materials that are able to autonomously control or change their shapes upon the 
presence of external signals or environments have been gaining significant interests due to their 
broad applications ranging from mechanical actuators
1-4
, biomimetic robotics
5,6
 to photonic 
crystals
7-14
. Among those materials, hydrogel has been studied for several decades as one of the 
most promising candidates. By absorbing or expelling solvents upon the presence of varieties of 
stimuli such as temperature, light, pH, humility and electrical field, hydrogel undergoes 
considerable volumetric expansion or contraction
15,16
, which has found a lot of applications 
include microfluidic devices
17,18
, smart lenses
19-21
, mechanical actuators
1-4
, soft robotics
5,6
, etc. In 
those mentioned applications, the transformation of the hydrogel takes place by changing size or 
altering shape globally. In nature, soft tissue based natural structures such as squids, hearts, 
caterpillars, or growing leaves, could actively and locally change and control shapes, where each 
element or region of the soft tissue undergoes active deformation in some extent, such as 
swelling or de-swelling, thus creating stress in the structure, and the entire structure changes 
shapes to release these internal stresses. To mimic such soft tissues in nature, nonuniform and 
locally programmable deformation is often desired. It has been one of the key drives but a 
remaining difficulty to achieve such nonuniform deformation through engineering designs. Most 
recently, hydrogel sheet whose regions are able to swell to different extents and therefore 
actively deforms into three dimensional (3D) shapes has fabricated based on halftone hydrogel 
lithography technique
22
, which is limited to UV polymeriziable hydrogels and two dimensional 
(2D) thin sheet fabrications. 
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            Here, we report a different approach without elaborate engineering of the hydrogel 
materials but being able to change their 2D or 3D shapes with desire effectively. Such hydrogel 
yields from embedding electronic meshes with functionalities and controlling abilities to locally 
program the shape of the hydrogel. We show the controlled nonuniform swelling and de-swelling 
of one 3D hydrogel. The results provide reversible diverse 3D shape changes which are far 
beyond the capabilities reported elsewhere.  
In this study, thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) hydrogel was 
chosen because of its sharp phase transition, and large swelling ratio which has been inspired by 
wide applications
23
. The chains of the hydrogel undergo coil (swollen) to globule (collapsed) 
transition at around 33 
o
C
23-25
. Specifically, the hydrogel absorbs solvent (e.g., water) and 
enlarges its dimensions as the temperature is below the lower critical solution temperature 
(LCST), while it expels the majority of water thus shrinks the size as the temperature is above 
the LCST. Different from immersing the hydrogel into hot or cold water to globally change the 
temperature for most the applications, here, we utilized electrode meshes as heaters to locally 
switch the temperature to be below or above the LCST. By heating the heaters, the generated 
joule heat would transfer to the surrounding hydrogels, thus to de-swell their size accordingly. 
The shape change of the hydrogel came from the structure re-configuration to release the internal 
stress due to nonuniform temperature inside the hydrogel. 
 
5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Heater mesh fabrication:  
The process started with spin coating 2.5 m thick polyimide (PI) onto a temporary 
supporting glass slide. Following the surface treatment of the PI by oxygen plasma (March RIE, 
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plasma thermal) to ensure better adhesion, 5 nm thick Chrome (Cr) and 400 nm thick gold (Au) 
were successively evaporated (electron beam evaporation). Spin coating photoresist (AZ 5214) 
and following photolithography and development to form desired metal etching mask. After 
patterning the Cr/Au in wet etchants and removing the photoresist, another layer of 2.5 m thick 
PI was coated to cover the whole metal layers for future water isolation purpose. A 150 nm thick 
SiO2 was then deposited by PECVD for the PI mesh patterning. The SiO2 was patterned in RIE 
(Plasma thermal) with CF4 and O2 gases, using PR (AZ 5214) as etching mask. The mesh was 
completed by patterning the two layer of PI in oxygen plasma, using PECVD SiO2 as etching 
mask, and following removing the top SiO2 in 6:1 buffered oxide etchant (BOE)  
5.3.2 pNIPAM hydrogel preparation: 
300 mg N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) monomer and 30 mg Methylene-N,N’-
bis(acrylamide) (MBA) crosslinker were initially mixed and dissolved in 2 g deionized (DI) 
water with the help of ultrasonic bath for 10 seconds, and purged with nitrogen for 10 minutes. 
8.9 mg (11.5 μL) N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) as polymerization 
accelerator was added and mixed under nitrogen purging. After another 10 min, 542 μL 
Ammonium peroxodisulfate (APS) 1% aqueous initiator solution was added and mixed 
thoroughly.  Specific volume of the pre-gel solution was added to the container with pre-made 
shape. The hydrogel started to polymerize within 2 to 3 minutes and lasted for 1 hour at room 
temperature before removed from the container. The hydrogel was then immersed into DI water 
for at least 24 hours to remove the non-polymerized monomers before any testing or 
measurement.   
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5.3.3 Characterization of hydrogel properties: 
The phase transition of the synthesized pNIPAM hydrogel was characterized. For a 
hydrogel strip, the dimension change versus the different temperature has been shown in Fig. 5.1 
A 15mm long, 8 mm wide, and 1 mm thick hydrogel was immersed in water with controlled 
temperature, and the all the three dimensions were carefully characterized at each different 
temperature after long (around 30 minutes) immersion for equilibrium. The hydrogel de-swelled 
isotropically. The dramatic de-swelling happened around 32-34 
o
C, which is accordingly with the 
LCST reported elsewhere
23
, and more than 35% de-swell ratio was achieved. 
5.3.4 pNIPAM modulus measurement 
The modulus of dry hydrogel was measured under a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) 
(TA Instruments, Q 800). The elastic modulus was tested under uniaxial tensile loading by 
characterizing the force vs. displacement. pNIPAM strips of 4 cm long, 5 mm wide, and 1 mm 
thick were prepared, and stored at room temperature (22 
o
C) for overnight on filter papers to dry 
out within in a sealed container. The dried hydrogel strips were tested by clamping the two 
endings and applying stepwise increased forces. The tensile modulus of 0.423 MPa was obtained 
from the slope of the linear part of the stress-strain curve. The results are based on the average of 
six individual samples.   
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Thermal Responses of electrodes embedded pNIPAM        
        The heaters are designed under the considerations including: (a) to be effectively anchored 
with hydrogels, (b) to accommodate the large deformation during swelling and deswelling of 
hydrogels when they are firmly bonded, and (c) to minimize the constraints of the heaters on the 
deformation of hydrogels. The heaters were designed to be physically thin and structurally 
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serpentine shaped meshes. The stretchability and compressability of such mesh comes from the 
serpentine structure which have been extensively reported elsewhere 
26-29
. 
Figure 2(a) represents the major steps for the integration process of the electrode meshes 
and the hydrogel. The heater was simply made by metal based thermistors. The process involved 
first fabricating thin stretchable/compressible electrode meshes on glass substrate, which was 
yield from three layer structures, i.e. 2.5 m thick polyimide (PI), 5/400 nm thick chromium/gold 
(Cr/Au) and another 2.5 m thick PI. Two layers of the PIs sandwich the thermistors to prevent 
any electrical current or voltage drop induced water electrolysis during operation. Details of the 
fabrication process could be seen in Experimental. 
In order to pass electrical current, electrical connection with wire out is required. The 
interconnection was performed before embedding the meshes into the pNIPAM hydrogel, since 
such process needs high temperature and dry environment. To form electrical contact, the top 
layer of the PI was selectively removed by oxygen plasma to expose the metal pads. Anisotropic 
conductive films (ACF, Elform Heat Seal Connectors), with the form of ribbon cables, were 
attached to the pads of the meshes by one end, and to the printed circuit board (PCB) for another.  
Curing at 170 
o
C in an oven for 20 minutes to form solid electrical connection to provide means 
for applying electrical voltage and evaluating temperature.  Then the mesh with the bonded ACF 
cable was released from the glass substrate by immersing into buffered oxide etchant (BOE 6:1 
diluted). After the mesh separates from the glass substrate, the mesh was cleaned mildly in still 
DI water to maintain the mesh configurations without any entanglement. To prevent any 
electrical leakage, the joint of bonded pad and ACF cable was encapsulated with 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as shown in the top image of Fig. 5.2 (a). 
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Transfer printing technique
30,31
, which has been widely adopted for integrating 
components from mother substrates onto alien substrates, is not sufficiently applicable for the 
hydrogel, because water exists naturally within and on the surface of the hydrogel and it prevents 
any strong interfacial bonding. In order to form integrated hydrogel with the functional electronic 
mesh, embedding was an alternative we chose. Specifically, the mesh was placed in a container. 
The container was designed with prescribed size, which determined the shape of the hydrogel, 
illustrated in the middle cartoon of Fig. 5.2 (a). The gel precursor solution was poured into for 
polymerization, and the mesh would suspend in the solution before solidifying. The details of the 
preparation of the pNIPAM gel could be found in experimental. The hydrogel was completed by 
polymerizing with electrode mesh embedded inside as shown at the bottom image of Fig. 5.2 (a). 
Figure 5.2 (b) shows a finished device of 1 mm thick hydrogel, where the electrode mesh 
embedded could be clearly seen in Fig. 5.2 (c). The properties of the synthesized pNIPAM were 
characterized, details could be found in the support information. The hydrogel dimension change 
as a function of temperature was shown in Fig. 5.1. The dramatic de-swelling happened around 
32-34 
o
C, which is accordingly with the LCST reported elsewhere
23
, and more than 35% de-
swell ratio was achieved. 
Figure 5.3(a) shows an optical image of a heater mesh, which could be stretched and 
compressed bi-directionally. The overall size of the heater is 11.3 mm by 9.3 mm. The details of 
the heater mesh are shown in Fig. 5.4. The electrical resistance is about 182 . Following the 
procedure descripted above, a hydrogel sheet with a heater mesh embedded was shown in Fig. 
5.3(d) (Left image). The hydrogel is about 1 mm thick, 12 mm long and 10 mm wide, which 
enclosed the mesh with margin less than 1 mm at each side. 
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We first evaluated the influence of the embedded electrode meshes on the deformation of 
hydrogels by conducting finite element simulations using commercial package ABAQUS. As 
shown in Fig. 5.5(a), a 5-layer model was used, from the top to the bottom, the 1
st
 layer of 
hydrogel, 2
nd
 of PI, 3
rd
 layer of Au, 4
th
 layer of PI, and 5
th
 layer of bottom hydrogel, where the 
metal layer of Cr underneath Au is omitted since it is very thin. Various positions of heaters were 
considered in the simulations. The strain due to swelling and deswelling was modeled by thermal 
strain
32
. Upon applying thermal strain on the hydrogel, the mesh embedded inside deform 
together with the hydrogel. Under 13% compressive thermal strain, the stress distribution of such 
hydrogel with mesh is demonstrated in Fig. 5.3(b), where the hydrogel is almost stress free, 
which suggests that the hydrogel can deform almost freely even when the mesh is embedded. 
The serpentine mesh also releases the stress in the PI and metal as their stress is at least two to 
three orders of magnitude smaller than their modulus. We also studied the difference of 
deformation for hydrogels with and without the meshes when the same thermal strain is applied. 
As shown in Fig. 5.3(c).  It was found that the difference of the displacement compared to bare 
hydrogel without any mesh is less than 1.5% in all directions.  Therefore, the following 
simulations for shape programming just considered the hydrogels embedded with meshes as only 
bare hydrogels.  
The temperature of the hydrogel is externally and locally controlled by the heaters instead 
of changing the temperature of water surrounded globally. We passed current through the heater 
by applying a constant voltage to control the temperature of the heater and in turn the 
temperature of the hydrogel. The heater with fairly dense meshes was used to maintain constant 
temperature over the region of the hydrogel where meshes were embedded. The right image of 
Fig. 5.3(d) clearly exhibits the dimension decrease of about 35% on applying 13 V voltage for 2 
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minutes after reaching the equilibrium, as demonstrated by the size change from the blue dashed 
rectangular to the red one. Switching off the current, the hydrogel could enlarge back to the 
swollen size, whose dimensions are marked in blue dashed line, shown in the left image of Fig. 
2(d). Swollen hydrogel, shown in the left image of Fig. 5.3(e), shrunk by about the same 
percentage on immersed in 40 
o
C hot water (Right image of figure 5.3(e)), as compared to the 
one with heater embedded and of the same size yet actuated by the heater.   
It is noted that the sufficient input power to heat up the hydrogel varies with several 
factors, such as (a) hydrogel area, (b) hydrogel thickness, and (c) ambient temperature. We 
simply assume that the joule heat generated in heater conducts to the region of the hydrogel 
covered, and thus increasing the temperature of the hydrogel. For example, a hydrogel with 
larger size would require more heat energy to increase by the same temperature. At lower 
ambient temperature, the hydrogel also needs more heat from the heater to increase its 
temperature in order to reach the LCST then to change shape. 
5.4.2 Programmable Shape Control of pNIPAM 
5.4.2.1 3D Pattern with Concentric Circles        
This approach can also be applied to hydrogels with more complicated shapes, such as 
3D shapes, which is always of a lot of interest for biological motif. Examples include buckling 
from spatially nonuniform growth or swelling
33,34
, and bimorph structure design for out-of-plane 
bending or folding
35,36
. We fabricated hemispherical shell pNIPAM hydrogels with heater 
meshes embedded, where details of the dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 5.6(a). The process 
involves polymerizing the hydrogel into the space between a convex and concave mold. By 
filling the precursor solution into the space between the two molds with designed dimensions, 
pNIPAM hydrogel based hemispherical shell is formed with inner diameter of 7 mm and outer 
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diameter of 8 mm. Circular shaped heaters which can be independently controlled by 5 sections 
as shown in Fig. 5.7(a) were pre-fabricated and wired out with ACF cable obeying the same 
procedure described before. In order to embed the mesh into the hydrogel, the convex mold was 
used to pick up the heater mesh which was specially designed to be circular to be conformable to 
hemisphere, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.7(a) and 5.8(b). The picking up process took place in 
water, and the circular heater mesh conformed well with the mold after the water dried out, 
shown in the insert image of Fig. 5.8(b). The hemispherical hydrogel with 5 individually 
controllable heaters was yielded by filling appropriate volume (0.42 mL) of gel precursor and 
placing the two molds together, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.8(c). After polymerization, the 
hydrogel was de-molded from the molds, and could be utilized to deform its shape by selectively 
heating.  Figure 5.7(b) shows the fabricated hemispherical hydrogel with circular heater mesh 
embedded. The de-swelling of hydrogel therefore could be individually controlled by 5 sections. 
Specifically, the resistances of each circular heater shown in Fig. 5.7(a) are 155, 175, 193, 208 
and 220  from the inner to the outer respectively.  As an example, applying 8.5 V on the 
heaters 2 and 3 to de-swell the corresponding sections, the height of the hydrogel turned shorter 
than normal within 1.5 minutes, yet its largest dimension of the shell diameter from  section 5 
did not change, illustrated in Fig. 5.7(c). The de-swelling of the hydrogel is reversible. Removal 
of the voltage thus the joule heat on the sections, the hydrogel swells back to hemispherical 
shape within 10 minutes. Similar stimulation by passing current through the heaters 2-5, the 
sections de-swelled at the same rate, thus the hydrogel turned significantly smaller but not just a 
hemisphere, where section 1 did not decrease its size, as shown in Fig. 5.7(e). Simulations by 
mimicking the de-swell process matches the shape of experiments, shown in Fig. 5.7(d) and (f) 
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respectively. Further demonstrates of shape programming by selectively de-swelling different 
sections of the hydrogel could be seen in Fig. 5.9.     
5.4.2.2 3D Pattern with Fan Sectors 
 Nonuniform programmable shapes change from the hemispherical pNIPAM hydrogel 
was also demonstrated by incorporating similar circular mesh but with different designs of 
heaters. Figure 5.10(a) presents 3 fan-shaped heaters maintained with circular serpentine meshes, 
marked with I, II, and III, respectively. The fabricated hydrogel without any shape programming 
was shown in Fig. 5.10(b). The shape changes came from the shrinking of the sections that were 
covered with heaters, where one, two or three heaters could be selectively turned on to change 
into different shapes. Specifically, de-swelling of one section could be realized by turning on 
heater I. Passing the heater, which has the electrical resistance of 226 , by 44 mA current for 2 
minute is sufficient to have the temperature of the corresponding section goes above the LCST, 
thus to change its hemispherical shape into the one shown in Fig. 5.10(c). Similarly, de-swelling 
of two and three sections yields shapes shown in Fig. 5.10(e) and (g), respectively.  FEM 
simulations by meshing the hydrogel into brick elements and de-swelling the specific sections by 
thermal strains offer 3-dimensional shapes illustrated in Fig. 5.10(d), (f) and (h), which verify the 
experiment very well. 
5.4.3 Mechanical Analysis and Finite Element Simulations 
A three-layer model was used to calculate the effective modulus of the serpentine 
structure. As illustrated in Fig. 5.4(c)The 1
st
 layer is PI with thickness of 2.5 m, moduls 3.2 GPa, 
Poisson's ratio 0.34, modeled by 10,092 three-dimensional displacement elements (C3D8. The 
2
nd
 layer is Au electrode, with thickness of 400 nm, modulus 79 GPa, Poisson's ratio 0.44, 
modeled by 10,193 C3D8 elements. The 3
rd
 layer is the same as the 1
st
 layer. Three layers were 
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tied together. 8.5 serpentine wave length (8.89mm) were modeled. One end of the serpentine was 
fixed, while the other end is subjected to a load of 0.001 N in the wave length direction to pull 
the serpentine by 1.378 mm. The equivalent cross-sectional area was defined by the thickness of 
the serpentine (5.4 m) times the height of the serpentine (1038 m). The equivalent modulus is 
0.875 MPa, which is on the same order of that for hydrogels, 0.423 MPa. This indicates that the 
serpentine is of similar compliance as the hydrogel.  
The commercial finite element package ABAQUS v6.12 was used to study the shape 
change of the hydrogel. The hydrogel was modeled as a hyperelastic material and implemented 
in ABAQUS via its user-defined hyperelastic material (UHYPER) 
37
.  and the material parameter 
of gel can be calculated based on the relationship of tensile modulus and dimensionless shear 
modulus N 38   
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Where N is the number of polymer chains in the gel per unit volume of the dry polymers, 
kT is the temperature in the unit of energy. Here the equilibrium swelling ratio was based on the 
experiment. In our simulation, the constitutive relation is 
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The chemical potential  of the solvent in the gel is 0. Flory's interaction parameter is 
related to the temperature. We combined Eq. 5.1 (showing the relation between temperature and 
equilibrium swelling ratio 
eq ) and Eq. 5.2 (showing the relation between equilibrium swelling 
ratio 
eq  and interaction parameter ), and the temperature- relationship could be obtained. In 
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our simulations, different  values were assigned to different sections (e.g., Fig. 5.7(d, f) and 
5.10(d, f, h)).  
As an example, a 5-layer model was used for the simulation in Fig. 5.7(b). From top to 
bottom, the 1
st
 layer is a 0.5 mm-thick hydrogel with  = 0.378 modeled by 14,400 three-
dimensional coupled displacement-temperature elements (C3D8T). The 2
nd
 layer is a 2.5 m-
thick PI with modulus 3.2 GPa and Poisson's ratio 0.34 modeled with 3,916 C3D8T elements. 
The 3
rd
 layer is a 400 nm-thick Au electrode with modulus 79 GPa and Poisson's ratio 0.44 
modeled by 4,698 C3D8T elements. The 4
th
 layer is the same as the 2
nd
 layer. The 5
th
 layer is the 
same as the 1
st
 layer. The length and width of all the layers are 6 mm and 2 mm, respectively. 
Adjacent layers are tied together. 
FEM simulations were also used to study the temperature distributions. The PI layers were 
neglected due to their very small thickness (5 μm) compared to that of the whole structure (1 mm) 
shown in Figure S3. The hydrogel with thickness 1 mm was on top of a glass substrate (60 mm × 
60 mm × 1.2 mm), and both were modeled via the solid elementmDC3D8 in the commercial 
finite element package ABAQUS. The heater mesh, modeled by the shell element DS4 with 
thickness 400 nm, was at the mid-surface of the hydrogel along the thickness direction (1 mm). 
Natural convection with the coefficient of heat convection h = 25 Watt /(m2·K)
39
 was applied at 
the outer boundary. The thermal conductivity, mass density and thermal capacity of Au were 317 
Watt /(m·K), 19300 Kg/m3 and 129 J/(Kg·K) 
39
, respectively; for hydrogel, thermal conductivity 
0.6 Watt /(m·K), mass density 1112 Kg/m3 and thermal capacity 2375 J/(Kg·K) 
40
; for glass, 
thermal conductivity 1.1 Watt /(m·K)
41
, mass density 2500 Kg/m3 and thermal capacity 750 
J/(Kg·K) 
39
. For 0.32 W applied to the heater mesh in the experiment, the temperature 
distribution at time of 135 s is shown in Figure 5.6. The temperature over majority part of the 
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hydrogel is approximately uniform and is slightly higher than 40 
o
C with the average value of 
45.6 
o
C.  
Figure 5.11 shows the temperature distribution in the hemispherical shell shaped 
pNIPAM hydrogel after heating obtained by the finite element method. The hemispherical shell 
described in Figure 5.9 is located on a glass slide, and their inside space is filled with water 
(thermal conductivity 0.6 Watt /(m·K), mass density 1003 Kg/m3, and thermal capacity of 4179 
J/(Kg·K)
39
.The second and the third circular heaters were heated with power of 0.0819 W and 
0.239 W, respectively, in the experiment; and the outer boundary was considered as natural 
convection with coefficient of convection 25 Watt /(m2·K) 
39
. Figure 5.11 shows the temperature 
distribution of the system at time of 120 s, in which the temperature (around 37 
o
C) of two 
sections with heating are clearly higher than that (below 33 
o
C) of other sections. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
In summary, the concept of integrating ultra-thin compliant electronic meshes as 
controlling component with responsive hydrogels enables the capability of nonuniform 
deformation from soft hydrogels.  Experiments, calculations and simulations illustrate the 
validity of such hybrid devices. Making 3D shape programmable hydrogels represents one of the 
key interests for mimicking various active motions from natural soft tissues. Using heaters to 
generate local heat for thermoresponsive pNIPAM hydrogels shows one of the examples, but 
other locally controllable stimuli such light, pH, etc from similar mesh structures could also be 
used to program the shapes to desire. We expect that the shape programmable hydrogel from the 
hybrid technique could open a lot of applications such as complicated mechanical actuators, 
biomimetic soft robotics, etc. 
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5.6 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: The LCST of the pNIPAM hydrogel is around 32-34 
o
C. The deswell ratio is greater than 
35%. 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic process for the integration process of fabricated heater mesh with pNIPAM 
hydrogel. (b) A fabricated 1 mm thick, 10 mm × 12 mm hydrogel with heater mesh embedded. (c) Cross 
section view of the 1 mm thick hydrogel, where the mesh was embedded inside. 
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Figure 5.3: a) Optical image of a Joule heating structure, in an open fi lamentary serpentine mesh. b) 
FEM simulations indicate that when subjected to large thermal strains, the hydrogel remains almost stress 
free, even with the embedded mesh. c) Simulation results show only minor ( ≈ 1.5%) differences between 
displacements due to thermally induced strain for hydrogels with and without an embedded mesh. Similar 
results were obtained for meshes embedded at various positions (0 to 0.5 mm) through the thickness (1 
mm) of the hydrogel. d) A swollen hydrogel with mesh embedded. The periphery is marked by the red 
dashed line (left image). Switching the heater mesh on by applying 5.2 V leads to increases in 
temperature, which cause the hydrogel to deswell to a size marked by the blue dashed line. The 
dimensions change by 35% (right image). e) A hydrogel swelled at 22 ° C (left image) has the same size 
as the one in the left image of (d). Similar changes in dimensions occur after immersion water at 40 ° C 
(right image). f) The dynamics of deswelling of hydrogels immersed into hot water and heated by the 
mesh. Deswelling to equilibrium dimensions occurs within ≈ 45 s after immersion in water. For actuation 
by the heater mesh, equilibrium occurs within 135 s for the applied voltage explored here. Both cases 
exhibit the same total deswelling ratio ( ≈ 35%). g) Cycling tests demonstrate reversibility in the process 
of deswelling/swelling. The hydrogels with and without the heater mesh are marked in red and black, 
respectively. The cycle starts with a swollen hydrogel, followed by deswelling and swelling again. State 1 
denotes the starting point for a swollen hydrogel immersed into hot water. After immersion in water at 22 ° 
C, the hydrogel swells to state 2. States 3, 4, and 5 represent equilibrium conditions for the second cycle. 
Similar experiments using the embedded heater show expected results, with good reversibility in both 
cases. h) FEM simulations of the temperature 
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Figure 5.4 (a) Design of a stretchable/compressible heater mesh, with overall size of 11.3 mm × 9.3 mm. 
(b) Detailed planar dimensions of the mesh, including the PI layers and metal parts. (c) Schematic cross 
sectional illustration of the mesh, including 5/400 nm Cr/Au sandwiched by two layers of 2.5 m PI. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Schematic of the cross sectional illustration of a 5 layer model used for the 1 mm thick 
hydrogel with heater mesh embedded in the middle. (b) Strain distribution in the mesh after applying 13% 
compressive thermal strain to the hydrogel. 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic illustration of a hemispherical shell hydrogel. The shell thickness is 1 mm, and 
its outer and inner diameters are 8 mm and 7 mm, respectively. (b) Optical image of a circular heater 
mesh that conforms onto a convex mold after retrieval from water. The inset picture shows an magnified 
view of the mesh conforming to the mold. (c) Optical image of a hydrogel with mesh embedded while 
confined by two molds during the fabrication procedure. 
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Figure 5.7: a) Optical image of a heater mesh, with five concentric, independently addressable regions, 
from inside to outside. b) Image of a hydrogel in the shape of a hemispherical shell with an embedded 
concentric heater mesh. c) Upon activating heaters 2 and 3, the hydrogel changes its shape as sections of 2 
and 3 deswell. d) FEM simulations that capture the changes in shape observed in (c). e) Upon activating 
heaters 2, 3, 4, and 5, the hydrogel changes its shape as sections of 2, 3, 4, and 5 deswell. f) FEM 
simulations that capture the changes in shape observed in (e). g) FEM simulations of the temperature 
distribution after activating heaters 2 and 3 for 120 s. 
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Figure 5.8 FEM simulation results for the temperature distribution of the hydrogel when heated by a 
heater mesh. (a) Temperature distribution in the hydrogel and the supporting glass substrate during heated 
by the mesh. The glass substrate acts as a heat sink. (b) Detailed temperature information in each layer. 
The average temperature in the hydrogel is around 45.6 
o
C, which is sufficient to trigger the hydrogel to 
deswell. 
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Figure 5.9 (a) Optical image of a hemispherical shell made of hydrogel with embedded, concentric 
circular heaters. Shape programming of the hydrogel after switching on the heaters 1 and 2 (b); 2 and 3 
(c); 3 and 4 (d); 4 and 5 (d). 
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Figure 5.10: a) Optical image of a fan-shaped heater mesh, with separately addressable segments, marked 
I, II, and III. b) Image of a hydrogel in the shape of a hemispherical shell with an embedded fan-shaped 
heater mesh. c,e,g) Optical images of programmed shapes induced by activating one, two, and three 
heaters, respectively. d,f,h) FEM simulations that correspond to the experimental results shown in (c,e,g). 
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Figure 5.11: FEM simulation results for the temperature distribution of the hemishperical shell hydrogel 
due to activation of heaters 2 and 3. (a) Temperature distribution in the hydrogel and the supporting glass 
substrate after activating the heater mesh for 2 minutes. (b) Detailed temperature mapping in the layers of 
top hydrogel shell, heater mesh, and bottom hydrogel shell. 
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Chapter 6: Programming Matter through Strain 
The text and figures in this chapter are reproduced with permission from the work:  
Michael J. Motala, Daniel Perlitz
*
, Peixi Yuan, Chris M. Daly, K. Jimmy Hsia
*
, and Ralph G. Nuzzo, 
“Programming Matter through Strain”, in preparation 
 
6.1 Abstract 
In this work, we use light to “program” a flat, two-dimensional material such that strain 
gradients are incorporated into the folding configuration.  Mixtures of polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) and SU-8 photoresist are exposed to UV irradiation through a photomask.   Depending 
on the shape of the different photomasks, the swelling caused by influx of nonpolar solvent into 
the material can be tailored to direct folding into different three-dimensional (3-D) 
configurations.  Using this method, we show different folding configurations from the same two-
dimensional PDMS and SU-8 precursor.  Understanding the mechanics of this folding process 
enabled formation of complex 3-D objects that are otherwise difficult to obtain.  Most 
interestingly, by varying the line spacing of the SU-8 exposed region, we observed different 
phenomenon at the beginning of the folding mechanism. When the lines were too close (<50µm) 
or too far apart (200 µm to 1000 µm), the film folds inwards (towards the top exposed side) and 
was perpendicular to the SU-8 lines, which we describe as the steady state folding mechanism. 
When the lines spacing were medium (50 µm to 200 µm), the film folds with the exposed side 
facing outwards and parallel to the SU-8 lines at first (described as the initial folding 
mechanism), then seconds later, the film opens up and folds back into the normal position 
following the steady state folding mechanism. We computationally modeled the strain 
                                                 
* Simulation work and materials related to section 6.4.6 were contributed by Daniel Perlitz and Dr. Hsia’s group 
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distribution and change in different films and successfully simulated each of these folding 
mechanisms. Finally, by manipulating the patterns of the SU-8 exposed lines and cross-linked 
density in the profile of the film, we fabricated materials with more complex designs that 
demonstrated further application of the folding mechanism to achieve more intricate structures. 
 
6.2 Introduction  
Mesoscale self-assembly (MESA) involves the extension of molecular self-assembly 
concepts to the micrometer- to millimeter- size range[1-5].  In MESA, the individual components 
are typically easy to fabricate and offer a broad range of selection for the building process, and 
the larger size domain allows MESA to be less defect-sensitive than in molecular self-assembly.  
Currently in the MESA design space, there is interest in the biomimetic formation of 3-D objects 
self-assembled via folding of a 2-D precursor 
1-6
.  These folding materials typically rely on well-
developed planar micro fabrication techniques that are capable of incorporating electronic 
functionality into the material.  Many forces have been used to drive the 3-D folding assembly 
process, including magnetic force 
2
, capillary interaction 
6
, surface tension 
1,7,8
, and swelling 
strain 
5
.  These systems generally have one possible folded configuration, and variation of the 
design to direct a different folding configuration is often difficult. 
In this work, we use light to “program” the folding properties of a flat two-dimensional 
composite material using photolithography.  The bicomposite material is composed of PDMS, a 
flexible silicone elastomer that swells in nonpolar solvents (i.e. toluene, hydrocarbons, 
chlorinated solvents) 
9,10
 and SU-8, a photoresist that is insoluble in nonpolar solvents and forms 
a hard, mechanically robust material once cured.  Mixtures of PDMS and the light sensitive 
agent, SU-8, are spin coated onto a polymer support and heated to cure the PDMS component, 
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creating the material precursor that can be differentially treated to vary the folding configuration.  
Exposure of the composite film to UV-light is the critical “programming” step that allows for 
facile access to different folding structures.  By exposing the light sensitive material to UV 
radiation through a photomask, the SU-8 component on the surface of the exposed portions of 
the material is selectively cross-linked.  As a result of absorption and stochastic scattering of the 
UV light in the material, a gradient of cross-linked SU-8 concentration is formed starting at the 
exposed surface and dissipating outward into the bottom layer and unexposed portions of the 
material. 
After curing the SU-8 programming agent, the composite material is immersed in 
nonpolar solvent, causing the material to swell as the PDMS component absorbs the nonpolar 
solvent.  The light-exposed regions will resist swelling due to the high concentration of cross-
linked SU-8 component.  This disparity in swelling behaviors, upon immersion in nonpolar 
solvent, induces strain in the system that eventually results in deformation of the flat material and 
spontaneous 3-D folding in a specific and predictable standard fashion.  One of the distinct 
folding phenomena observed in this investigation was a specifically made material that initially 
folds oppositely to the standard folding mode.  However, after a few seconds, the initial fold is 
undone, and the material folds permanently in the standard fashion, an interesting biomimetic 
phenomenon. In this work, we also report computer simulation efforts that have successfully 
modeled the various folding mechanics of this material.  Differentiation of the 3-D folding can 
be achieved simply by altering the photomask to vary the locations of the UV exposed and 
subsequently more heavily cross-linked portions of the material. 
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6.3 Experimental 
6.3.1 Materials 
Poly Dimethylesiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning, Sylgard 184), SU-8 50 photoresist (Micro Chem, 
25-50 wt %), glass slide (Fisher) and Kapton tape (CS Hyde). 
Organic Solvents: Pentane, Toluene, 2-Butanone, Ethyl acetate and Dioxane (Sigma-Aldrich) 
6.3.2 Fabrication of line patterned sample 
Pre-gel monomer and initiator of PDMS was mixed with a 10:1 molar ratio.  SU-8 50 
photoresist is added to the PDMS pre-gel mixture which results in an opaque white mixture.  
Ratios of up to 1:1 (by wt) PDMS to SU-8 have been studied (higher mass ratios of SU-8 do not 
spin coat well).  The mixture is allowed to degas followed by spin-coating (500-3500 rpm range 
explored, 30 seconds) onto a glass slide coated with Kapton tape (designed for ease of release 
from the substrate), then heated (70
o
C, 2 hours) to allow for the PDMS to cross-link and to 
remove the solvent from the SU-8 component of the mixture.  The strain is programmed into the 
material through photo exposure (Karl Suss mask aligner, 45 sec exposure) and additional curing 
(heating typically 150
o
C, 10 min) of the photoactived SU-8 portions.   
 After post-bake curing of the photoactivated SU-8 portions, the material is cut from its 
polymer support and then cut further into the desired size (typically a 32mm x 32mm square, 
though other sizes and shapes were also explored). Once the film is the correct size, it is 
immersed into the organic solvent.  No developing step of the SU-8 is preformed; the effect of 
this is discussed later.   
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6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Folding of PDMS/SU-8 Light Programmed Film 
 
Mixtures of PDMS and the light sensitive programming agent, SU-8 50, are spin coated 
onto a polymer support, and heated to cure the PDMS component.  Exposure of the composite 
film to UV-light is the critical “programming” step.  By exposing the light sensitive film to UV-
light through a photomask, the SU-8 component on the surface of the material is selectively 
cross-linked and, as a result of absorption and stochastic scattering of light, a decreasing gradient 
of crosslinked SU-8 is formed from the exposed surface into the depth of the film.  Upon 
subsequent heat treatments, the light-exposed portions of the PDMS/SU-8 system become more 
densely cross-linked. After curing the SU-8 programming agent, the composite material is 
removed from its support and immersed in nonpolar solvent, causing the PDMS to swell as it 
absorbs the nonpolar solvent.  The light-exposed regions will resist swelling due to the cross-
linked SU-8 component.  The disparity in swelling behaviors of the two components upon 
exposure to nonpolar solvent induces strain in the system. After reaching a critical point, this 
difference will result in deformation of the flat material and spontaneous 3D folding of the film. 
Figure 6.1a provides a schematic depiction of the folding process. Figure 6.1b is a photograph of 
several samples that have been patterned with the described line pattern and have folded into 
cylinders when immersed in toluene. 
Exposure of the composite film to UV-light is the critical “programming” step.  Variation 
of the photomask design easily creates different patterns of crosslinked SU-8 50 in the film, 
which leads to directed folding of the material into different shapes.  Figure 6.1a provides a 
schematic depiction of the folding process.  The composite PDMS/SU-8 material is brought into 
contact with a photo mask (in this case a pattern consisting of lines).  The material is photo-
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exposed but, due to the opaqueness and light absorption of the material, a SU-8 cross-linking 
gradient is generated.  This will allow for the top patterned surface to better resist solvent 
swelling and the material coils in on itself into that of a cylinder.  Figure 6.1b is a photograph of 
several samples that have been patterned with the described line pattern and have folded into 
cylinders when immersed in toluene. 
To begin to understand the dynamics of this 3D folding process, the photomask used was 
simply a pattern of parallel lines.  Each line was 10 m wide lines and spaced 1000 m apart.  
With this geometry the PDMS component cannot expand isotropically, rather the swelling is 
constrained in the direction of the cross-linked SU-8 lines.  Due to the immiscibility of the two 
components, the composite material is inherently opaque.  Light scattering and photon 
absorption allows for a gradient of cross-linked SU-8 to be generated into the depth of the 
material as well as pattern broadening to occur.  When submerged in an organic solution the UV 
cross-linked areas will resist solvent penetration and thus will not expand.  This will cause strain 
to be generated between the more highly cross-linked top face of UV exposed portions and the 
back face, in which little to no cross-ling of the SU-8 occurs.  As the strain increases (by more 
solvent infiltrating and swelling the material) the system will attempt to minimize its surface 
energy by folding in on itself.  Folding will occur in the direction normal to the lines and results 
in the formation of a cylindrical structure, with the most heavily cross-linked face (exposed top 
surface) on the inside of the cylinder.  This folding process is partially reversible. Removal of the 
sample from the solvent and drying at room temperature will cause the PDMS to shrink and 
unroll as the absorbed nonpolar solvent molecules are extricated from the PDMS.  The film does 
not return fully to the original shape and become perfectly flat because the material is not able to 
completely expel all of the nonpolar solvent. However, the nearly flat film will form the same 
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folded geometry as before removal from the nonpolar solvent upon re-immersion back into the 
same solvent.  Bulk exposed samples (films exposed to UV-light without a photmask) will not 
spontaneously fold (See Figure 6.2).   
An early control of the folding system was to determine if the line pattern was necessary 
for folding to occur.  We have attributed the folding to a gradient formation through the selective 
photopatterning of the SU-8 resist that resists the solvent swelling.  A control experiment was 
done of bulk exposing the sample (50% wt PDMS; 500 rpm, 30 sec; ~635 m) to determine if 
folding would occur.  The behavior of this bulk exposed sample was contrasted with a patterned 
sample (10 m line, 1000 m spacing).  Both samples were identically heat treated (150oC), 
removed from the substrate, and placed into isopropal alcohol (IPA).  Though IPA does not swell 
PDMS greatly, and the samples were rather thick (~635 m), only the line patterned sample 
successfully folded (Figure 6.2, sample on the left in image).  The bulk exposed sample (Figure 
6.2, right had sample) did not fold, thus showing the importance that selective patterning plays 
on directing the folding. 
While these bulk-exposed samples do have a cross-linking gradient that extends in to the 
depth of the material, they have equal biaxial surface stress, which prevents the necessary 
directed folding.  Upon immersion into an organic solvent, these samples will have some 
curvature but are unable to reach the point at which curvature increases sharply in one place and 
decreases in the plane normal to the first (bifurcation point)
11
 to become ellipsoidal or cylindrical.  
Only through directing the strain by using a patterned photo mask is folding achieved, as 
observed in the line pattern example. 
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6.4.2 Parameter Controls of Folding Diameter and Folding Time 
6.4.2.1 Solvent  
 Varying experimental parameters can lead to changes in the relative magnitude of the 
film’s folding diameter and folding time.  The folding diameter is a measure of the diameter of 
the cylinder that forms upon exposure of these PDMS/SU-8 films to nonpolar solvent. Solvents 
were selected based upon their ability to swell native PDMS.  Five solvents (pentane, toluene, 2-
butanone, ethyl acetate, dioxane) were selected with literature reported PDMS solvent swelling 
ratios ranging from 1.16 (dioxane) to 1.44 (pentane)
9
.  It was determined that as the PDMS 
swelling ratio increases, both time required for the material to fold and the folding diameter will 
decrease (Figure 6.3).  This experimental result can be viewed in the same manner that 
increasing the lattice mismatch of a semiconductor bilayer or thermal expansion mismatch of a 
bimetallic film causes the films to coil tighter and more quickly. In our case a large volumetric 
change leads to a greater internal strain, driving self-assembly.  Bending curvature of bilayers are 
typically analyzed by the classical Timoshenko formula 
12
. Our system follows the same general 
principals but is complicated because it lacks a defined boundary between the two materials. The 
gradient of crosslinked SU-8 50 fades gradually from the UV-exposed surface region until the 
material has no crosslinked photoresist.  An additional complication is the significant changes in 
the film thickness and Young’s modulus that occur during swelling.  We hope to address these 
issues and present a quantitative view in future work; currently we limit the scope of this work to 
a qualitative understanding of the variables within the system. 
 6.4.2.2 Degree of SU-8 Crosslinking 
 
Another variable that affects the folding dynamics of this film is the post-bake curing 
temperature that follows UV patterning.  Samples consisting of 50 wt % PDMS/SU-8 (120 m 
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thick) were photoexposed and the post-bake temperature was varied (50-200
o
C).  These samples 
were then cut into identical sizes (32mm x 32mm square) and immersed in toluene.  Toluene was 
selected as the solvent because it was previously determined (See Figure 6.3) to allow for rapid 
folding.  Samples heated at 50
o
C and 200
o
C did not spontaneously fold.  The Tg of SU-8 
monomer (uncross-linked) is 55
o
C. At curing temperatures below the Tg, the SU-8 does not 
significantly cross-link and therefore the system is not constrained by the densely cross-linked 
SU-8. The 50
o
C-cured samples are also tackier than other samples and undergo greater plastic 
deformation upon delamination from the support, further indicating that the SU-8 has not been 
cross-linked.  The opposite heating extreme, 200
o
C, is approaching the Tg of a fully cross-linked 
SU-8 film.  At this processing temperature, uncontrolled cross-linking occurs evenly throughout 
the film. The material yellows and hardens, becoming brittle and therefore difficult to remove 
from the processing support.  These samples did not fold because there was no decreasing 
gradient of crosslinked SU-8 to create the different swelling rates between SU-8 and PDMS upon 
exposure to nonpolar solvent.  The ideal postbake curing temperature range was determined to be 
between 90-150
o
C.  At these temperatures, the cross-linking of the SU-8 component remains 
localized and allows for a gradient of decreasing degree of cross-linking density to be formed, 
which minimizes both the folding time and folding diameter(See Figure 6.4). 
6.4.2.3 PDMS/SU-8 Composition Ratio 
Another variable that affects the folding properties is the mass ratios of PDMS to SU-8 in 
the pre-polymer solution.  An increase in mass percent PDMS will decrease the degree of cross-
linking of the SU-8 because of the increased average separation between SU-8 monomer units 
due to lower relative concentration.  This will result in smaller, cross-linked SU-8 portions that 
are more elastic and susceptible to solvent infiltration (the mechanical behavior will more closely 
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resemble bulk PDMS).  The patterned line samples will fold into cylinders but with a larger 
radius of curvature (relative to samples with a lower mass % PDMS) and therefore smaller 
folding diameter.  The variation in the mass % PDMS was found to have a processing window 
between 50-75wt % PDMS.  At PDMS mass percent below 50%, the mixture becomes extremely 
viscous and cannot spin coat.  When the mass percent of PDMS exceeds 75% the polymer film 
becomes too thin and difficult to handle.   
6.4.2.4 Film Thickness 
The thickness of the film can affect its folding dynamics, and the film thickness is 
controlled by the speed (rpm) of the spin coating.  A plot of the film thickness versus spin speed 
is presented in Figure 6.5 for sample compositions of 50% and 75% weight PDMS.  Using these 
two PDMS mass ratios, the average inner folding diameter in toluene was determined as a 
function of film thickness (Figure 6.6).  It was found that thicker samples (samples spun at a 
slower rate) for a given composition had larger folding diameters.  Within the spin speed range 
studied (500 up to 2500 rpm, 30 seconds), all samples successfully folded, indicating formation 
of an SU-8 cross-linking gradient for all thicknesses explored.  The thickest samples (spun at 500 
rpm) showed the greatest variation in folding diameter between 50% and 75% PDMS by mass, 
which was partly attributed to reproducibility problems of the film thickness at low very spin 
speeds.  Also, these samples did not fold into a complete cylinder, so the diameters had to be 
extrapolated from the radius of curvature.    Even thinner layers (spin coated at 3500 rpm) were 
tested, yielding a more complex folding geometry that will be discussed later. 
The growth of the folding diameter with increasing thickness is once again similar in 
trend to what is observed with the rolling of thin bi- and multilayer films
13
 analyzed using 
variations of the classical Timoshenko formula.
14
  In our system, the depth of the patterned, 
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cross-linked, SU-8 gradient is constant (between each particular sample composition) and the 
thickness of the PDMS layer increases with decreasing spin speed.  The PDMS to a first 
approximation can be viewed as the strained substrate and the SU-8 as the film layer (though not 
continuous) in a bilayer system.  Experiments with the rolling of strained semiconductor films
13
 
have demonstrated that the folding diameter tends to increase with increasing substrate thickness, 
this is identical to what is observed in our system (Figure 6.6).  We also observe that with 
increasing sample thickness the differences in the folding diameter for the two compositions (50 
and 75 wt % PDMS) increases.  This is attributed to less SU-8 cross-linking as the PDMS 
component is increased; demonstrating that sample composition greatly affects the folding. 
6.4.2.5 Sample Size 
The sample size also affects the folding time and folding diameter.  Squares and 
rectangles of different side lengths were investigated to learn more about the relationship of size 
to folding dynamics. For the rectangle, only the length of the side parallel to the patterned lines 
was varied. In both instances it was determined that the average folding time is inversely 
proportional to the size of the sample (see Figure 6.7).  This is attributed to the fact that the 
diffusion rate of the toluene into the sample is constant (1.32E-6 cm
2
/s for toluene in 100% 
PDMS
15
). As the sample becomes larger, more toluene will diffuse into the film per unit time.  
More PDMS swells, driving the sample to fold more rapidly.  When folding is complete, the 
system has reached equilibrium, and relatively constant diameter is obtained (Figure 6.8).  This 
is in agreement with the classical Timoshenko formula
14
 which has no length dependence only 
thickness dependence at equilibrium.  Even though more film has to fold in the longer samples, 
this extra folding was determined to be negligible in relation to folding time. The lengths of the 
lines appear to more strongly control the folding time than the total number of cross-linked SU-8 
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lines in the sample.  This is explained by comparing the folding time for the 25mm x 25mm 
square (30 ± 7 sec, Figure 6.7a) to the rectangle (length = 25 mm, width = 12.5 mm, 28 ± 6 sec, 
Figure 6.7b) with half the total area.  The rectangular geometry has roughly half the number of 
lines but an identical folding time.  In the opposite case, where the rectangle (length = 25 mm, 
width = 50 mm, 28 ± 6 sec, Figure 6.7b) has twice the area (square 13 mm, 51 ± 11 sec, Figure 
6.7a), the folding time is shorter.  The rectangle with length 13 mm and width 25 mm (48 ± 3 sec, 
Supplemental Figure 6.7b) in contrast has a similar folding time to square (3 mm, 51 ± 11 sec, 
Supplemental Figure 6.7a). 
6.4.3 Line Spacing Controlled Double Folding Phenomenon 
 Truly programmable three-dimensional control of folding can be obtained by varying the 
line spacing of the patterns.  Fundamental studies were first performed where the line width was 
maintained constant (10 m) and the spacing was varied (25-1000 m). As shown in Figure 6.9, 
a plot of the effect of the programmed line spacing has on the inner folding diameter.  This plot 
shows that there is a strong correlation between the line spacing and folding diameter.   The 
system proceeds to a minimum with a line spacing of 75 m.  The increase-folding diameter for 
the tightest spaced sample (50 m line spacing) is attributed to the sample approaching that of a 
bulk exposed sample.  25 m line spacing was also tested and has an ever-larger folding 
diameter.  This was excluded from the plot because the value was so large that it obscured the 
trend.  As the sample spacing increases the measured inner folding diameter tends to level.  It is 
believed that this effect is only temporary and with even larger spacing the sample will 
eventually resist folding. The results of this experiment found that as the spacing decreased the 
inner folding diameter also decreased.  The driving force for this is that the SU-8 cross-linked 
fraction is increasing as the as the line spacing is reduced.  A minimum diameter of 1.22 mm is 
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obtained with a line spacing of 75 m (50 wt % PDMS). The folding diameter increases rapidly 
with smaller patterned line spacing because there is too much cross-linked SU-8 opposing 
folding, approaching a bulk exposed sample. 
An interesting phenomenon was witnessed with samples having line spacing 50-200 m. 
The film would initially fold with the patterned side outwards and parallel to the direction of the 
lines (this is opposite in both direction and folded face to that observed in the 1000 m spacing 
samples).  This new folding is achieved by having multiple strain gradients within the system.  
The source of the new strain is formed from the thermal expansion the sample undergoes during 
the post-bake step and exposure to room temperature nonpolar solvent.  This effect is observed 
after the sample is cooled, with a period corresponding to that of the mask.  The height of these 
features is dependent on the postbake curing temperature, sample composition, and sample 
thickness.   
This material’s expansion strain gradient is in opposition to the swelling strain, which is 
greatest in the least cross-linked regions.  For a set of exposed parallel lines, the force that the 
strain gradient imparts is perpendicular to the line direction; however, the net swelling strain is 
parallel to the line.  Previously, the lines were spaced at a sufficient interval that the expansion 
strain from the lines did not contribute to the folding outcome.  This is because the strain from 
the individual line units is additive and a critical strain had not been reached.  By using a 
photomask with lines spaced at 500 m or greater, the swelling strain causes the system to fold 
into a cylinder parallel to the line direction.  The locked-in thermal cure strain affects the folding 
behavior only when the line spacing is reduced to between 50-200 m.  This configuration is 
only temporary; the diffusion of nonpolar solvent into PDMS will first unroll the system and 
then cause the cylinder to reroll.  This new cylinder folds with the patterned face on the inside 
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and parallel to the line direction.  An example of this behavior, using toluene as the solvent, is 
depicted the time lapse photograph sequence presented in Figure 6.10a.  From this sequence it is 
observed that the initial folding proceeds rapidly (t<2 seconds).  This rapid folding is possible 
because the strain had been induced previously during the SU-8 curing step and is faster than the 
solvent diffusion rate.  As the system swells, due to solvent diffusion, the first cylinder begins to 
unfold.  There is a critical point where the strain from the feature height equals the swelling 
strain and the system transforms from a cylinder to a sheet (t≈10 seconds).  After this critical 
point (t>10 seconds) the swelling strain continues to grow and eventually dominates, causing the 
sheet to rapidly refold into a second cylinder.  The final cylinder will form with a diameter 
approximately half that of the initial cylinder.  The video of this folding process has been added 
can be found in supplemental information. 
Figure 6.10b is a schematic of the folding process, drawn to better illustrate the different 
folding directions.  In this figure, the PDMS/SU-8 composite material (depicted in blue) is photo 
patterned with closely spaced line pattern (red lines).  In this figure, an exposure gradient as well 
as the feature height at the location photoexposure is depicted.  The sample when it is immersed 
into the organic solvent first folds into a cylinder with the photoexposed face on the exterior and 
folding perpendicular to the line direction.  This then proceeds to a new cylinder with the photo-
exposed face on the interior and folding parallel to the line direction (intermediate flat unfolded 
stage not depicted).  Using a polar solvent that does not swell PDMS (ex. H2O) results in 
isolation of the first folding configuration.  Thus, both structures can be obtained through 
appropriate solvent selection. 
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6.4.4 Investigation of SU-8 Cross-Linked Diffusion Profile 
 The depth of the SU-8 cross-linked diffusion profile was investigated by florescence 
imaging.  Red emitting, Rhodamine 6G (Rh6G) was dissolved in ethanol (0.1 mmol L
-1
) and the 
samples were immersed in the solution overnight for the dye to be absorbed.  The samples were 
then rinsed with water and dried under reduced pressure for two hours (heat was not use to dry to 
prevent further cross-linking of the SU-8).  A control experiment showed that uptake of the 
Rh6G was selective to only unexposed samples.  A visible color change from the original white 
to pink was observed for unexposed exposed sample.  No visible change was noticed for a 
sample that had been bulk exposed. Under the florescence microscope a 30 times difference in 
exposure time is needed to generate comparable image lighting between these two samples. 
With the difference between the bulk exposed and unexposed samples established 
patterned samples were next explored (Fig. 6.11a).  Photo patterned samples with 10 µm wide 
lines and 1000 µm spacing were immersed in the Rh6G solution overnight and imaged after 
drying.  Fig. 6.11b is the fluorescence image of the top surface (surface that was indirect contact 
with the photo mask).  The image has a periodic line spacing whose period (center to center) 
corresponds with the original photo mask.  The dark regions are the regions that were photo 
exposed and the SU-8 has been cross-linked.  The line consists of two regions, a sharp dark 
centerline flanked on either side by two broader lines of decreasing intensity.  The central line is 
the area that was directly photo exposed; it is more heavily cross-linked as indicated by the 
darker color.  The sidelines are formed through light scattering during photo exposure because of 
the opaqueness of the material.  Cross-linking gradient of the SU-8 portion going through the 
depth of the material, shown in the cross-sectional image (Fig. 6.11c).  The image in Fig. 6.11c 
has a natural gradient of the Rh6G through the material, caused by the slow diffusion of the 
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Rh6G.  This gradient can be seen by a decrease in intensity going into the bulk, from either side, 
across the entire length of the sample.  The location of photo exposure is located in the center if 
the image.  At this location there is a slight elevation of the material from the cross-linking of the 
SU-8 component in a thermally expanded state,  as well as a reduction in the surface florescence 
intensity attributed to the higher cross-linking density.  Even with the Rh6G diffusion gradient a 
SU-8 cross-linking gradient is observed.  
The diffusion pattern in the cross section presences in fan shapes. The crosslinked line width on 
the top surface is 70 µm (even the mask is only 10 µm wide, the scattering of the UV light 
caused the crosslinked region on the surface much wider). In this 120 µm thick film, the widest 
diffused section observed in the middle (depth of 60 µm), with a crosslinked line width of 280 
µm. This diffusion profile structure was utilized in constructing the computational modeling.  
6.4.5 Modulus of PDMS/SU-8 Film 
The difference in the modulus between the front and the back sides of control samples 
that were bulk exposed were measured as a function of sample thickness.  The modulus ratio was 
determined by AFM (Asylum MFP-3D) 
16
 force curves using silicon nitride tips (Veeco, DNP-
S10) at ambient temperature in air.  The AFM photodiode was calibrated from the constant 
compliance region of force curves between the probe and a glass substrate.  Sample were 
prepared by mixing 50% PDMS/SU-8 by weight and spin coating (500-2500 rpm, 30 sec) 
followed by curing of the PDMS (70
o
C, 2 hours).  The samples were then bulk exposed (40 sec 
exposure) followed by cross-linking of the SU-8 component (150
o
C).  Each sample was cut in 
half and transferred to a glass slide with one half containing the photo exposed surface facing 
upward and the other half the back of the sample facing upward.  The samples were allowed to 
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equilibrate on the glass slide for a minimum for 24 hours.  After the equilibration time period the 
AFM force indentation curves were measured. 
Sample was characterized with a silicon nitride cantilever with a spring constant of 0.100 
N/m (Veeco) using an MFP 3D AFM (Asylum Research). A conical tip approximation for the 
AFM tip of Hertz model was used
17
: 
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Where F is the loading force from the AFM cantilever, E is the Young’s modulus of the 
self-oscillating gel, δ is the depth in the surface of the sample that is caused by the loading force, 
υ is the Poisson ratio (assumed as 0.518), and α is the half opening angle (18o) of the cantilever. 
The force diagram of the sample is shown in Fig. 6.12a 
Meanwhile, the force F can also be determined by Hooke’s law.  
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Where d is the cantilever deflection and z is the height of the piezo. Combining equations 
1 and 2 results in: 
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A thermal power spectral density (PSD) graph was fit to a simple harmonic oscillator 
function for each individual cantilever to calculate the spring constant k. Individual force curves 
were modeled with equation 3 using a least squares fit by adjusting E. Fig. 6.14a shows, the 
typical force curve on the top surface of a 120 micro thick 50/50 PDMS after 40 seconds of 
exposure, it has a moduli of 15.44 MPa. And the bottom surface of the same sample has moduli 
of 11.62 MPa. Those data were chosen to fit in the computational model. 
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Fig. 6.12b shows the plot of the moduli of the top surface of the samples as the exposure 
time prolongs. From 10 seconds exposure to 50 seconds exposure, the modulus of the top 
surfaces of the sample is 2.65, 3.58, 8.97, 15.44, and 26.46 MPa respectively. The modulus of 
the sample increases exponentially after 20 seconds of exposure. Since pure PDMS (Dow 
corning) and SU-8 (Microchem) has a modulus of 2.25 MPa and 2.00 GPa, the more crosslinked 
SU-8 under longer exposure time will increase the moduli of the overall sample drastically. 
6.4.6 Simulation of PDMS/SU-8 Folding Patterns 
The folding of beams and plates due to a gradient in swelling ratio is a classical 
mechanical problem. Timoshenko
19
 was the first to derive an analytical expression for the 
curvature of a bilayer strip experiencing a temperature change. He decomposed the stress on the 
plane of bending into a normal force and bending moment on each layer.  With slight algebraic 
simplifications of his results, we know that the radius curvature of a bilayer strip in which both 
layers have equal height and width is given by 
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and the moment on either cross section is given by 
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where   is the radius of curvature of the bilayer strip,    and    are the swelling ratios layers 1 
and 2 respectively,   is the combined height of both layers of the strip,   is the width of the strip, 
   is the elasticity of layer i , and n is the ratio between the layers’ elasticities 
2
1
E
E
n  19.  Since 
then his work has been modified for plates
20
, multilayered beams
21
 , and other mechanical 
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conditions
22
 . Hyer 
23
 and Gigliotti et al. 
24
 have used a similar analysis to Timoshenko’s with a 
potential energy approach to study the bifurcation of thin composite laminates. They used 
analytical expressions to determine which bending directions produced a lower overall energy. 
Finite element analysis (FEA) has been used to verify analytical expressions to these problems or 
to study more complex geometries. 
To understand the folding mechanism seen with the PDMS/SU-8 plates, we developed a 
finite element model in ABAQUS/Standard.  We focused on understanding how mechanical 
properties of the plate affect its folding direction and the double folding phenomena. To develop 
the geometry of our model, we studied the cross linking profile of the plates. We exposed the 
final PDMS samples to Rhodamine 6G, a fluorescent dye that is most absorbed by the bulk 
unexposed PDMS.  Under fluorescence excitation, the SU-8 cross-linked section is darker than 
the rest of the plate. We imaged the material’s cross-section with a fluorescent microscope and 
analyzed the resulting profile to develop our model. The fluorescent image is shown in Fig. 6.11c. 
We found that the top area exposed directly to light is darkest, corresponding to the highest 
cross-linking density. From this exposed region, the cross-linking profile expands outward and 
downward through the sample, dissipating in both directions from the center.  
For our ABAQUS/Standard simulations, we simplified the system by using a three-
material model that approximates the crosslinking profile shown in Fig. 6.11c. The three 
materials are depicted in Fig. 6.13a 
The three materials in the model are designated by SU-8 cross-linked (XL), shown in 
yellow, partially SU-8 cross-linked (PXL), shown in blue, and non-SU-8 cross-linked (NXL), 
shown in lavender. The dimensions shown in Fig. 6.13a were found with MATLAB image 
processing of the cross-linked profile. When the line spacing was much wider than the patterned 
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line (10 µm), the model was illustrated with separated 3 components as shown in Fig. 6.13b. The 
top half of crosslinked line (yellow line in the schematic) were heavily crosslinked, the bottom 
half of crosslinked line (blue line in the schematic) were much less crosslinked, and the rest of 
film kept unexposed (lavender line in the schematic). When the line spacing was much closer 
(50-200 µm), where double folding phenonmon was observed, the model were adjust to Fig. 
6.13c., where the entire bottom half of the sample were considered as a uniformed layer with 
lightly crosslinked (blue layer in the schematic) characteristic. Because from the diffusion profile 
study, the widest crosslinked section is over 200 µm, hence when the line spacing is smaller than 
that, the crosslinked section in the bottom half of the film are actually overlapping with each 
other. 
For each material section, we assumed linear elastic isotropy. We used the PDMS 
literature value of 0.499
25
  for each section’s Poisson’s ratio, and measured the elasticity of each 
cross section experimentally with atomic force microscopy (AFM).  The swelling ratio was 
determined for the NXL and XL sections by finding the length change after swelling of an 
unexposed sample and fully exposed sample respectively. We used the average swelling ratios 
between these two measured values for the PXL sections. The material properties of all three 
sections are summarized in Table 6.1 below. 
Material Elasticity (MPa) Poisson’s Ratio Swelling Ratio 
XL 15.44 0.499 1.17 
PXL 11.63 0.499 1.35 
NXL 2.32 0.499 1.53 
 
Table 6.1: Material Properties of each Model Section 
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For most of our analysis we used base geometry of 32 mm by 32 mm by 0.1 mm with the 
cross sectional geometry shown in Fig 6.13d. The line spacing was chosen to be 125 mm, which 
is the median value at which the double folding phenomenon was observed experimentally. We 
systematically varied the material properties of the XL and PXL sections in the neighborhood of 
those described in Table 1. Physically this corresponds to changing the plate exposure time or 
SU-8 concentration of a sample. To save on computation time, only a fourth of the plate was 
modeled, and two axes of symmetry were used. The mesh utilized 51,200 multilayered shell 
elements with 4 nodes each, 6 degrees of freedom per node, and 14 or18 integration points 
through the shell thickness depending on the analysis. A corner of the meshed plate can be seen 
in Fig. 6.14a . 
The red section in Fig. 6.14a corresponds to the XL and the green section corresponds to 
the NXL. Integration points through the thickness of the shell element allow the elastic 
properties of the two materials in each bilayer to be defined. As described by Hu et al. 
26
, Song et 
at.
27
 , and Naceur et al.
28
, shell elements offer accuracy and computational efficiency for 
mechanical problems involving the folding of thin plates. To further validate the use of shell 
elements, we compared the folding of a small representative plate using shell and 8-noded brick 
elements. For our analysis we used a static algorithm that solves for non-linear deformation with 
Newton Raphson Iterations. Details on the algorithm have been documented
29
 .   
The actual stress distribution in the system is complex due to compatibility constraints 
between each material. However we can help understand our Finite Element results by using a 
similar analysis to Timoshenko’s. We can model the stress distribution on every cross 
section as a force and moment on each material section caused by a swelling ratio difference 
between the bilayers.  For each folding direction, one section’s swelling ratio dominates and the 
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resulting force drives the folding of the entire system.  The force and moment between NXL and 
PXL, which helps drive the formation of the first folding moment, were illustrated in Fig. 6.14b. 
The forces between XL and PXL, which helps determine the final steady state folding pattern, 
were illustrated in Fig. 6.14c. We observed different folding directions depending on the 
mechanical properties of the XL and PXL sections.  
Using the geometry described by Fig. 6.13a we varied the swelling ratio of the XL and 
PXL section while maintaining elasticity values of EXL/ENXL=6.66 and EPXL/ENXL=5.01. Fig. 
6.15 shows plots of folding direction as a function of the normalized XL and PXL swelling ratio 
compare to NXL’s (actual swelling ratio see Table 6.1).  
We studied the case in which the geometry and elasticity of the plate are held constant.  
From Fig. 6.15 we see that if the values of swelling ratio for XL and PXL are relatively close, the 
plate folds into initial folding mode (Fig. 6.14b). This is because the swelling ratio difference 
between the materials of the XL and PXL sections is not significant enough to drive folding of 
the entire system. Instead the plate is driven by the swelling ratio difference between the 
materials in the NXL and PXL sections. The plate folds against the lines because the XL section 
is much more elastic than the NXL section. The moment caused by the difference in swelling 
ratios of the layers in the NXL is not significant enough to drive the full folding of the stiff XL 
section against the lines. In initial folding mode, the plate does not have to fold the stiff XL 
section. As the PXL section swells, the moment produced by the XL increases, bending the plate 
into steady state folding mode (Fig. 6.14c). The NXL section is compliant enough to allow 
bending in this direction.  Using this information, we can predict how the plate will fold base on 
its swelling ratio.  
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We can also use these results to analyze the double folding phenomena. We hypothesized 
that double folding may have been primarily caused by the time varying swelling ratio. The NXL 
section absorbs solvent first, so that initially the NXL will have the largest swelling ratio 
difference between its layers (SXL/SNXL=0.65, SPXL/SNXL=0.65).  On Fig. 6.15, this corresponds 
to the points closest to the 45 degree dotted line, which bend into initial folding mode.  This is 
the first bending direction observed in double folding. As the system reaches steady state 
(SXL/SNXL=0.76, SPXL/SNXL=0.88), the swelling ratio difference between the layers of the NXL 
and PXL sections will be larger, corresponding to red regions of Fig. 6.15 farthest from the 
dotted line, where steady state folding mode occurs.   
We also replicated the double folding by exponentially increasing the swelling ratio of 
each section as a function of time. We increased the swelling ratio of the NXL section first, 
causing it to fold against the lines. As it reaches state values it unfolds and refolds into its 
secondary configuration. Fig. 6.16 shows time-lapse images of the double folding phenomena in 
experiments and in the simulation. This simulation shows the same folding trends and folding 
pattern as the experimental results shown in Fig. 6.10 
6.4.7 Programmable Complex Folding Patterns 
After qualitative determination of the basis of folding relationships, more complex 
folding patterns were explored through use of different photomask patterns to create different 
patterns of SU-8 cross-linking. Fig. 6.17a-c demonstrates three different mask patterns that were 
tested.  The first example (Fig. 6.17a) is a photomask with several concentric squares (10 m 
wide square edges, 1000 m separation between each square, insert Fig. 6.17a).   The corners of 
this patterned film rolled inward, and then the sample folded in half.  This folding mechanism is 
a consistent manifestation of the same effect where the film folds perpendicular to the direction 
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of the patterned lines.  The net force at the patterned square corners directs the folding 45
o
 to the 
patterned lines, causing the corners to fold inwards towards the center of the film.  This film 
displays control of the through simple vector addition.  Different folding angles or twisting can 
be achieved by programming the sides with different line densities (number of lines per unit 
area).  In the example shown (Fig. 6.17a), both sides had the same patterned line density, 
achieving the 45
o
 angle folding.  The pattern also folds in half, further minimizing stress in the 
system that the corner folding is unable to fully achieve.  The axis that undergoes the folding in 
half prevents the other side from folding.  The folding of this film puts the patterned side inward, 
remaining consistent with the normal folding mechanism.   
The edges of the film can also be directed to fold inward if the patterned lines are 
directed outward along the all edges (insert of Fig. 6.17b depicts this geometry).  Samples 
patterned with this geometry fold inward along the edges.  The sample does not fold in half 
because the axis of the inward fold edges prevents folding in half. Rather, what tends to occur is 
that folding along two opposite edges will dominate and attempt to fold into a cylinder.   
 Another patterned line geometry that was tested was a pinwheel with the patterned lines 
radiating from the center on a circular film.  This pattern consisted of 10 m wide lines rotated 
by 10
o
.  The films were cut into circles centered at the center of the photo pattern.  With the 
pinwheel geometry the edges of the circularly cut sample would tend to fold inward to produce 
four edges (Fig. 6.17c).  The photograph in Fig. 6.17c has four sides, the forth edge is difficult to 
visualize from the photo angle.  Different sized circles were tested to see if the radius of the film 
would change the number of edges. this however was found not to be the case and is more likely 
to be controlled by the angle that the lines are rotated on the photo mask.  In addition to the 
edges folding inwards to the center of the pinwheel geometry, the sample also folds in half.  The 
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convergence of the patterned lines at the center of the circle causes increased concentration of 
cross-linked SU-8, which better resists solvent swelling.  This higher cross-linked density causes 
an inward curvature, which forms a crescent moon shape.  This folding process is illustrated in 
Fig. 6.17e.  The intermediate of the edges folding inward is not isolable and drawn only for ease 
of visualization.   
Removal of the center of the pinwheel (Fig. 6.17d) prevents crescent moon distortion 
from occurring.  Once the center is removed, the ripple effect is observed, with the lines along 
the edge of the inner cut circle attempting to fold inward.  This surface rippling is different than 
that presented earlier and is not created by the lack of a cross-linked SU-8 gradient through the 
depth of the material. Rather, it is formed through the constricted folding the hole in the center of 
the pattern generates.  Large arrays of controlled surface rippling might also be possible by 
patterning several pinwheels in a square, hexagonal, or other novel packing arrangement. 
The results from the line spacing experiment also enabled the design of a mask that can 
be used to program folding with two different diameters within the same material.  Fig. 6.18a is a 
schematic illustration of a sample cut into an “x” shape and photo patterned with two differently 
spaced lines patterns.  When submersed into solution the denser line pattern causes folding to 
occur with a tighter radius of curvature.  The more sparsely spaced lines will fold with a larger 
radius of curvature because of the reduced programmed strain, formed through the line 
patterning.  Fig. 6.18b is a photograph of such a structure in toluene where the lines were spaced 
100 and 500 m apart.  The closer spaced lines (100 m spacing) has an inner folding diameter 
of approximately 1.22 mm, this is roughly half that observed with other set of lines (500 m 
spacing, inner folding diameter 2.54 mm) and in agreement with the control experiment with 
variable line spacing. This design provides a means of three-dimensional control of the system to 
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generate unique geometries that can be readily generated through a simple light-programming 
step.  Structures like this with different diameters cannot be readily generated with other folding 
systems
5
 because the strain is inherent to the material and not programmable.  The portions 
patterned with 100 m also initially fold in reverse direction.  This effect was not as dramatic 
due to a smaller width that the geometry was cut. 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
 In conclusion, we have demonstrated that use of photo patterning and other simple 
fabrication tools on composite films of SU-8 and PDMS can control the folding of the film in 
nonpolar solvent.  The UV-exposed areas resist the swelling that occurs when PDMS is placed in 
nonpolar solvent and can be used to direct folding into different 3D objects.  The folding can be 
controlled through various experimental parameters, including but not limited to, sample 
composition, sample thickness, mask design, post-bake curing temperature, and organic solvent 
selection. 
 Ultimately we envision the possibility of programming additional levels of control into 
the system.  This would be achievable through the use of a secondary programming tool after the 
folding step.  We are continuing our efforts to understand this system and hope to follow up with 
a detailed mechanical model of the folding process.  In addition to the model, we hope to further 
demonstrate improved folding control. 
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6.6 Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic depiction of the light programming step and folding process.  (b) Photography 
of multiple samples that were programmed to fold into a cylinder. 
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Figure 6.2: Folding of patterned sample: line patterned sample (left hand side of the image); bulk 
exposed sample (right hand side of the image) 
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 Figure 6.3: Plot of the average inner folding diameter and average folding time as a function of the 
literature reported PDMS swelling ratio for various PDMS swelling solvents. 
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Figure 6.4: Plot of the average folding time and average inner folding diameter as a function of curing 
temperature after SU-8 photo exposure. The average inner folding diameter was measured while the 
sample was in solution.  This diameter was estimated for samples where a full circle was not made due to 
the limiting length of the material 
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Figure 6.5: The measured sample thickness is plotted against the spin speed in Supplemental Figure 4 for 
two different sample compositions (50 and 75% PDMS by weight).  These have been fitted to a power 
law relationship and have good agreement (R
2
 > 99%).  From this plot it can be seen that the sample 
thickness for a given spin speed decreases as the PDMS content increases. 
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Figure 6.6: Plot of the average inner folding diameter as a function of sample thickness. Two sample 
compositions 50 and 75% by wt PDMS are shown. 
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Figure 6.7: Plot of the average folding time as a function of (a) square size.  (b) sample rectangular 
length in the direction of the patterned lines (perpendicular length maintained constant at 13 mm, see 
insert). The sample composition and processing conditions for this size scaling experiment were identical 
to those used for the solvent swelling experiments, namely 50% wt PDMS; 10 m line, 1000 m spacing 
exposure mask; 150
o
C cure. 
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Figure 6.8: Plot of the average folding diameter as a function of (a) square size.  (b) sample rectangular 
length in the direction of the patterned lines (perpendicular length maintained constant at 13 mm, see 
insert).  This data is from the same experimental run as  
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Figure 6.9: Plot of the effect of the programmed line spacing on the inner folding diameter. 
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Figure 6.10:  (a) Time laps photo sequence of the folding behavior of sample (32mm×32mm×0.12mm) 
programmed with a tightly spaced line configuration (50µm), time unit is second. (b) Schematics of the 
film folds into initial folding mode first then transition into steady state folding mode. 
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Figure 6.11: The investigation of the SU-8 cross-linked diffusion profile of the sample through 
florescence imaging: (a) unexposed and bulk exposed sample; (b) line patterned sample, top surface (top 
image) (c) the cross section of line patterned sample. 
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Figure 6.12:  (a) force diagram of AFM on the surface of a PDMS/SU-8 film with 120 micro thickness 
and cured over 45 seconds; (b) Plot the modulus of the PDMS/SU-8 film versus time of exposure. 
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Figure 6.13:  (a) Simulated crosslinking profile of Non Crosslinked Layer (NXL, shown in lavender), 
Crosslinked Layer (XL, shown in yellow), Partially Crosslinked Layer (PXL, shown in blue), and the 
pink region is the estimated crosslinking gradient in the actual film. (b) Arrays of the tri-layer model 
when line spacing is at 200µm~1000µm. (c) Arrays of the tri-layer model when line spacing is at 
50µm~200µm. (d) Dimension of the tri-layer model for double folding phenomenon simulation (line 
spacing at 50µm~200µm). 
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Figure 6.14:  (a) Corner view of the tri-layer mesh created in ABAQUS system. (b) Forces and moment 
distribution for the initial folding mode. (c) Forces and moment distribution for the steady state folding 
mode. 
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Figure 6.15:  Folding modes according to different swelling ratio of PXL and XL. Blue dots represents 
the situations when the film folds in the initial folding mode, and red dots represents the situations when 
the film folds into the steady folding mode. The units were normalized against the maximum swelling 
ratio of NXL at 153%. 
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Figure 6.16: Time-elapse snap shots of the simulation videos of the double phenomenon. Plate dimension: 
32mm×32mm×0.1mm (width×length×thickness), with SU-8 line spacing of 175µm. 
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Figure 6.17:  (a-c) Photographs of folded samples programmed with three different designs.  This inserts 
on (a-c) depicts the mask design; (d) Photograph of a sample patterned with the pinwheel mask design 
where the center of the pattern has been cut; (e) Schematic representation of the folding process of the 
pinwheel process. 
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Figure 6.18: (a) Schematic representation of the folding of an ‘X’ shaped sample programmed with two 
different line spacing on the arms.  (b) Photograph of the folded ‘X’ pattern with two different folding 
diameters incorporated onto the same sample.  
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